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CONdITIONS OF SAlE

These Conditions of Sale together with the
Bid Sheet and any glossary contained in this
Printed Catalog, as may be amended by
announcement, constitutes the complete terms
and conditions on which all property shall be
offered for sale by Pete deCoux. (the “House”).

This is a telephone and mail bid sale.  All
bids must  be made by LOT Number as listed in
the Printed Catalog  and be received by the
House not later than the Sale Close as below, be
made in United States of America Funds and 
follow the Bidding Increment Schedule as listed
in the Printed Catalog. Only registered catalog 
buyers will be permitted to bid.

The Sale Close shall be at 10:00 PM
Mountain Standard Time on the day, month, and
year of “close date of the Sale” as listed on the
Catalog and Bid Sheet.

The House reserves the right to reject any
bid from any bidder. The highest bidder acknowl-
edged by the House shall be the Buyer. In the
event of any dispute between bidders, the House
shall have sole and final discretion either to deter-
mine the successful bidder or to re-offer and
resell the article in dispute. In case of tie bids
preference will be given to the bid bearing the
earliest postmark. If any dispute arises after the
Sale, the House’s sale record shall be conclusive
in all respects. If the Buyer gives notice in 
writing to the House that any lot sold is wrong,
and if within fourteen (14) days after such notice
the Buyer returns the lot to the House in the same
condition as when sold, and proves to the 
satisfaction of the House that the returned lot is in
fact wrong and this was not indicated by a fair
reading of the Printed Catalog, the sale will be
rescinded and the Purchase Price thereof 
refunded.

No bid can be withdrawn once made.
There are no exceptions.

Great care is taken to ensure that any state-
ment as to authorship, attribution, origin, date,
age, provenance and condition is reliable and
accurate, but all such statements are statements of
opinion and are not to be taken as statements or
representation of fact. All property is sold “as is”
and neither the House nor the Consignor makes
any warranties or representations of any kind or
nature with respect to the property. Furthermore,
the House reserves the right, in forming opinion,
to consult and rely upon any expert or authority
reasonably considered by the House to be reli-
able.

As used in these Conditions of Sale the
term “Final Bid” means either the highest

acknowledged bid or the Reduction Bid as
defined  below, whichever is least, and the term
“Purchase Price” means the aggregate of  the
Final Bid plus fifteen percent (15%) of the Final
Bid (the “Premium”) and any applicable State
and local sales tax and any compensating use tax
of another state which the House may be required
by law to collect.

All lots sold must be removed at the
Buyer’s expense and the Purchase Price thereof
paid in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FUNDS not later than thirty (30) days following
the date of the Sale. And unless prior arrange-
ments have been made unpaid lots will be subject
to a late charge of 2% per month. The House will
help to arrange to deliver any lot, provided
instructions are given, the Purchase Price is paid
in full, and all postage, packing, insurance or
other fees incurred by the House are paid in full.

In these Conditions of Sale the term
“Reduction Bid” means the sum, rounded up to
the nearest increment as listed in the Printed
Catalog, over the second highest acknowledged
bid.

Bidders who are unknown to the House
and have not established credit must either
enclose twenty percent (20%) of their bids, or
supply bank or other suitable reference to the
House in good time as to be taken up before the
date of the Sale. Deposits of unsuccessful bidders
will be promptly returned after the date of the
Sale.

All lots will be available for inspection BY
APPOINTMENT ONLY, unless a  public preview
is otherwise announced. All cartridges are for 
collecting purposes only.

The House reserves the right to withdraw
any lot at any time before the date of the sale.

If the House is prevented by fire, theft, or
any other reason whatsoever from delivering any
lot to the Buyer, the liability of the House shall
be limited to the Purchase Price actually paid
thereof. The respective rights and obligations of
the parties in respect to the Conditions of Sale
and the conduct of the auction shall be governed
and interpreted by the laws of the State of
Arizona, and the bidder hereby submits to the
jurisdiction of the courts of such state.

Bidders must comply with all Federal,
State and local laws that pertain to anything
that they bid upon and agree to promptly 
supply the house with all proofs and / or
licenses necessary upon payment.

Participation in the auction constitutes the
acceptance, understanding and agreement of these
Conditions of Sale.

SHIppINg and HANdlINg - Our minimum charge for shipping and handling is $20.00.
Special packing and handling will be charged in addition to the $20.00 if necessary. We ship 
ammunition via Fed X throughout the United States so we must have your phone number and
street address. We can only ship ammunition within the continental U.S
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Estimates- We have included a price range that we
think the lot will sell within. However, they are only esti-
mates, and a lot may sell above or below the estimate. So
don’t let an estimate stop you from bidding because you
think it’s too high. Bid what you are willing to pay.

Bidding- Determine how much you are willing to
pay and bid that price, as your bid may win because all lots
are sold as cheaply as other bids allow, as this is a “reduc-
tion bid” auction. Bid early; the earliest postmark is the
winner in case of tie bids. You can call back and check or
adjust your bids or bid on other lots by telephone towards
the end. See the inside back cover for the auction close pro-
cedure and bid even if you feel you have no chance of suc-
cess; you may get a bargain.

Bidding by Mail- Just fill out the Mail bid sheet by
listing the lot number and your maximum bid for that lot,
sign it, include your deposit information and get it to us so
we receive it before the close date. Remember we do not
have any control over delivery of your bid so we suggest
you do it as soon as possible as bid sheets received after the
close date will not be considered.

Bidding by E-mail- Electronically duplicate the
asked for information contained on the bid sheet and send it.
Note the times we will not accept E-mail bids, as published
on the inside back cover of the catalog.

Bidding by FAX, we no longer accept fax bids.
Bidding by Telephone- You may place any number

of bids any number of times during the sale. No written bid
is required prior to placing telephone bids during the hours
of 10:00 AM to 7:00 PM MST Monday - Friday. You may
also add, raise and / or check if you are high. Starting the
Thursday before the Close the auctioneer will give you the
second high bid as a starting point, and tell you if your bid
is the high. He will not provide any other information about
bids. And please remember too, within three (3) business
days after the close, send us your signed Phone
Conformation bid sheet confirming your bids.

Checking your Bids- You may check any number
of times. The auctioneer will tell you if you’re high. You are
then free to raise on any number of bids or bid on other lots.

Auction Close- Ten (10:00) PM MST time on the
date published in the catalog. So until 10:00 PM on the auc-
tion close date if you call and get a busy signal redial, until
you succeed and we will continue to take your bids. When
you call and make connection be aware we have two tele-
phone lines and a device that will let you know you have
connected with us and it will put you on hold until we are
finished with the bidder ahead of you. It will then be your
turn. So if you get this recording stay on the line as you are
next. The wait should be short as we try to make each call
as short as possible. However you can hang up and redial at
a later time provided the auction is still in progress. Should
you call after 10:00 PM when the auction is over you will
get a recording saying so. 

After the Sale- We will be preparing the winning
prices. We realize you are anxious to know if you were suc-
cessful, so should you wish to call about this information
please do so starting Monday between 10 AM to 7 PM as
we will not accept calls at other times or on Sunday. Final
results will be mailed to all catalog buyers. Included with

this mailing will be detailed invoices for winning bidders.
Unsuccessful bidders will have their deposits returned.

Payment- We accept PayPal ONLY for overseas
or Canadian buyers (you pay all fees, use:
ctgs@commspeed.net and the gift payment button) We
are again taking U.S. bank credit cards, but prefer personal
checks, money orders and bank drafts only if payment is
made in United Sates Funds.  Other payments drawn on for-
eign banks may be subject to a $25.00 or more fee. Arizona
residents must pay appropriate sales tax.

Extended Payment- Provided prior arrangements
are made extended payments can be arranged. If you really
want something we will try to work out a plan for you to
participate. We can also accept items in trade against your
balance provided prior arrangements are made. Questions?
Call !

Delayed Payments- Things do not always go as
expected, we are aware of that. We would appreciate, if
something unexpected happens, that you let us know as
soon as possible so we can take appropriate action. We
expect payment in full within thirty (30) days from the
invoice date. If you do not inform us and delay in paying us
there is a late charge of 2% per month and we will be forced
to require a 100% cash advance of your bid in future auc-
tions.

Delivery- We will try to ship your order soon after
the purchase price is paid in full. We ship by Fed-X and
must have your phone number and physical street address.
Minimum shipping is $20.00 and includes insurance only
for your purchase price. We cannot ship live ammunition or
primers by mail, so overseas, Canadian and other than con-
tinental United States buyers must make other arrange-
ments. We will be glad to work with you on this by storage
or shipment to another. Please contact us for details.

Problems- Contact us as soon as possible if any-
thing is wrong with anything so we can rectify the problem.
Please be sure to give us a daytime telephone number.

Questions- As the auction is very soon we regret
we can not reply to written questions. Should you require
further information about anything please call 928-776-8285
during the hours 10:00 AM to 7:00 PM MST Monday -
Friday. Please do not wait to the last minute to call as we,
may not be able to take the time to satisfactorily answer
your questions during active bidding.

Our HOURS OF OPERATION are:

Monday-Friday = 10:00 AM to 7:00 PM

The Friday before the close = 10 AM to 9 PM

A Non-Auction-Close Saturday = We are Closed

Within 3 weeks of the “close Saturday”=10 AM to 3 PM

The Auction Saturday = We open at Noon

Any Sunday = We are Closed

AriZoNA does not go to daylight savings.

A d v i c e  t o  b i d d e r s

FIRST review the entire catalog; we may not have put the lots you want where you expect them to be.
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comments
Regarding our descriptions of the quality and condition of the items in this catalog, we try to

be honest with you as buyer, as we too, are often buyers. We try to rate the item in an overall 
condition then note any flaws. We understand that each of you has different criteria that often make
an item acceptable or not. Therefore to make our ratings understood we will say that an item rated as
fair is one we feel most collectors would put away with the hope of upgrading and that the most dis-
criminating of you would not purchase the item at all due to a high percentage of missing label, poor
patina, dirt, corrosion, no charge or badly cracked neck. A good item is one that, although it does
have some of what we consider slight, minor flaw(s), you could live with and still enjoy. Very good
shouldn’t be any problem to 98% of you. Excellent to near mint a very minor distinction, and mint is
as new, without being new. Should you have any further questions we will be glad to help with more
detailed information about an item(s) as best we can.

Regarding our comments about rarity we can only go with what we have encountered in other
collections, at gun and cartridge shows and in various auctions and lists. Our rarity ratings are based
on the frequency we have seen or read about the item in question. Your exposure may be entirely 
different.

Regarding the photographs, we show the worst “side” and are photographing items (as close
as we can,) actual size. If an item is not, the text will show in the percentage we reduced or magnified.

Please read the whole catalog as a lot you desire might be in different section than you think.
To those of you who undertook the massive task of authoring the books we use and to all of you

who took the time and effort to answer our questions, Thank you, we couldn’t have done it without
you.

We hope you will be successful with your bids and satisfied with the lots you won. We have
made every effort to give accurate descriptions regarding the who, what, why, etc., and hope this
effort is of use to you.

A note about headstamps: on a 4 position headstamp we write starting at 12 o’clock, then go the 
9 o’clock, 6 o’clock and 3 o’clock details. So basically we just start at the top then go left to right with everything
below 12 o’clock as a left to right reading. If the letters/numbers are facing inwards, read as a straight line.

NOTE: This is a reduction bid auction, spread bids are of no use as your high bid is
reduced to an increment above the next highest bidder (or not, if it is a tie bid). Also please
pay attention to the bid increments at the top of your bid sheet because your bid will be

reduced if it does not conform to the increments and you might loose the lot !

All bidders MUST submit a signed bid sheet.

regarding reserves: Please consider any lot with a $300.00 [or higher] low estimate figure,
as having the low estimate value, used as a reserve value guide. 

Please note we are not an all reserve house, however we do have a minimum bid.
Please note that the minimum bid on any lot is $15.00.

Please note our buyer premium is 15%.

We are taking U.S. bank credit cards for your wins but perfer your check (personal or
otherwise}, money order or bank drafts. PayPal is acceptable only for overseas or Canadian
buyers.
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the following abbreviations are being used for bullet jacket materials in the catalog.
GM = gilding metal             GMCS = gilding metal clad steel 
CN = cupronickel               CNCS = cupronickel clad steel
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EARLY & TRANSITIONAL
1 This ca. 1863-1865 .50 Gallager has vertically seamed light tan paper over the

coiled brass-foil body and a pointed lead bullet. Percussion fired. the ignition hole is in
the center of the rounded and dished base. With light to medium uneven soil, it is in
good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25

2 From an 1865 Watervliet Arsenal packet of 10 Linen cartridges this .52 Sharps
Carbine has a lead bullet and a vertically seamed light tan linen body with an inserted 
off-white paper base. Included is a Xerox of the packet. The cartridge has a wrinkle in the
body but is strong. With light soil, it is in good condition. estimate- 50-70

3 A .577 P/53 Enfield by Eley. The white paper is tightly gathered and
tined with string at the nose, {which is actually the base of the bullet}
and then coated with tallow. The  cartridge base has an off-white
paper wrap on the body and the tail is twisted and somewhat tucked in
to the base. In excellent condition. estimate- 90-120

4 A .58 U.S. Rifle-Musket M-1841 - 1855, it has the light tan paper gathered and
tied with light tan string at the nose. The tail is folded, then laid along the side. The
bullet measurers .588” to .592” over the paper. With a typical mid-case wrinkle at
the base of the bullet, a small stain in the tail and light soil, it is in good condition.
estimate- 35-60

5 A .58 U.S. Rifled Musket M-1841 variation. Made with dark blue paper,
gathered at the nose and tied with white string. The tail is folded from the sides
to the center, slightly twisted and laid mostly on the base. The conical projectile
measurers .588” to .596” over the paper and has the Williams Clean-Out at it’s
base. With a typical mid-case wrinkle at the base of the “clean-out”, and a faint crack in the body, it is still in good
condition. estimate- 150-200

6 This .69” Round ball Musket bullet measures .664” to .679” over the brown
paper, which has been gathered over and under the lead ball, and then tied with
thin light brown string. The body shows a diagonal wrap, while the tail has been
folded and now lays over the base and side. The total weight is 528 grs. and
overall length is 2.25”. [This appears to be quite similar to Thomas, part 1, pg.110-111

#82] It has a couple of dark brown stains and a slight wrinkle in one side, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 60-90

9 Unheadstamped, this beautifully factory sectioned .50 Meigs or Burton experimental rimless
grooveless inside primed copper case shows the inner priming-pocket shape, among other things. [for

more about these see Hoyem Volume 2 pg. 22-27 and volume 4 pg. 122. The American Rifleman June 1955 pg. 23

notes this as Burton] With nice toning, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 150-200

8 Appearing unfired, this .45 Sharps Slant Breech has a center holed brass base 
soldered and inset to the brass body. The mouth shows an inner lip for a bullet seating
stop. With light vertical manufacturing case grooves, it is in very good to excellent  
condition. estimate- 350-450

7 This .69 U.S. Musket M-1822-1840, Buck & Ball has three .31” lead shot
positioned above the round ball and all are tied in-place with a single brown
string, which also closes the nose of the light-tan paper case. The tail has
been folded and laid alongside the body. Weigh is 683 gr., length is 2.6” and
the single ball is .680” to 699” over the paper. [For more on this type of cartridge

see Thomas, Part 1 starting on page 103]. With an about 8-9 mm long carefully
repaired crack on one side, and very light soil it is otherwise, in good condition. estimate- 150-200

10 This rare copper 1.6” long Meigs sectioned draw of the rimmed experimental
.50 Meigs has a raised ‘ RTRIDGE Co.OMASS (plus other inner letters) ‘ headstamp.
Also showing the inside priming-pocket shape. It has faint marker noting “Meigs Pat”
on the inner case wall. Showing a false start for the sectioning in the head, it has nice
color and is in very good condition. estimate- 120-170



15 Nicely sectioned to show the soldered the steel anvil, rubberized fabric covered rubber
washer, copper ‘top hat’ musket cap and brass case construction, this .58 Morse Type 1 case
exterior was once polished, but it is still in good to very good condition. estimate- 90-120

16 This .58 Morse Type 1 is without it’s original washer / base. The uncommon
construction style is a drawn copper case with a brass two-prong, “V” shaped
anvil soldered to the case walls. The mouth is a little out-of-round and has a few
dings, otherwise this is in good condition. estimate- 250-350

17 This .74 Morse Type 1 for a 12 (or so) gage shotgun has a tinned-
brass case with a tinned-brass insert in the head holding a felt washer
and a copper ‘top-hat’ musket cap next to the 2-pronged “V” shaped
tinned-brass anvil, which has been soldered to the inner sides of the
case. Perhaps once loaded, it does not appear to us to have been fired
and is generally in excellent condition. estimate- 300-400

18 This 2.46” / 62.5mm long steel 12 ga. Auxiliary chamber has
two concentric circles as a headstamp on the base, and the rim
where the nipple is located has a relatively small flat area, which if
aligned to the horizon angles the nipple very slightly to the right. The
lacquered case has a 7/8” long upper mid-case split, however all
things considered, it is still in good but unusable condition. estimate- 150-200

19 Based on Maynards 1863 U.S. patents [#39,823 and #40,112], this 
.50 Maynard Cord Extractor has a 1.204” long brass case with the .5485”
diameter base showing a small center flash hole. The outer edge of the base
has a small loop of copper wire soldered to / into it, and the loop has a short
piece of off-white period twine knotted to it. The cast lead bullet is lightly 
oxidized, and the nicely toned case has a just a slight bit of uneven color.
Overall it is in relatively excellent condition. estimate- 1200-1700

11] This example of the 1.6” rimmed .50 Meigs experimental has what
we believe is an original 453 gr. lead bullet with three grease groves, and
is removable. The unloaded drawn copper case has a raised headstamp
and an old but lightly scratched “134 grs” in the side of the case {134.4 is the 

actual weight of the case}. It appears to us to be 
primed, but seems to have a different inner primer pocket  configuration than lot 10 above. 
With a small ding to one side of the case and a old partal band of marker, but nice color. 
Otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 1500-2000

\12 These three brass cased .50 Meigs pistol examples include an unheadstamped
loaded round with a domed copper primer and a lead bullet. A large flat copper-primed but
unloaded blank and a nicely sectioned fired ball case. All three are somewhat unevenly toned
but are still in good condition. estimate- 40-70

13] A .64 Rembert as found in U.S. Patent #70,264 of Oct. 29, 1867 by S.S. Rembert, of
Shelby Tennessee for a breech loading firearm. We show both sides of this finely made, quite
rare round. Brass-cased, flat-based and unheadstamped it has a lightly oxidized lead bullet.
The TWO copper percussion caps fit on a moveable “nipple-wire” which is a fluted rod inside
the base with a cap on either end and it seems this was designed so that if one cap failed (as
they were know to do at this time) ignition would still take place and only a single gun-hammer
was needed to fire the gun. The holes in the cartridge base allowed the spent cartridge to be
removed. The firearm had forward moving barrels, with keepers to secure the cartridge case,
and the fireing pins had a coiled spring designed to give them more force. In very good to excellent condition we believe
this is the 1st time one of these has been offered to the public. estimate- 1200-1700

14 This .50 Morse Type 1 Step Base has a rubberized fabric 
washer which holds a copper musket cap in the 3-piece base (a
tinned brass washer has been nicely fitted over the rim to strengthen
it), and the tinned brass case holds a two-groove lead bullet.
Lacquered, with maker, and missing perhaps 40% of the tinning, it is still in good condition. estimate- 700-1000

MAYNARD



22 An uncommon .55-100 Maynard M-1865. It has a 2.365” long brass
case, with an .556” head and a .767” diameter rim. The lead bullet has a
flat spot on one side and is oxidized while the case is a little unevenly
toned. In good condition. estimate- 90-120

25 Conforming to the U.S. Mead patent of Dec. 10th, 1872, #133,714, with an
unheadstamped copper-cased .22 rimfire case in the nose of the [correct] cast lead 
bullet, which has one deep groove and is lightly oxidized. This brass-cased .50-50
Maynard M-1865 has a copper balloon rivet helping secure the rim to the body. With a
few very tiny areas of discolor, nice toning and faint marker, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 150-200

26 This unknown to us, .60 Maynard M-1865 brass case has
typical M-1865 construction with the center-holed thin rim 
soldered to the thin-walled brass body. Measurements are: rim
.792”, rim thickness .019”, head .633”, mouth .630”, inside mouth
.591” and 2.590” case. We are unsure if it is a fake, something home made, or an undocumented Maynard, so fair
warning - no return. It has marker, uneven light toning, slight wrinkles to the outer edge of the rim and was perhaps
once fired. In good condition. estimate- 15-?

23 This 2.286” long, .55 Maynard M-1865 Shot uses a copper balloon rivet to
help secure the base to the body. Measurements are: head .580”, rim diameter
.773” and mouth .577”. With a small area of discolor on the base it is unfired, never
loaded and in excellent condition. estimate- 60-90

24 Headstamped ‘ PATENTED SEP . 16 . 1873 ‘, this Logan and Hart [U.S. patent
#14,294] modified .50-50 Maynard  M-1865 brass case has two “Parker” slots at the
cap pocket to help remove a fired percussion cap and a steel anvil to seat the cap on.
With some marker, a label and uneven toning to the fired case, it is in good condition.
estimate- 400-600

\20] Known in rimmed and rimless version this experimental
rimmed .58 Maynard Flop ear (aka Mule-ear) has a 1.458” long
relatively thick-walled brass case with a center holed base. The
case mouth is .621”, the head is .620”, the ear is .092” thick and
.131” wide, while the oxidized cast lead bullet is .578” in diameter.

With somewhat dark and uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 1400-1800

21 Conforming to the U.S. Mead patent of Dec. 10th, 1872, #133,714,
with an unheadstamped copper-cased .22 rimfire case in the nose of the
lightly oxidized lead bullet, this brass-cased .40-40 Maynard M-1865 has a
copper balloon rivet helping secure the rim to the body. A bit lightly and
unevenly toned it also has some marker, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 150-200

27] Unheadstamped this pair of .64 Maynard shot shells includes a 21/2” 
M-1873 with a magnetic anvil, and a 27/16” M-1882 taking the Berdan primer.
The M-73 has uneven toning and the M-82 is toned. Both have been fired and
de-primed. In good condition. estimate- 40-70

\28 This .40-60 Maynard 
M-1873 has a large brass
Berdan primer, a magnetic
anvil, a 2.275” long, 2-piece brass case and a cast lead bullet. The rim is

.761” and the head is .449”. With a couple of old cloth-tape collection labels and uneven toning, it is in good condition.
estimate- 35-50

29] This uncommon .50-100 Maynard M-1873 has a large brass Berdan
primer, a magnetic anvil, and a 2.390” long, 2-piece brass case. The rim is .754”
and the head is .550”. With uneven toning, and some dark areas at the mouth, it
is in good condition. estimate- 300-400

PINFIRE ÷ ÷ ÷ ÷



30 This pair of #0 and #5 Collath horizontal pinfires both have
raised ‘ W. COLLATH + FRANKFURT A.0 0 or 5 ‘ headstamps,
steel pins, brass heads, blued-steel base reinforcing coils and light
green paper hulls. The 31/4“ long #0 is a new primed empty, while
the 3” long #5 has a nice roll crimp, a off-white top wad with a “7_” in
pencil. Both have unevenly toned heads and the #0 [shown] has some
rust on the blued-steel coil. In good to very good condition. estimate- 30-50

31 These 4 pinfires include 2@10 Ga. a 21/2” salmon paper “BRAUN &
BLOEM  DÜSSELDORF”, and a 25/8” tan paper “E.B. LONDON”. A 21/2” faded
pink 12 Ga. has only a large raised ‘ 12 ‘ headstamp. The 21/2” green paper 16
Ga. has an impressed “antlered deer” headstamp with “16” between the antlers. All but the Eley are new primed empties
while the Eley has a roll crimp and a clear plastic? celloid? topwad. All have brass heads, and brass pins but the B&B
has an inner steel base reinforcing ring. The “12” [shown] has a little separation where the outher paper coil ends, 
otherwise these are all in good condition. estimate- 20-40

32 Headstamped ‘ H.UTENDOERFFER No= NÜRNBERG 14 ‘, this 21/2”
all-brass 14 Ga. new primed empty has a brass pin and a set of
grooves in the mouth to secure a topwad. With large dark stains, but no
corrosion, it is still in good condition. estimate- 30-60

33] This 23/4” long, 10 Ga. C.D. Leet pinfire has a raised ‘ C. D. LEET .SPRINGFiElD MASS. [around a] 10 ‘
headstamp, a fairly evenly trimmed brass head, a brass pin and a salmon paper body with the mouth a little
out-of-round. The head is a little dark with the letters a bit brighter, so in good condition. estimate- 250-300

\34 This 4 round collection of 12 mm Braun & Bloem all have lead bullets and raised
headstamps. It includes 3@ with copper cases showing slight variations in the centered 
‘ BB {over} 12 ‘ headstamp, and perhaps some very slight case length differences. The brass case has at

1200h, the B’s slated away from each other at their tops and the “12” at 600h. All are lightly toned and only one of the
copper cased bullets is not oxidized. In good condition. estimate- 20-40

35] This 2-piece, half-cover tinned-steel 50-size 7mm tin by S&B has a black-
printed full end-wrap-around light green label. It holds 5 nice condition copper-cased
lead-bulleted rounds with an impressed ‘ 7_ {over} SB ‘ headstamp. With typical tinning
loss to the steel, the label is lightly soiled, has light discolor at both ends and is 
perhaps 98% complete with only a few small dark stains. In good condition. 
[photo 70%] estimate- 60-90

36 With 4 original copper-cased rounds holding typical Allen “double 
belted” lead bullets, this very uncommon 100-size 2-piece half-cover 
mottled brown No. 50 (.25”) Ethan.Allen & Co. Lip Fire box has perhaps
70% of the plain green side seal remaining. The black-printed green top
label has a few scuffs, light soil and notes the Sept, 25, 1860 patent date.
The box has edge wear and the top is missing the left end, otherwise it is
in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 500-750

37] A pair of .14 Alton Jones. The loaded example has a ‘ H ‘ headstamp and a lead bullet, With a 
slightly different shoulder the ‘ U ‘ headstamped primed empty  
may be either a draw or needs fire-formed. Both have a copper   
cases and are in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

\38 A guess as to the total amount of individual rounds in this .22 collection is
perhaps 700 to 1000. It includes proof’s, dummies, shot loads, blanks, ball and lots
of U.S along with some non-U.S. headstamp variations plus more than a few early
unheadstamped examples, some of which are labeled. Included are BB, CB,
Short, Long and L.R. and perhaps a very few longer .22’s. Weight ot the plastic
bag the collection is currently in, is about 3.5 pounds. Some have toning and these
range from good to very good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 90-120

RIMFIRE

LIP FIRE BOX



40] This is a collection of 28 or so French made .22’s and 6mm Floberts. Most are
labeled and included are lots of variations such as case finish, manufacturing styles, head-
stamps and loadings. An uncommon 9mm all-brass Flobert shot load is also included. An
interesting lot, and in good to very good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 20-40

41 A 5-piece draw set. It has two cups and two draws plus a finished but not yet primed
copper-cased .22 Short with an impressed ‘ US ‘ headstamp. In very good to excellent condition. 
estimate- 25-40

42 Headstamped ‘ H ‘, this uncommon .22 Long dummy has a chemically blackened copper case with a
lower mid-case hole, and an inner wood distance piece. The round nose lead bullet has a wide belt,
showing two cannelures; smooth and knurled. In very good condition. estimate- 20-40

43 Headstamped ‘ H ‘, this uncommon Hollow Point .22 Long dummy has a chemically blackened 
copper case with a lower mid-case hole, and an inner wood distance piece. The very lightly oxidated
round nose hollow-pointed lead bullet has a wide belt, showing two cannelures; smooth and knurled. In good to very
good condition. estimate- 25-40

44 This copper-cased, inside lubricated .22 Smith & Wesson Long Rifle has a ‘ U ‘ headstamp and an
oxidized lead bullet. A very hard to find .22, the rim has been struck, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

45 Headstamped ‘ 26U7 ‘, this .267 Remington dummy proof has a tinned brass case which
has had the lower half chemically blackened. It has a small hole lower mid-case, a knurled can-
nelure near the mouth and the round nose lead bullet is secured with a taper crimp. With just slight thinning to the 
tinning, it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 50-80

46 This pair of copper-cased British .297 Revolver rounds include an unheadstamped variation
with a deeply dished base, a much shorter [.518” / 13.15mm] than normal case length and a 
belted, pointed lead bullet secured with a choke crimp. The other has a typical [.552” /14.03mm]
case length, a raised ‘ 297 ‘ headstamp and a pointed 2-groove oxidized lead bullet. The headstamped example has
a very faint “7” and both rounds have marker. The headstamped is in good condition, while the dished-base is in very
good condition. estimate- 40-70

47 Headstamped with a typical, slightly faint raised ‘ W ‘ inside an impressed circular groove, this .30 Warner
has a copper case using a slight taper crimp to hold the belted, single groove pointed lead bullet. With nice even,
slightly dark case toning, it is in very good condition. estimate- 120-170

48 Headstamped with a raised ‘ A&W ‘, this .32 Short has a copper case and an oxidized single
groove, round nose lead bullet. with even toning it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

49 Headstamped with a raised ‘ G in an impressed O ‘, this .32 Short by Winchester for Brown &
Brothers has a copper case, and an oxidized lead bullet with two knurled and one smooth 
cannelure. Showing a very slight bit of silverish case color in some areas, we are unsure if it was once tinned. Lightly
toned, it is in good condition. estimate- 50-80

50 With the hard to find ‘ nLn ‘ headstamp and a small, somewhat deep center-dish in the
head, this ca.1863-1870 .32 Long by C. D. Leet has a copper case and a lightly oxidized 
2-groove pointed lead bullet. With marker and surface soil, it is in good condition. estimate- 100-150

\39 With a raised ‘ G in an impressed O ‘ headstamp, this hard to find .22 Short by Winchester for Brown &
Brothers has a copper case holding an oxidized round nose lead bullet, which has both a smooth and a knurled
groove. With light toning it is in good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 100-150

51 This .38 Long by C. D. Leet has a copper case and an oxidized 2-grooved lead 
bullet. A little unevenly toned it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

52 A .41 Short by C. D. Leet. With a copper case, and a two groove lead bullet. With marker, it
is in very good condition. estimate- 50-80



53 With a raised ‘ E ‘ headstamp, a copper case and an oxidized 2-groove pointed lead bullet,
this .41 Short by Eley has a small dent near the rim on one side, but is still in good condition. 
estimate- 15-25

54 A rare .41 Short with a raised ‘ W in an impressed O ‘ headstamp. This headstamp was used only very
briefly by W.R.A.Co. circa 1880. The copper case contains a pointed lead bullet with one groove. With light lead
oxidation it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 1700-2200

55 With a raised ‘ US in an impressed O ‘ headstamp, this scarce .41 Extra Long has a copper
case and a lead bullet with a single grease groove. A round no one has been able to 100% pin down,
it was apparently made only for a short time. With nice color, it still retains a little grease in the bullet
cannelure, and has a small ding to the nose. In good to very good condition. estimate- 200-300

56 Headstamped with the large size ‘ H ‘, this Winchester, 10.4x38 R (.41) Swiss
extended case shot load has a copper case and a light blue paper topwad secured
by the long taper of the case mouth. It has a stain on one side near the rim, 
otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

57 This unheadstamped .38 Extra Long Ballard 1.46” C.L. has a nickel-plated case
and uses a slight taper crimp to hold the swaged lead bullet. Said to have been made by Phoenix Metallic, the total
weigh is 217.8 grains, and is also said to be found with an unplated copper case. The bullet is a wee bit loose in the
mouth and the plating is spotty on one side. In good condition. estimate- 250-350

58 This .46 Carbine by C. D. Leet, has a copper case with a slightly dished head
and a segmented crimp holding the pointed lead bullet, which has two smooth
grooves. Lightly toned, it has a couple of factory case wrinkles and lead oxidation. In good condition. estimate- 70-100

59 With a raised ‘ P in an impressed O ‘ headstamp, this .44 Extra Long Howard
Shot has a copper case and a dark green paper sabot. The shot is oxidizing and is
showing a little at the sabot slits, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

60 Unheadstamped, this .50 Remington Pistol has a drawn copper case and an oxidized lead bullet.
It has “52 DERINGER” hand-scratched in the base, otherwise it is in fair to good condition. estimate- 30-60

61 Unheadstamped, but showing an impressed circle made by tool chatter /
tool slippage, this copper-cased .50-50-500 Frankford or Springfield 
experimental has a lightly oxidized cast lead bullet with “saw tooth” grooves.
With a little uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

62 A .50 Crispin long. It has a drawn copper case with a lower mid-case flange to 
contain the priming compound, and a unevenly but lightly oxidized lead bullet secured by
[typical] irregular case crimps. It has a small case ding near the mouth, and is in good
condition. estimate- 350-450

63 Unheadstamped, this .56-50 Spencer board dummy by U.M.C.Co. has been factory 
lacquered. It has two mounting holes and a taper crimp secures the oxidized lead bullet, The
H.P. White collection reference number “11742” is electro-penciled into the case body. The 
lacquer is flaking in a few small areas, but it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

64 Unheadstamped but showing an about 270º impressed circle made by tool chatter /
tool slippage, and a slightly dished base, this copper-cased  50-60 Peabody holds a very
lightly oxidized lead bullet with a short severe tapered crimp. The case is somewhat dark,
has a couple of small areas of light pitting and has a small dent. In good condition. 
estimate- 70-100

65 Unheadstamped, this very uncommon .50-60 Peabody Blank has a taper crimp
securing the light tan-colored paper topwad at the mouth. With a small dish in the 
middle of the head looking to be made by a center-fire arm, it has a couple shallow
case dents, marker and light even toning, In good unfired condition. estimate- 70-100



66 With typical C.D. Leet “tick marks” in the slightly dished base, this early .56-46 Spencer
has a short [.934” C.L.] copper case and holds the lightly oxidized three-groove lead bullet with a
taper crimp. With an old, small but somewhat deep dent at the shoulder and marker, it is in
good condition. estimate- 60-90

67 This unheadstamped .56-46 Spencer by Fitch, Van Vechten & Co. has a 1.065” long
copper case, and secured by a segmented crimp, the lightly oxidized lead bullet has two
grooves. With light surface soil and marker, it is in good condition. estimate- 50-80

68 Quite uncommon, this .56-50 Spencer has a full circle crimp. The unheadstamped 
copper case is not showing any tool marks and has a very slightly dished-head with a small
but high center. The flat-tipped lead bullet is held by a taper, almost choke crimp which has
some vertical wrinkles. By a maker unknown to us, it has a few slight dents, the case is a little
dark and a little unevenly toned. In good condition. estimate- 150-200

69 Uncommon with a raised ‘ S A W ‘ headstamp this .56-50 Spencer has a 
copper case with three segmented crimps and an oxidized lead bullet. With marker,
and light case-toning the headstamp is much better than average. In good to very
good condition. estimate- 100-150

70 With a raised ‘ H in an impressed O ‘ headstamp, this uncommon .56-52
Spencer Shot has a long yellowish-cream colored paper sabot. With a
removeable paper label, light case toning and only very slight swelling of the
sabot, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 90-120

71 By Ethan Allen, this .56-52 Spencer is unheadstamped. Copper-cased, the
base shows a high center with a dished ring around it, plus 4 ticks. The two-groove
cast lead bullet is held with a slight taper crimp. The case has light uneven toning
and marker while the bullet still has some lubrication in the grooves. In good to very good condition. estimate- 70-100

72 Nicely headstamped ‘ C.D.L. ‘, this .56-52 Spencer has a copper case and
uses a segmented crimp to hold the oxidized two-groove pointed lead bullet, which
has a small flat tip. With some surface soil, but nice color it is in good condition.
estimate- 50-80

73 With a raised ‘ U in an impressed O ‘ headstamp, this copper-cased .56-52
Spencer holds an oxidized two groove lead bullet with a roll crimp. With nice even
toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

74 Unheadstamped but showing a series of tick marks, this early .56-56 Spencer
by C. D. Leet has a copper case which secures the two-groove lead bullet with a 4
point segmented crimp. With marker and lightly toned, it is in good to very good
condition. estimate- 30-50

75 Unheadstamped, the base of this .974” long copper case shows a shallow dish
around a high center. A .58 Gatling short, thought to have been made by Crittenden &
Tibbals, it has a roll crimp securing the two-groove lead bullet. The toned case has marker
and a couple of dents, while the lead has a small dent near the tip. In good condition. estimate- 150-200

76 Unheadstamped, the base has a shallow, but wide dish with a flat 
bottom showing a very slight raised edge to the outer edge of the dish. A .58
Mont Storm by an unknown to us maker, it has a toned copper case with a
large crudely-cut hole, and a taper crimp holds the lead bullet. In fair to good
condition. estimate- 40-70

77 This fired or inerted copper case shows two pierced holes, with the
uncommon ’  .58 CAL. ‘ (for the U.S. Musket) headstamp. It was cut in
half then nicely soldered to it’s other half. It also has an almost double rim,
which we think was a manufacturing flaw. With some unknown white
residue, it is in good sectioned condition. estimate- 30-60



78 Headstamped ‘ J.G.‘, this Joseph Goldmark made {ca. 1864 to 1866} 
.58 Musket has a copper case using a taper crimp to hold the lightly oxidized
cast lead bullet. With a narrow, shallow case dent and light toning, it is in good
condition. estimate- 150-200

79 Very scarce, this 12x29R Lund or Norwegian Remington Carbine is unheadstamped. It
has a copper case with a slightly dished base and an oxidized round nose lead bullet. With
some once-clear cellotape on the case it is in good condition. estimate- 800-1000

80 With an unknown makers ‘ D R ‘ monogram headstamp [Motz, Vol.1 pg #387
11a], this copper-cased 14.5x32.5R Waenzl M-1867 has an oxidized 
two-groove lead bullet with a small flat tip. With smallish, spotty dark areas, it
is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

81] This 36-size, white 1-piece top flap 5mm Wingo box has red print around black triangles on the
top.. Appearing to be full of brass cased shells with a large ‘ W ‘ headstamp, the code on the end(s) is 

“WG 5-36-L” in black print, In excellent condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 90-120

\82 This 30-size, white 1-piece top flap 5mm Wingo box has black print around
red triangles on the top. Appearing to be full of brass cased shells with a large ‘ W ‘
headstamp, the code on the end(s) is “WG 5-30” in red print, In
excellent condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 90-120

83] This 100-size loose pack, 2-piece half-cover tan box for the
.25 Bacon, Bliss, and other pistols is probably 3/4’s full of copper-

cased, lead-bulleted rounds headstamped ‘ H ‘. It has a mostly complete dark blue side
seal with black print on three sides. The dark green top label has the incorrect Oct. 24th
1871 patent date and a few rubs. The box top has cellotape over the right end. The 
relatively strong box has soil, while both ends of the box bottom have handwritten blue crayon(?) letters which does not go
onto the side seal. In good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 100-150

84] Holding two nice condition, original unheadstamped copper
cased rounds with slightly dished bases and pointed lead bullets
showing one groove, this 100 or perhaps 200?-size green 2-piece
half-cover H.C. Lombard “Size No. 2” {.30 Short} box has a mottled
black and green side seal now only on the bottom sides of it. The
glossy black top label has gold foil print noting among other things
that these are “ADAPTED TO JAMES WARNER’S REVOLVER”. The lightly
soiled top has inner paper-reinforced corners and side edges, while
the label is complete, the print is somewhat faded at the right side
and lower right corner. A rare box, it is still in relatively good to very good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 3000-4000

85] Marked “FOR THE REMINGTON RIDER PISTOL”, this 50-size, tan 2-piece half-
cover empty Winchester .32 Extra Short box has a 99% complete tan side seal with
black print on three sides. The green top label has a couple of small scuffs and light
soil. The box once had some cellotape wrapped around it and a piece remains on the
back side. A slight difference in the top label color can be seen due to the tape. Strong,

it is in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 70-100

\86 Now containing 5 each new primed empty copper cases with a raised ‘ H in an
impressed O ‘ headstamp, this very uncommon, Winchester 50-size tan 2-piece half-
cover .32 Extra Long box is without a side seal and we think it never had one. The
green top label shows the incorrect Oct. 24th 1871 patent date, a small brownish stain
and a few scuffs. One corner of the top is open, and this 
is in good to very good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 60-90

RIMFIRE BOXES

87] Perhaps 1/5th full of copper cased blanks with a ’ H ‘ headstamp, and an off-white topwad
secured with a 6 petal “STAR CRIMP”, this 50-size, tan 1-piece top flap Winchester .32 Blank
box shows a “ June 27, ‘82 ” patent date on the right side, and the Winchester name in the lower
portion of the front label. The top flap shows signs of hinge repair on the inside. With light soil, it is
in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 50-80



88] Holding 3 original, unheadstamped copper-cased rounds with lead
bullets showing two grooves, this very early 50-size green two-piece half-
cover .38 Long box by C.D. Leet has a mottled brown and yellow side seal
that is perhaps 95% complete. The light blue top label notes two patents:
Sept. 7, 1852, #9256 by L.C. White of Meridan CT, for drawing brass from a
flat blank, and #27,933 the Smith & Wesson, April 17, 1860 patent which for
was a rimfire priming system. The top has a partially open seam on the left
side. All things considered, this is in very good condition. [photo 65%] 

estimate- 2500-3500

\89 Empty, this early, off-white 50-size 2-piece half-cover .38 Short Blank
box by Winchester has a 96%(?) complete light brown side seal with print on
three sides, and the top label is a light tan color. The top has a partially open
right end but all the corners are strong. With light soil and a small bite to one
corner of the top label, the box is in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 30-50

90] This 50-size U.M.C.Co.
.38 Short For Pistols plaid box top has a dark blue top label and an orange
side seal. The bottom has a red side seal and is by the Peters Cartridge Co.,
so this is a mariage. The 47 or so unheadstamped copper cased rounds
have oxidized lead bullets. What is uncommon about the ‘box’ is the early
top label noting “Case Cartridges” and stating “Under Smith & Wesson’s Pat.
17, April, 1860” which was for a rimfire priming system. The top has open
corners while the bottom has a weak seam, so in fair condition. [photo 65%] 

estimate- 15-35

\91 Full and sealed at the sides with a wide, plain wrap of tan paper, this
50-size-2-piece half-cover plaid .38 Short box by Remington Arms -
U.M.C.Co. has a only a blue top label. A piece of similar tan paper has been
attached to the top, otherwise the label is in very good to excellent condition,
and the box it’s self has just a little edge wear. [photo 65%] estimate- 15-25

92] Full of very good
to excellent condition, ‘ V ‘ headstamped, brass-cased rounds with case-
holes and lead bullets, this 50-size, 1-piece orange, blue and white end
flap .41 Short DUMMY box by Navy Arms was made in Brazil. It has a
few scuffs and rubs, along with an old price sticker on the right end flap, 
otherwise it is in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 90-120

\93 This 42-size 
No. 56 for Spencer Rifle or Joslyn’s Carbine box is holds six, 7-size
unmarked boxes, four of which are empty, one is full but opened, and
one is full / unopened. The 2-piece tan box has a yellow label with
black print on the top. With light soil plus a prominent mention of Smith
& Wesson’s April 17, 1860 patent on the label, the box is strong and in
good to very good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 300-400

94] Missing perhaps 3-5 copper-cased rounds with ‘ P [Kass P-6] ‘
headstamps and lead bullets, this 100 size sliver, black and white
Peters Rustless Filmkote .22 C.B. Caps box is PCC-12-CB-2ff. With
only light soil, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-80

\95 Not full, but filling the loosely packed tray, the copper-cased
rounds have ‘ P [Kass P-4] ‘ headstamps and lead bullets. This 100 size
sliver, black and white Peters .22 C.B. Caps Rustless Filmkote box
is PCC-12-CB-2?. it has the “f” bottom, but the contents are not listed.
With light to medium soil, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-80

.22 BOXES & DISPLAYS
About these following .22 boxes: Unless we state otherwise. all the photographs are at 70%. We have used Tony Dunn's

numbering system as a reference for you. If the lot does not have a number it’s because we couldn’t get one, and unless we
say otherwise the box type is 1-piece end flap. For the Canadian boxes we used the Don Blyth and Tony Dunn numbers, and
those we preface with the letters DB. Other boxes may have a author who can be found in the selected bibliography.



\97 One of three boxes known, this full and
sealed, off-white 2-piece 100-size full-cover box
.22 C.B. box by Robin Hood Ammunition Co. is Rains CB-1. It has
a red and white full wrap-around label. Other than a small scuff on the
bottom, it is in mint condition. estimate- 3000-4000

98] Appearing full of brass-cased blanks with ‘ D ‘ headstamps, and
pinkish topwads held by a multi-petal crimp, this 1-piece, 50-size tan with
blue print .22 Blank box by C.I.L. has a warning on the back. DB CIL-8-S-1,

it has very light soil, and is in excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

\99 Full and sealed by the black-printed blue paper side seal, this 100-size 2-piece half-cover
tin of Prago brand .22 cal./6mm blanks by Sellier & Bellot notes the importer, PRAGOTRADE,
TORONTO, MONTREAL on the red, gold and black paper label which now mostly covers a red 
printed-on-the-tin label. DB-IMPORT-1-S-1, 
it is in excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

100] Empty, this 41/4” long, 1000-size, top-hinged 1-piece tan with
blue and red print Remington Arms Co Inc. .22 Short Blank brick held
Black Powder blanks. The code is R9, it has light soil and light foxing.
With a little fading to a couple of lines of print on the back side, it is
strong and in good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 25-40

\101 Both full of ‘ H ‘ headstamped EXTRA LOUD blanks, the Winchester-
Western Division of Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. holds brass-cased blanks and
the Winchester Division of Olin Industry holds copper-cased blanks. This pair of
.22 Winchester boxes are 1-piece 50-size white with red print and show “W 22 BL”
factory codes. WRA99-S2e and WRA-99-S-2c respectively, with light soil and edge
wear both are in very good condition. estimate- 20-40

102] Appearing full of brass-cased ‘ H ‘ headstamped EXTRA LOUD blanks, this Division of
Western Cartridge Co, New Haven Conn., white with red-print 1-piece 50-size .22 Winchester
Blank box has a “K 2251 R” factory code. WRA-99-S-2a, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

\103 Appearing full of copper-cased ‘ H ‘ headstamped blanks, this white with
red-print 1-piece 50-size .22 Winchester Blank box is WRA-14-S-1c. But is missing the dot after “Co”
in the front. Marked only “EXTRA LOUD” (inside a border) on the back, it is ca. 1938 issue. With a slight
break or dent in the back and light soil, it is still in good condition. estimate- 15-25

104] Appearing to be full of brass-cased ‘ H ‘ headstamped blanks with
yellowish transparent ? topwads held with roll crimps, this W.R.A.Co. Smokeless .22 blank box 
proclaims on the back that these are ‘ SMOKELESS”, “EXTRA LOUD” and “NON-FOULING”. It is a
light tan, 50-size 1-piece tan box with red print. Appearing similar to lot 103 above with the same

the front, it is not in Dunn or Rains. In excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

\105 Appearing full of copper-cased ‘ H ‘ headstamped blanks with both white or blue topwads
being held with a “STAR CRIMP” it also shows “Pat. June 27, 82” printed on the back. A very early 
off-white 1-piece red-printed Winchester Repeating Arms Co .22 Blank box also has a blue “Extra
Loud.” rubber stamp on the back. All four sides show “.22 BLANK.” print. Rains SB-3c, it is in excellent
condition. estimate- 60-90

96] Empty, this 5” long, 1-piece white with red and dark blue print 500-
size Winchester .22 B.B. Cap brick once held five 100-size boxes. Coded
“W 22BB” on the ends it has light soil and a little light foxing. With edge wear
at the thumb hole and a weak hinge on the right end, it is in good condition.

[photo not to size%] estimate- 30-50



\107 This green, yellow and black pair of Eley .22 Short H-V solid boxes both have running
rabbits on the ends. and include a full ICI-3-S-3b. The empty variation with the child warning has
a back which is the same but for noting “IMPERIAL METAL INDUSTRIES (KYNOCH) LIMITED” (see “B” bottom
ICI-4). Other than light soil, these are both in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

108] This green, yellow and black I - C - I .22 Short H-V solid
box has a running rabbit on one end flap and a leaping deer on
the other. Otherwise it is ICI-3-S-3a as the bottom has “KYNOCH

FACTORIES OF” as the 2nd line. The left end flap has a small dent at
the edge, but it is still in excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

109] Full, this early 50-size .22 Corto (short) box by Industria Argentina is white, 
yellow, red, brown, blue and black. The brass cases are headstamped FM in the style as
seen on the box top, and are individually held nose to tail in a pull-out paper carrier. The
carrier has a small tear at one corner, while the IA-1-S-2 box has bright colors and although
it is a few small light tan-stains, it is in relatively very good condition. estimate- 20-40

110] Full of nickel-cased rounds with a ‘ PETERS [over] HV [Kass PE-1] ‘ headstamp, this .22
Short H.V. Filmkote box is black, silver and white. PCC-13-S-1a, it has a ruck-up along the
lower edge of the left thumb cut, some rubs on the bottom and sides. In good condition. 

estimate- 15-25

\111 Full of nickel-cased rounds with a ‘ PETERS [over] HV [Kass PE-1] ‘ headstamp, this .22
Short H.V. Filmkote box is black, silver and white. PCC-13-S-1c it has the Patent noted on
the bottom with a purple rubber stamp. With some edge and corner wear it is in good 
condition. estimate- 50-80

112] Full of brass-casesd rounds with a ‘ PETERS [over] HV [Kass PE-1] ‘ headstamp, this 
.22 Short H.V. Filmkote box is black, silver and white. PCC-13-S-1g, it has only a little edge
wear, and is in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

\113 With 49 brass cases showing a ‘ PETERS [over] HV [Kass PE-1] ‘ headstamp, this .22
Short H.V. Rustless box is black, silver and white. PCC-14-S-1aa, it has a little edge wear,
but is still in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

114] Full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ PETERS [over] HV [Kass PE-1] ‘ headstamp, this .22
Short Hollow Point H.V. Rustless box is black, silver and white. PCC-14-S-2aa, it has a little 

edge wear but is in very good condition. estimate- 20-40

106] Full and sealed by the black-printed red side seal, this 50-size blue pattern-printed
white 2-piece half-cover American Metallic Cartridge Co. .22 Short Target Cartridges box
has a cream and white colored top label with black (wood cut) print. AMC-1-S-1 it is not “a” or
“b”. With only very light soil, and some very tiny letters in ink on the top, it is in still in 

excellent to near mint condition. estimate- 350-450

\115 Full of brass cased rounds headstamped ‘ SP ‘, this South African made 
.22 Kort (Short) box is dark purple or brown, white and yellow. With English text on
the other side, it is SP-10-S-1. With a tiny bit of wear at the corners, it is in very good
to excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

116] Holding 5 original copper-cased rounds with a raised ‘ US in an impressed O ‘
headstamp, this 50-size, 2-piece half-cover tan United States Cartridge Co. 22 Short
box has a perhaps 90% complete yellow side seal with black print on three sides. The
white woodcut top label has black and red print. US-3-S-1a, it has even, all-over very light
soil, and is generally in very good condition. estimate- 250-350



\118 Full of copper-cased rounds with a ‘ H ‘ headstamp, this tan, 2-piece half-cover
Winchester SMOKELESS .22 Short box has a perhaps 95% complete orange side seal
with black and yellow print. Showing the correct Oct. 31 Stetson’s patent date on the green,
black, red and orange top label, it is Rains S-21d. With a little edge wear and light soil, it is in
good to very good condition. estimate- 50-80

119] Full of ‘ H ‘ headstamped, nickel-plated cases holding lead bullets, this Winchester,
1938 issue .22 Short Super Speed box is red, yellow, dark blue and black. WRA-14-S-5,
this is the 1st variation as there is only one patent noted and there is no mention of Western
on the box. With light soil and edge wear, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 25-40

120] Full of ‘ H ‘ headstamped, nickel-plated cases holding copper-plated lead bullets,
this 1939 issue, Winchester .22 Short Super Speed box is red, yellow, dark blue and black.
WRA-15-S-1b, it has even light soil, and is in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

\121 Perhaps half full of ‘ H ‘ headstamped, copper cases
with hollow-pointed lead bullets, this tan 2-piece full cover Winchester, .22 Short Spotlight
box, has a red, black and white partial wrap-around the ends label with the codes “2530”
and 5(?)-20 on the bottom. Rains SS-8a, the top label has a crease and a bite while the ends
are a little tattered where it was opened. In good condition. estimate- 150-200

122] Full of ‘ D ‘ headstamped copper-cased rounds with lead bullets, this early, .22 Long,
Black Powder loaded, Dominion Cartridge Co, Ltd. box is a faded blue, 2-piece full-cover
style with a red and white full wrap-around the ends label. DB DCC-7-L-1, the label has some
loss on both ends where it was opened, and the top has a scuff by the “Bent D” logo. With light
soil, it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

123] Perhaps half full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ PETERS [over] HV [Kass PE-1] ‘ 
headstamp, this .22 Long H.V. Filmkote box is black, silver and white. It is PCC-13-L-1 but
with an “F” bottom, and it is missing the right end flap. In fair to good condition. estimate- 15-25

\124 Perhaps half full of copper-cased rounds with ‘ U ‘ headstamps and oxidized lead
bullets, this uncommon LESMOK loaded red, white and black Remington Arms U.M.C.Co.
Incorporated .22 Long box has a red inner tray and the right end flap is marked “A” on
the tuck. Without any codes on the top, it is REM-4-L-1. With a few tiny rubs to the back side
and one corner, along with very light soil, we consider it to be
in very good condition. estimate- 70-100

125] With 48 copper shells with a ‘ H ‘ headstamp and a light blue topwad, this
2-piece half-cover tan .22 Long “SOFT SHOT” Winchester box has an about
97% complete yellow side seal and a green top label. Rains LS-6a, the top label
has missing parts, otherwise the box is in very good condition. estimate- 70-100

\126 Full and sealed with a tan paper wrap, underneath the tan black and red side label,
this tan 2-piece full cover Winchester .22 Long Lesmok box is Rains L-30. The light green
top label is faded in some areas, and has a small scuff, while the side label is in excellent
condition. So overall, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-80

117] Prerhaps 1/2 full of  ‘ US ‘ headstamped, copper cased rounds with oxidized, belted
flat-nosed lead bullets, this very uncommon, 1-piece top-hinged U.S .22 Short Gallery
box has a red and black top label over an orange label, which has been printed on the box.
The box sides and bottom are also printed on the box with yellow, black and off-white text.
US-50-S-2d, but also note the lack of a dot after “SHORT” on this example. With a little
even soil and slight edge wear, it is in very good condition. estimate- 90-120

127] In a paper tray with individual compartments, the 42 original rounds have DWM
“Flaming Bomb” [KASS 2-24] headstamps, copper cases and lead bullets. The dark red and
tan BERLIN-KARLSRUHER JNDUSTRIE WERKE A.-G. .22 Long Rifle box is very
similar to the pre. 1933 issue DWM-1-LR-1, but this example has only German text.
With soil, it is in good condition. estimate- 60-90



128] The one remaining original round has a nickel-plated brass case, a 
factory hole in the head and a blue plastic sabot. This 20-size Omark / CCI .22 L.R.
Dummy, Shot box has a white plastic tray with a clear plastic top, and a red and
white front label. The back has white label with blue and red print plus a large black
“DUMMY” rubber stamp. See Rainbolt CCI-9-LR-5 for the back label and LR-6 for
the sabot color. With a retail sticker on the front and some light scratches to the
plastic, it is in good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 15-25

\129 Sealed with the red, silver and very
dark blue partial wrap-around the end label.
This 50-size clear plastic sliding top and tray style CCI, .22 Stinger 40th Anniversary
box {1977 to 2017} is in mint condition. As an aside, a current IAA member developed
this exceptionally performing round. estimate- 15-25

130] This full, white oversize end flap box, is sealed
with a black-printed off-white label which partially covers
the ends. A Dutch military 5.6 x 16 by DAG (R.W.S. of
Germany), it is MISC-1-LR-15. With very light soil, it is in
excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

\131 Empty, these three Eley .22 L.R. boxes are red, yellow and
black, except the bottom one which is more of an orangeish-red. All
are by IMI (Kynoch) Limited. One of the upper two (ca. 1962 issue)
notes a postal code in the address {IMI-1-LR-4}, and the other 
doesn’t, but both have the “IMI in a O“ logo on the bottom. The
lower one has no postal code plus the uncomon and thought to be
for export, ”ELEYZKYNOCH “ logo. In excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

132] This pair of Eley .22 L.R. boxes are red, yellow and 
black. Appearing to be the same box the one with the red and

white 1¢ Tennessee tax stamp is empty. The other is full of brass-cased rounds
headstamped with the ‘ ICI inside an arrow [Kass IC-1] ‘ headstamp. Without a child
warning these both have light soil, and the full one has some small bits of ? stuck 

to the front side. In good condition. estimate- 15-25

\133 This Eley .22 L.R. box is red, yellow and black. Full of brass-cased rounds with an 
‘ ICI inside an arrow [Kass IC-1] ‘ headstamp, this shows the child warning and on the bottom IMI
(Kynoch) Limited is noted as the maker. With very light soil and a rub on one side, it is in very
good condition. estimate- 15-25

134] Full of brass-cased rounds headstamped ‘ HP3 ’, this colorful Austrian,
Hirtenberger Patronen .22 L.R. box is red, yellow, white, blue and black. H-3-LR-1a,
“STANDARD VELOCITY FOR SINGLE- AND AUTO-LOADERS” is also in German on the other side.
In excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

\135 With just faint circular marks on the base of brass-cased rounds holding {wide} 
belted round-nosed lead bullets, this full, French High Precision .22 L.R. - EFI [for target
shooting] box is light yellow (or cream), with a red border and black print. On the right end is a
Swiss, Thun Arsenal sticker and the left end flap shows a circular “MGM” logo. MGM-1-LR-2,
it has light soil. but is sill in excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

\136 Full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ PETERS [over] HV [Kass PE-1] ‘ headstamp, this 
.22 L.R. H.V. Filmkote box is black, silver and white. PCC-13-LR-1g, it has a slight bit
of edge wear, and is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

137] Full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ PETERS [over] HV [Kass PE-1] ‘ headstamp and
hollow point lead bullets, this .22 L.R. H.P. H.V. Filmkote box is black, silver and white.
PCC-13-LR-2g, it has light soil, but is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 15-25



138] Full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ PETERS [over] HV [Kass PE-1] ‘ headstamp, this 
.22 L.R. H.V. RUSTLESS box is black, silver and white. PCC-14-LR-1aa, it has edge wear,
and some scuffs to the bottom, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

\139 Full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ PETERS [over] HV
[Kass PE-1] ‘ headstamp, and hollow point lead bullets, this .22 L.R.
H.P. H.V. RUSTLESS box is black, silver and white. PCC-14-LR-2aa, it has light wear at the
corners and top edge, but is still in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

140] Holding about 36 brass shells with a multi-petal crimp and a ‘ PETERS [over] HV [Kass PE-

1] ‘ headstamp, this .22 L.R. H.V. RUSTLESS SHOT box is black, silver and white. It is PCC-
14-LR-3 but with a product code of “2299” on the end flaps. The left end flap is included bußt is
detached at the hinge. It has scuffs and soil, so in fair to good condition. estimate- 20-40

\141 Full of copper-cased rounds with ‘ P [Kass P-5] ‘ headstamps and lead bullets, this ca.
1935-1940 .22 L.R. RUSTLESS FILMKOTE box is black, silver and white. PCC-12-LR-1a,
it has light soil, and is in very good condition. estimate- 20-40

142] This pair of .22 L.R. RUSTLESS FILMKOTE boxes
includes an empty PCC-12-LR-1? with a “P” bottom. It has cellotape tape across the top and one
end label is missing a sizeable piece of the outer layer. The lower box holds maybe 20 copper-
cased, lead-bulleted rounds with a ‘ P [Kass P-5] ‘ headstamp. It is PCC-12-LR-1? but with the “C”
bottom noting the patent. With light to medium soil, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

\143 Full of ‘ U ‘ headstamped, brass-cased rounds with
lead bullets, this 1956 issue .22 L.R. Pistol Match box by
Remington is dark green, red and white. REM-54-LR-4a,
it has a few very slight rubs, and is in excellent condition.
estimate- 15-25

144] Full of ‘ U ‘ headstamped, brass-cased rounds with lead bullets, this 1956 issue .22
L.R. Pistol Match box by Remington is light green, red and white. REM-54-LR-4b, it is in
excellent to mint condition. estimate- 20-40

\145 Full of ‘ U ‘ headstamped, black oxidized brass-cased rounds with lead bullets and
factory holes in the heads, this Remington, .22 L.R. Dummy box is green and yellow with
black and white printing. It has a full wrap-around white label with green print showing “Code
8851” on the bottom. REM-19-LR-6 on the 22 box ID web site, it is in excellent condition.
estimate- 20-40

146] The one original round has a copper case, an‘ R ‘ headstamp and a lead bullet. A
tan 2-piece full cover box, this Robin Hood,.22 L.R. Smokeless box has a green, full
wrap-around the ends label with black, white, yellow and copper-colored print. Rains LR-2,
it has a few bites along the edges of the top label and is reasonably complete on the ends
where it was opened. With light soil, it is strong, and in good condition. estimate- 500-600

\147 Full of ‘ G [Kass G-2 ‘ headstamped rounds with copper cases and lead bullets, this
French, military .22 L.R. box by S.F.M. has a light blue partial wrap-around the ends label
that is only open at the left side. SFM-3-LR-1, this is the earliest date / lot noted in Dunn.
With light soil, it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

148] Without any markings or traces of a label, this very unusual, 50-size 1-piece light
gray paper .22 L.R. box holds a white paper tray with factory pull-outs on both ends. It is
full of brass-cased rounds with ‘ GG [logo Kass GG-1] ‘ headstamps and hollow point lead bullets.

G-10-LR-1, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 30-60

\149 Full of ‘ T ‘ headstamped brass-cased rounds with brass-washed hollow point lead
bullets, this black, red, yellow and white .22 L.R. Sterling box is SB-1-LR-8. In excellent
condition. estimate- 15-25



\151 This pair of .22 L.R. Bentley boxes are both yellow, red
and black. The upper box [SB-1-LR-11], with the small BENTLEY, is
full of brass-cased rounds with large size ‘ T ‘ headstamps and
copper washed lead bullets. The lower box with the large slanted BENTLEY holds 3 holed,
brass case dummies with a smaller ‘ T ‘ headstamp and copper-washed lead bullets. But for
the inerted contents, it is SB-1-LR-12. Both have light soil, the
lower box has a few slight rubs, but in general these are both in
excellent condition. estimate- 30-60

150] This pair of .22 L.R. Sterling boxes include a black, red, yellow and white Super
High Speed, {SB-1-LR-7 [upper]}, full of ‘ T ‘ headstamped brass cases with brass-washed
lead bullets. With only 3 ‘ T ‘ headstamped brass cases holding lead bullets, the gold, red
and black High Velocity is SB-1-LR-4a [lower]. The H.V .box has a short break in the side of

the top at the bottom edge of the right side, while the Super High 
Speed is in excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

152] This pair of .22 L.R. Squires Bingham boxes are both red yellow and white and
are full of ‘ T ‘ headstamped brass-cased rounds, The “22 LR” box rounds have brass
washed lead bullets, and the rounds in the “TARGET” box have lead bullets. The “LR” box is
similar to SB-4-LR-3 [web 22 box ID] but the “Kassnar Imports Inc.” text on the back is only
about 3/4’s of an inch long. The TARGET box is SB-4-LR-2. With light soil and some light
rubs, both are in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

\153 Perhaps 1/2 full of rounds with a ‘ <> ‘ headstamp, a copper case and a copper-
washed lead bullet, this tan 2-piece full-cover .22 L.R. Western Bullseye box has a red,
white, blue and yellow full wrap-around the ends label. A 1927 issue, WCC-4.2-LR-1, except
it does not have the “B” bottom due to an added line about “chambered for the .22 Long Rifle
Cartridge”, but it does note “(Patents applied for)”. With light soil and staining to the top, it is
in good condition. estimate- 40-70

\155 This blue, white and red Winchester, .22 L.R. Kopper Klad box has three rounds
which are headstamped ‘ H ‘, have a copper case with two knurled rings and a copper-
washed hollow pont lead bullet. WRA-12.5-LR-2c, it has a somewhat large ruck-up to the left
end flap, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 30-60

154] With only a black rubber stamped ‘label’, this 1-piece off-white .22 L.R. MK IV
Dummies box is full of ‘ <> ‘ headstamped rounds with nickeled-brass cases, factory-holed
heads and lead bullets. WCC-51.4-LR-3, it has light soil and age discolor, otherwise it is in
very good condition. estimate- 30-60

156] Marked “Army Lot 153” inside the right end flap, this red, yellow, blue and white
Winchester .22 L.R. Staynless box is full of rounds with ‘ H ‘ headstamped copper cases,
holding greased lead bullets. WRA-14-LR-1a, it has light soil and a little edge wear to the
bottom. In good to very good condition. estimate- 30-60

\157 Marked “Army Lot 181” inside the right end flap, this red, yellow, blue and white
Winchester .22 L.R. Staynless box is full of rounds with ‘ H ‘ headstamped copper cases,
holding greased lead bullets. WRA-14-LR-1a, it has lvery ight soil and is in excellent 
condition. estimate- 30-60

158] This red, yellow, blue and white Winchester .22 L.R. Super Speed box is full of
rounds with ‘ H ‘ headstamped nickel-plated brass cases, hplding [somewhat dried out] greased
lead bullets. But for the case maretial it is WRA-14A-LR-3 {web 22 box ID}. It has light soil and
is in very good condition. estimate- 20-40

\159 This red, yellow, blue and white Winchester .22 L.R. Super Speed Hollow Point
box is full of rounds with ‘ H ‘ headstamped nickel-plated brass cases holding hollow point
copper-washed lead bullets. WRA-15-LR-2, it has light soil, and a small scuff on one side,
but is still in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-60



160] Full of brass cases headstamped ‘ <> ‘, and holding copper-washed lead 
bullets, this yellow, dark blue, red and white Western, .22 Winchester Automatic box is
WCC-12-WA-1. In excellent condition. estimate- 25-40

162] Full of rounds with ‘ H ‘ headstamped copper cases, with hollow point lead bullets,
this tan 2-piece half-cover Winchester, .22 W.R.F. Hollow Point box has a perhaps 85-90%
complete 1” wide orange side seal with “569” and “6-11” codes, The purple top label has a
white overlabel with “HOLLOW POINT” in red print, and the codes”23” and “7{?}-10” placed
on either side of the overlabel. Not in Rains, but with a top label similar in print to WRF-15
which is a 1906 issue box. The side label has a couple of scuffs, The top label has a large
bite at the top edge and some edge wear. In good condition. estimate- 400-500

\161 Holding about 47 copper cased rounds with a ‘ H ‘
headstamp and a lead bullet, this tan 2-piece, half-cover 
.22 W.R.F. Winchester box seems to be Rains WRF-7, the 1st Smokeless box. The 1” wide
red side seal is probably 95% complete, is without codes and has a black-printed, yellow
Winchester Smokeless sunburst sticker on the left end. The side seal notes “Greaseless
Bullet” and there is a tan-paper box-insert {see Rains pg. 189, left column} with “1247” and “7-7”
codes about the advantages of this feature. With some uneven soil, edge wear and a few

small label bites, it is in relatively very good condition. estimate- 500-600

\163 Full of dummies with a nickeled-brass case, a ‘ H ‘ headstamp, a hole in the
head and a copper-washed lead bullet, this [going by the style of the end flap] ca. 1947-
1953, blue, yellow and red Super X, .22 W.R.F. Super Speed dummy box has a
mimeographed white wrap-around label. One we can not find under Winchester,
Western or Olin, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 70-100

164] Full, this yellow, red, blue and white Western, .22 Win. Mag. Super-X box has 
‘ SUPERX [Kass SU-1] ‘ headstamped brass-cased rounds with hollow point GM-jacketed soft-
nose bullets. A 1960’s pre-child warning box, WCC-11-WMR-1 but not with the “A “or “B”
bottom as the red Western is at the top, middle and the first line begins with “fOR VARMINT

AND SMALL GAME”. With light soil, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

\165 Full of ‘ SUPERX [Kass SU-1] ‘ headstamped brass-cased rounds with GM-jacketed
soft-nose bullets with hollow points, this yellow, white, red and blue Western .22 Win. Mag.
Super-X box has a child warning. WCC-12-WMR-1, it has a little edge wear, light soil and
rubs, but is still in good to very good condition. estimate- 25-40

166] A Winchester .22 Win. Mag. Super Speed Acting Proving dummy
box. Red, yellow, blue and white, the right end flap is closed with a black-printed
white overlabel. It is full of chemically blackened brass-cased rounds with a hole
in the head, a ‘ H ‘ headstamp and hollow point GM-jacketed soft nose bullets. 
It seems to be WRA-19-WMR-3 but the bottom is not “A”, “B” or “C” as the top

line ends with ”Varmint and”. It has some rubs, ink
transfer from packing rubs and light soil, but is in good
condition. estimate- 30-50

\167 Full and sealed by the red and black-printed orange side seal, this tan 2-piece
half-cover .22 Extra Long Winchester box has a green top label. Rains-EX-6b, it has
very light soil a slight ding in the top label, while the side label has a slight edge turn-under
at one corner which could only have been from the factory. In excellent to near mint 
condition. estimate- 600-700

168] This 51/2” long, 500-size Eley, .22 L.R. TENEX brick. is full of mint 50-
size boxes {IMI-2-LR-15a} of the same black, white and reddish-orange color and
design as the brick shows. It has a slight wrinkle at both ends and very little edge
wear, so all things considered it is in very good to excellent condition. [photo not to
size] estimate- 90-120



171 This Peters, 120 plus round collection includes C.F. metallic pistol, revolver and rifle case types, shot loads and
blanks all with the Peters headstamp. Some of the case types have load or headstamp variations. A few are polished, a
number have lead oxidation, but these are generally in good to very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 60-90

172 Rare, this new primed empty .22 Remington 17/16” experimental drawn brass case is
headstamped ‘ REM-UMC 222 REM ‘ and has a flat nickel Boxer primer. Made sometime around 1949 to 1951, and
although Remington did publicize it in the Feb. 1952 issue of The American Rifleman, it never reached production. This
example has darkish color with a little uneven toning, otherwise it is in relatively very good condition. estimate- 100-150

173 Headstamped ‘ F C .25-45 SHARPS ‘, this .25-45 Sharps Blitzking by the
Sharps Rifle Co. (SCR) of Glenrock WY, has a flat nickel primer, a brass case and
the friction-fitted 70 gr.GM-jacketed bullet has a green plastic tip. In excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

174 This pair of .25-06 Remington include a blacked brass case
Dummy headstamped ‘ W-W SUPER 25-06 REM ‘. It is without a
primer pocket and the bullet is a GM-jacketed hollow point. The
Proof load has a ‘ R  -  P 26-06 REM ‘ headstamp, a tinned brass
case with a red base and a GM-jacketed soft nose bullet with a red
tip. The tinning on the proof is a little grey, but these are in good to very good condition. estimate- 20-40

175 First headstamped 7mm-06 REM, it was recalled due to fear
of being fired in the incorrect rifle and most were destroyed at the
factory. The second generation was headstamped ’ R.P 7MM EXP REM ‘, as this one is, and now Remington and others
stamp their cases .280 REM. This example has a flat nickel primer, a brass case and a GM-jacketed soft nose bullet.
With a little uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

176 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 40-90 S.S. ‘, this 
.30 Newton 31/4” Express has a domed copper primer,
a toned brass case and a CN-jacketed soft nose bullet with the tip a little flattened. Without powder, the case has a small
dent and the neck has a split, which is typical for this round. In good condition. estimate- 30-50

177 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.CO. 300 SAV ‘, this sales sample dummy has a
domed nickel primer, a factory polished and lacquered brass case with 
mid-case holes, an inner wood rod and a taper crimp securing the GM-jacketed soft nose bullet. The lacquer is flaking a
little, and the bullet jacket is a little dark. In good condition. estimate- 20-40

178 Headstamped ‘ SUPER SPEED 30-30 WIN.’ this is a 4 round collection
of  blackened-brass case dummies. All have flat nickel primers, inner wood
rods and GM-jacketed soft nose bullets with flat tips. The case holes are placed: .816”, .811”, .807” and .703” up from
the base, All are in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

170 This 60 or so piece collection is mostly of U.S. case types made by Eley, and Kynoch plus a few Canadian
made examples of U.S. case types  Also included are a few U.S. made rounds for British military contracts (mostly Cal.
.30 M-1906, some with color tips). There is at least one early Kynoch dummy, some blanks, plus both rifle and revolver
rounds are represented. The range seems to be .22 Hornet to .50 W.C.F. With one “ELEY . WINCHESTER .” showing a badly
split case, most are in good to very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 30-60

U. S. SPORTING RIFLE

169 Empty, this 141/2” long, 53/4” wide and 41/2” high, 5000-size .22 Short
American Eagle wood crate notes “SMOKELESS” and “COPPER COATED” on
the ends. Constructed with nails it has black print on all 4 sides. The printing on
each side is about the same quality and we show the rough-cut side, but the
other end is much better than the one shown. With light soil, it is In good to very
good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 30-60

179 Headstamped with a factory re-worked bunter with the “NUM” ground off, this .300 Weatherby MAG is
uncommon. It has a domed nickel primer, a belted
drawn brass case and a GM-jacketed soft point bullet
held with a taper crimp. With a bit of uneven toning, it
is in good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25



184 This is a lot of three rounds headstamped ‘ L [in a shield]

.338 LAPUA MAG ‘. All have flat nickel primers, brass cases
and GM-jacketed soft point bullets. Two are round nose with 
4 short petals in the jacket at the tip [shown] and one is a convential pointed example. In very good to excellent condition.
estimate- 20-40

185 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 38 EX. ‘ this .38-90-217
Win. Express has a domed brass primer, a brass case and
a friction fitted flat nose lead bullet. Lightly toned, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 25-40

186 4@ .38 cal. Remington case types. All have small domed brass
primers and brass cases. Three have a beveled rim: the .38-50 21/4“ and
the .38-40 have paper patched lead bullets with flat tips, while the .38-50 has a belted lead bullet with a flat tip. The very
early .38-50 Mid Range [shown] has a rounded head and a paper patched flat nose lead bullet. Most have marker, two have
taped-on labels, and the paper on the mid-range is not very good, otherwise these are in good condition. estimate- 50-80

187 An 11 round collection of wood sabot shot loads. The 3@ U.M.C. S H are:
a .22 C.F., a .38-56 and a .45-75 W.C.F. The 1@ ‘ U.MC.Co  50-EX, ‘ [shown] has a
split in one side of the sabot. The 2@  U.M.C. are: a .40-65, and a .40-82. The 2@
REM-UMC are: a .38-55 and a 45 GOVT. 3@ are unheadstamped; a 50-110 with a flat head, a .44-77 and an 11mm
Egyptian Remington show folded heads. With marker and some with uneven toning, there are generally in good condi-
tion. estimate- 70-100

188 Unheadstamped, this fired empty .44-50 Stevens brass case has an iron
anvil, and a struck large (we think copper) Berdan primer. A Logan & Hart
(U.S. patent #151,121) example, the body is a bit swollen above the case-web, has a taped on label and uneven dark
toning. In fair to good condition. estimate- 90-120

181 This uncommon, Belgium made .35 Remington is headstamped 
‘ F N HHH ‘ and was made for the ca. 1911-12, 9mm Browning Carabine
Automatique, which in reality was the Remington Model 8 auto loader with some different features. It has a flat copper
primer, a brass case and a tinned GM-jacketed soft nose bullet. With lead oxidation, the case has a paper label and a few
small dark areas, but it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

182 These two Lazzeroni factory dummies are factory
headstamped and are the 6.35 Scramjet and the 8.59 Titan.
Both are brass cased with the primer pockets drilled out and
GM-jacketed spitzer bullets. The 6.36 has a blue plastic tip
while the 8.59 has a dark red plastic tip. With light uneven
toning, both are in very good condition. estimate- 30-60

183 This is a lot of 4 Weatherby rounds, Two [one is a 
duplicate] are headstamped ‘ norma 460 WBY MAG ‘ have
flat nickel primers and GM-jacketed soft nose bullets. The
other two are headstamped ‘ WBY-N [over] 338-378 WBY MAG ‘, have flat nickel primers and GM-jacketed bullets, but one
is lead tipped and the other [shown] has a dark red plastic tip. In excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

180 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.CO. 405 W.C.F. ‘, this .303
Elliott Express has an empty Boxer primer pocket, a brass
case and a long CN-jacketed bullet held with a taper crimp.
With a removable paper label and a few smallish dark areas, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

189 These two .40-50 265 Sharps 1.72” have raised ‘ E REMINGTON -<>- &
SONS. -<>- ‘ headstamps, domed brass primers and paper patched round nose lead
bullets. Weighing less than a couple of grains of each other, one is  2.338” long and the other is 2.420” long. The shorter
has light toning and a just slighty-dirty patch, while the longer is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

190 These 3 by Eley all have copper primers, brass cases and flat nose lead 
bullets. The .40-60 Marlin 2.1” is headstamped ‘ ELEY . .40-60 . ‘ while the two .45-60
are headstamped ‘ ELEY. LONDON . ‘ and ‘ ELEY . .45-60 . ‘[shown]. In good to excellent
condition. estimate- 50-80



\191 With a raised ‘ U.M.C. S .40-60. H in an impressed O ‘ headstamp, this .40-60 Marlin 2.1”
has a slightly domed small brass primer and a flat nosed lead bullet
held with a taper crimp. With slightly dark toning to one side, it is in
good condition. estimate- 30-50

192] Both headstamped to note the Solid Head, this pair of U.M.C., Bullard
rifle rounds are .40-75 and .40-90. Both have brass primers, flat nose lead 
bullets, marker and light toning. In good condition. estimate- 20-40

193 With a misleading, but correct ‘ W.R.A.C0. 40-82 W.C.F. ‘ headstamp,
this .40-75-260 Winchester Express has a domed brass primer, a brass
case and a lightly oxidized lead bullet, which has a copper tube in the 
nose. With a shallow dent in the neck appearing to be a manufacturing flaw
and lead oxidization, it is still in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

194 With original factory polish and lacquer, this unusual 4-hole, UMC
board dummy is headstamped ‘ U.M.C. 40-82. ‘. it has a brass primer cup
stamped “U”, a drawn brass case with 2 sets of two holes, a smooth cannelure and a tinned GM-jacketed soft nose bullet
being held with a taper crimp. Some of the lacquer is now missing, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 50-80

195 These two both have domed brass primers,
brass ringed-head cases and paper patched lead 
bullets. The .40-90 Sharps 25/8” necked is plain with
a flat nose bullet while the .44-90 Sharps & Remington 25/8” necked [shown] is headstamped with two raised ‘ ‘ ‘s, and
it has a round nose bullet. The .44-90 has light uneven toning and a slightly dark patch while the .40-90 has uneven 
toning only near the base. In good condition. estimate- 30-60

196 By Gevelot, this .44 Henry Center Fire has a dated (93) headstamp, a domed 
copper primer, a brass case and a flat nose lead bullet with two knurled grooves. Thought
to perhaps be for Sicily, it has dark toning, surface soil and a crack in the head. The first
we have seen, it is in fair to good condition. estimate- 300-400

197 A .44 C.F. Henry by S.F.M.. Headstamped ‘ S.F.M I GG I ‘[with back to back ”G’s”], it has a
brass primer and a 2-groove flat nose lead bullet held by a segmented crimp. Lightly toned, it is in
excellent condition. estimate- 60-90

198 Headstamped ‘ UMC 44 WCF ‘, this UMC, Game-Getter 4-hole board dummy has a
small copper primer cup with a factory hole, a drawn brass case with two sets of two holes, a
inner wood rod, a smooth bullet seating cannelure and a round lead ball held with a taper crimp.
With a good bit of the original polish and lacquer showing, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

199 With a flat copper primer, a slightly dark-toned brass case and an oxidized lead bullet, this .44 W.C.F. is
headstamped ‘ G. EGESTORFF ₄₄. W.C.F. ‘. In good condition. estimate- 20-40

200 This has a large flat brass(?) primer, and a slightly dark unevenly toned brass
case with a flat nose lead bullet. By Munitions Werke, Schoenebeck, it is 
headtamped ‘ WINCHESTER H M. 44 W. H ‘. In good condition. estimate- 90-120

201 Headstamped ‘ R _ P  4    MAG ‘ this experimental .444 Marlin has a
flat nickel primer, and the brass case holds the flat-tipped GM-jacketed soft
nose bullet with a taper crimp. A little unevenly toned, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

202 Unheadstamped these two .44-77-? 21/4” brass cases
by E. Remington have small domed brass primers, rounded
heads and paper patched lead bullets. Weighing about 780
Grs, and 810 Grs., both appear the same on the outside with this match style bullet. With the exception of a few slight
dark marks on the patch of one [shown], both are in excellent condition. estimate- 30-50



203 This .44-90-470 27/16” has a domed brass primer a
brass case, a paper patched lead bullet and a raised
‘ E REMINGTON -<>- & SONS. -<>- ‘ headstamp. The
case is a little unevenly toned, the patch is soilled, and is
missing a large portion of the outer layer. In fair to good condition. estimate- 40-70

204 Headstamped ‘ S ‘, this .44-100 Ballard (or M-82 Maynard?)
Everlasting 213/16” brass case has a domed brass Berdan primer,
with a seating mark. Uncommon and by a maker unknown to us, it
is perhaps once fired. With slightly dark color and a little unevenly toned, it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

205 Unheadstamped, this .44-90-100 Remington 2.6” has
a domed brass primer, a brass case and a paper patched
lead bullet with a flat tip. With just a little uneven toning, it is
in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

206 With a raised ‘ E REMINGTON -<>- & SONS. -<>- ‘
headstamp, this .44-90-520 Remington 21/4” necked has a
domed brass primer and a friction fitted paper patched lead
bullet. The case is lacquered and seems to have once been tied on a board due to marks we see in the lacquer, but the
patch and bullet are in excellent condition. estimate- 30-50

207 With an unheadstamped, wide faintly ‘ringed’ head, this .45-55-405 Peabody
Martini Carbine has a large domed brass primer and a paper parched oxidized
lead bullet. With marker, both the patch and case have been lacquered. In good condition. estimate- 60-90

208 Unheadstamped, but showing the faint turn marks found on some
Winchester brass cases, this very uncommon .45-90-450 Winchester
Special [see Foster, item #54] has a small domed brass primer and a 
friction-fitted paper patched lead bullet with flat tip. It has a cellotaped paper label and light lead oxidation, otherwise it is
in good to very good condition. estimate- 100-150

209 Headstamped ‘ ELEY. LONDON . ‘, this .45-60 W.C.F. has a domed copper
primer, a drawn brass case and a flat-tipped lead bullet. With a slightly dark but even
toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

210 This factory dummy is headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. .45-60 W.C.F. ’, has a
struck (once) domed brass primer, a blackened (but now more brownish) brass case
with two mid-case holes, an inner wood rod and a flat nose lead bullet. In good to very good condition. estimate- 30-60

212 With a raised headstamp in an impressed O, this U.M.C., 45-85 Colt / Marlin / Bullard has a small
domed brass primer, a brass case and a lead bullet with a flat tip. With light toning it is in very good condition.
estimate- 30-50

211 With the SMALL size ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45-70 MAR. ‘, [see lot 213 below]
headstamp, this Winchester, board dummy has a small domed copper
primer cup, a brass case with two proper mounting holes, an inner
wood rod and a taper crimp secureing the flat nose lead bullet. In very good to excellent condition. estimate- 50-80

213 Two good Winchester headstamps. One is with the LARGE size ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45-70 MAR. ‘,
headstamp [see lot 211 above] and the other is headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co, 45-85 BUL. ‘. Both rounds
have small domed cpper primers, brass cases and flat nose lead bullets. The Bullard has light lead
oxidation. Both have marker and light toning, so in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

214 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. S .45-85. H ‘, this hollow brass dummy, for the
Marlin Model 1895 rifle, has a small domed brass primer, a drawn brass case
and a core-less brass-jacketed flat nose bullet. With light toning, it is in very
good condition. estimate- 100-150



215 With a very uncommon double struck, raised
‘ E REMINGTON -<>- & SONS. -<>- ‘ headstamp,
this .44-77-550 Remington 21/4” has a domed brass
primer, a brass case and a paper patched round nose
lead bullet. The case has a dark area at the mouth on one side and light toning, otherwise it is in good condition. 
estimate- 50-80

216 Unheadstamped, this uncommon, .45-70 Van Choate has a ringed
head brass case, a large domed brass primer, and a paper patched
round nose lead bullet. With three small dark spots and light uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

217 Headstamped ‘ CHISHOLM TRAIL ‘, this new empty drawn brass-cased is one of the only 150 made by
Bertram Bullets ca. 1998. A .40-90 W.CF. it has an empty Boxer primer pocket. The mouth is a little out of
round, but it is in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

218 Unheadstamped, these two Sharps rounds have large
domed brass primers and brass cases {we think} made by
U.M.C. One with a paper patched flat-tipped lead bullet is a 
.45 2.4” Sharps. The .45-100 276” Sharps [shown] has a paper
patched lead bullet with a copper tube in the nose. Both have marker and are lightly toned. The .45-100 has a paper
label and light lead oxidation, but both are in good condition. estimate- 40-80

219 With a very faint raised ring on the head, this unheadstamped
.45-78 Wolcott 2.2”, has a large domed brass primer, and a paper
patched lead bullet. The brass is a little darkly toned, especially the
base / head but the patch and bullet are in excellent condition. estimate- 90-120

220 Unheadstamped, this U.M.C., .44-100 {or} 105-500
Sharps 258” board dummy has a large domed brass
primer, a brass case with a flat head, and two proper 
mounting holes. The paper patched lead bullet is secured with a single punch-crimp at the case mouth. With a dark
patch, a few dark areas, and some flaking to the original lacquer, it is still in good condition. estimate- 40-70

221 Unheadstamped, this .45-105-550 Sharps 278”,
has a domed brass primer, a drawn brass case which
we think was made by U.S.C.Co., and a paper patched
lead bullet, The patch has light soil, while the lightly and unevenly toned case has a label, along with some marker. In
good condition. estimate- 30-60

222 Headstamped ‘ QUIGLEY SHOOT ‘, this ca. 1987, .45 314”
new empty drawn brass case by Bertram Bullets has an empty
Boxer primer pocket. Lightly toned, it is in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

223 Headstamped ‘ ELEY . .45.EX. WIN. . ‘, this, not
at all a common variation, of the .45-125 Winchester
Express. It has a slightly domed copper primer, a brass
case, and a lead bullet with a large flat copper tube in
the tip. With a small, shallow ding below the neck and marker, it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

224 3@ .458 Win. Mag. prototypes. All have unheadstamped
brass cases with flat nickel primers showing a red annulus. Two
are live, one is a solid bullet with a GMCS jacket. One is a soft
nose bullet with a GM jacket and a red seal at the case mouth. The dummy has a struck primer, a case with 6 holes
and a GMCS-jacketed bullet. The dummy [shown] has a ring of rough texture upper mid-case, the solid has a slighty dark
color and the soft nose is in excellent condition. estimate- 50-80

225 This pair of .458 Win. Mag. prototypes both have 
unheadstamped brass cases with flat nickel primers. The solid 
bullet has a GMCS jacket, and the soft nose has a GM jacket.
Both have light, uneven toning and are in good condition. estimate- 30-50



226 Nicely sectioned, this brass-cased .50-95 Express shows a ‘ U.M.C.CO. 50-EX ‘
headstamp, and a cross section of the Berdan primer pocket. It has a domed copper
primer cup and the bullet is lead with a wide unmarked copper tube in the nose. The
head shows an old crack, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

227 Unheadstamped, this .50-90 212” Sharps has a wide flat ring on
the head of the brass case, a domed brass primer, and an uncommon
flat tipped pointed lead bullet. With marker and light toning, it is in good
condition. estimate- 30-60

228 A .52-70 Sharps by U.M.C.Co,. which was made to be used in converted
percussion Sharps rifles without the barrel liner which brought them down to .50-70
dimensions. It has a plain ringed head, a large domed brass primer and a lead 
bullet with two exposed grooves. With a little marker and light spotty lead oxidation, it is in good to very good condition.
estimate- 300-400

229 Headstamped ‘ 585 R NYATI S ‘ perhaps for
the developer Ross Seyfried, this .585 Nyati has a
flat nickel primer, a brass case and a GM-jacketed
soft nose bullet, It has a dent in the shoulder and light toning. In good condition. estimate- 30-50      Also see lot 501.

231 This lot of 9@ rounds with a UMC S H headstamp, include a .45-60
with an oxidized lead bullet [shown]. Two .45-70’s; a multi-ball and a 500 grain load,
both with a case cannelure. Two .45-85’s one plain lead and the other with a wide copper tube in the bullet nose. A .45-75,
a .45-82, a .45-90, and a .45-314” Sharps with a flat nickel primer and a 550 Gr. paper patched lead bullet. With marker on
all, a few have labels and a few have darkish toning, but all-in-all these are in good condition. estimate- 80-100

232] These two, .22 Winchester Single Shot boxes include a full, tan 2-piece full-
cover “PRIMED SHELLS” box with a light green top label. The empty, tan 2-piece 
half-cover 45 Gr. lead bullet Smokeless load has a dark red top label and a purple side
seal which has the Cummins Cryptographic machine date code holes. The Primed Shells
box has both corners of the right end open and some scuffs to the label. The empty box
has soil, a dent to the back side/bottom, one open corner to the top and a few rubs, In

good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 50-80

\233 Empty, this tan 2-piece half-cover U.S.C Co., .25
Stevens Single Shot box has a blue top and a 97-98%
complete same color side seal. A Black Powder box, it
has some light soil, and rubs to the top, but the box is
strong and in good to very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

234] Full of the original ‘ REM-UMC 30 REM ‘ headstamped rounds with
GM-jacketed hollow point bullets, this 1-piece end-flap green white and red
.30 Remington Express box has only light soil and is in excellent condition.

[photo 50%] estimate- 200-250

230 This lot of 6@ E. Remington made rounds includes a .38 Rem for
the #3 rifle, a .40-50 Regular 1.72”, a .40-65 Sharps 2716”, a .44 214” No 3
Remington-Hepburn, a .44-77 and an 11mm Spanish Remington [shown]. All
have unheadstamped brass cases with rounded heads, and small domed brass primers. The .38 and the .43 Spanish
have lead bullets and the others have paper patched lead bullets. With marker on all, a few have labels and a few have
darkish toning, but all-in-all these are in good condition. estimate- 50-80

U. S. SPORTING RIFLE BOXES

\235 With one original 
‘ S.A.Co. 32-40 ‘ 
headstamped round showing an impressed “S” on the domed copper
primer, this tan 2-piece half-cover No. 5 BLACK POWDER .32-40
Savage box has red top, front and ends labels. The top is missing the
circular end labels and the top part of the colorful back seal. It has soil
and edge wear, but is in good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 30-50



236] Empty, this early, off-white 2-piece half-cover Black logo
U.M.C.Co., .32-40 Remington box has a green top label and back
seal, the bottom has red end labels and an orange front label. The back
seal is perhaps 90% complete and the box back shows a very light
stain. The top / front label has light soil, a couple of scuffs and rubs, All-
in-all for a box of this age, it is in good to very good condition. [photo 60%] 

estimate- 40-60

239] Empty, this tan 2-piece half-cover .32 Winchester Special box
by W. R.A.Co. has orange top, ends and front labels with the front
showing the Cummins Cryptographic machine date code holes and
label codes; “2613” and “3-25”. The top label codes are “2614” and 12-
24”. The bottom ends show red-printed ”W”s. With light soil, edge wear
and scuffs it is still in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

\237 Full of new
primed empty brass
shells (some with a domed primer but most with an impressed US} and an 
‘ U.S.C.Co. .32 REM. ‘ headstamp, this orange blue and white 2-piece-
half-cover .32 Remington Auto box has light soil and edge wear. With
the same label on both the front and the back, the back side is close to
complete where it was opened. It has light soil and a few rubs, but is
generally in good to very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-60

\238] Empty this tan 2-piece half-cover 
W. R.A.Co., .32 Winchester Special “METAL
PATCHED” box has dark red labels showing
the label codes of “6-6” and “2612” on the top.
The front shows “10-11” and “2611”, plus the Cummins Cryptographic
machine date code holes. The back has two other interesting labels, a
red and white 5¢ State of South Carolina tax stamp and a “8 2221 10-10”
coded, 314” long black printed tan paper “LICENCE TO THE TRADE” /
“Patented June 28, 1910” label which is chuck-full of legalese. The box
has soil, and the ends of the bottom are open at the edge. The labels

have light soil, rubs and scuffs, but we still consider this to be in good condition. [photo 60% back photo not 2-size] estimate- 40-60

\240 Empty, this
tan 2-piece half-cover box by Griffin & Howe Inc., for the .350 Magnum
loaded with a .275 gr. O.P. bullet has a yellow and blue full wrap-around
label with a rubber stamp on the top noting the contents. The mostly
complete back label shows a magazine rifle and a shooter. The front and
top have large bites, along with some stains and edge wear. The box is a
bit dirty but strong. In good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 25-50

241] Holding 22
rounded head, re-
primed or fired brass 
cases, this tan 2-

piece half-cover .38-40 Remington Mid-Range box has two tops. Both
labels are green and seem to be the same. One which is too small for
the box is missing the back side of the top and a chunk of the top. The

other, which is dark, is
perhaps a little too big,
and it has the front side attached only at the left end. This top also has a
white with black print inner-label about the correct primer size to use. In
fair to good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-70

\242 With one original shell headstamped ‘ U.M.C. .38 C.F.W. ‘ holding
a wood sabot, this tan 2-piece half-cover U.M.C.Co,, .38 Winchester
Shot box has a red side seal that is perhaps 80% complete and a red top
label. The box is strong, but has some soil. The top label has a scuff and a
few tiny edge bites, In good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 30-50



249] For SHOT cartridges, this empty, tan 2-piece
half-cover U.S.C.Co., Cal. .44 M-1873 Winchester Rifle box
has the New York address on the top and the Lowell address
on the 95% complete side seal. A Black Powder loading, the
top and side seal are blue with black print. With a couple of
small faded blue areas on the top it is in very good to 
excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 70-100

245] Empty, this Black logo, tan 2-piece half-cover U.M.C.Co.,
40-60-260 Marlin box top has green labels. The orange label on
the front of the bottom mentions “Colt, Winchester, Whitney, Smith
& Wesson, Ballard, Stevens, Wesson, Remington and others of
first class manufacture.” while the orange label on the back notes
the proper primer size. It has a couple of weak seams on the ends
of the bottom, along with light soil, and edge rubs, but in general it
is in good to very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-70

\246 Empty, this early “Dog Logo” tan 2-piece half-cover
.40-60-260 Marlin Repeating Rifle box by U.M.C.Co shows
the rifle on the front. The bottom label has a bite and small
stains, while the top labels only have a little soil and edge
bites. A strong box with some edge wear and light soil, it is
in very good condition for it’s age. [photo 60%] estimate- 60-90

247] Holding an original unheadstamped round with a
small domed copper primer and a flat nose lead bullet, this
tan 2-piece half-cover W.R.A.Co., .40-70-230 Bullard box
has a green top / front label with a light yellow label about
the primer. The right end of the top is weak and the box has
edge wear and light soil, otherwise it is in good to very good
condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 70-100

\248 Empty, this tan 2-piece half-cover U.M.C.Co, .40-65
Winchester Solid Head shot box shows the early Black logo,
and the green top / front label has a black-printed red “SHOT
CARTRIDGES“ overlabel. It is also marked for “Winchester
Single Shot Rifles”. The bottom has orange labels front and
back. With a little edge wear, and light soil it is in very good
condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 70-100

\244 Empty but for the interleaving paper, this 10-size, tan 2-piece full-cover
U.M.C.Co., .40-85-370 Ballard 215/16” Everlasting box has a blue label on the top
and right end. It also has an orange inner label about primer size. The top has a
repaired break at the front thumb cut and one corner, while the bottom has both ends
detached with one end-piece now missing. The box and top label have light soil, in
fair to good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 30-50

243] Empty, this mottled black 2-piece half-cover U.M.C.Co.,
.40-70-330 Ballard box for the No. 5 Rifle, and Ballard Rifles
“Using .40-63 Everlasting Shells” has a complete green and white
U.M.C.Co. box-sealing label on the back. The box top and front
labels are red. The top is missing about 5/8“ of the right end, and
has scuffs. A restored, uncommon box with edge wear, light soil
and a replaced bottom. It is in fair to good condition. [photo 60%] 

estimate- 30-50 



\253 With 1@ ‘ W.R.A.Co. 50-110 EX. ‘ headstamped
case with a domed copper primer, this tan 2-piece half-
cover box has a plain tan paper side seal and a green
top / front label  A  W.R.A.Co. Solid Head Primed Shells box it has a red “W” on the front and
a red-printed, white “UNPRIMED SHELLS overlabel. It has some light pencil on the front side
which does not go into the label, light soil, edge wear and a crack at the lower left corner of the
top. An uncommon box it is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 150-200

254 Unheadstamped, this Frankford Arsenal made 2-piece, 5.56 Lightweight Steel
rimmed case has a struck flat brass Boxer primer. The steel primer-holder / base
insert is secured to the body by the rim being folded / crimped around it. Hackley,
(Vol. III  pg. 52) notes only 50 of these were fabricated. The case has been blackened but is polished on one side and
shows a small area of rust. The rim has a bite in the edge which allows the edge of the base insert to be seen. In good
fired condition. estimate- 150-200

255 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 6M/M U.S.N. ‘, this 6mm Lee Navy
dummy has a struck brass primer, a brass case with two uncommonly placed lower mid-case holes, a inner wood rod
and a tinned GM-jacketed bullet held with a taper crimp. With a little uneven toning and a typical neck crack it is in good
condition. estimate- 25-40

256 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A,Cc  M/M U.S.N. ‘. this factory sectioned, new
unfired 6mm Lee Navy brass case is only connected at the case mouth. An 
interesting example showing the web, primer pocket and vent hole along with the
inner design. With light uneven toning, it is in good to very good condition. 
estimate- 50-70

\251 Empty, this tan cardboard sleeve
once held 520 Gr., Long Range Cal. .44 flat
point bullets by Winchester for Sharp’s Rifles. The off-white or tan full
wrap-around label has black print and {now} brown ink. The right end is
missing, the left end is still hinged and the bottom has a partially open
seam. It has soil, and is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 90-120

252] Empty, this green, 2-piece almost full-cover E. Remington “Special” 
.44-90 Match Rifle box has a light yellow and black top label with the hand writing in
{now} brown ink, Noted are two patent dates; Oct. 26, 1858 and July 15, 1862 which
was extended Oct. 26 1873. It has light soil and light edge / corner wear, otherwise it 

is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 150-200

250] With lead cores, a completed bullet and a CN draw for the jacket, this U.S.C.Co.,
”CARTRIDGE RADIATOR CORE.” .44 Winchester Soft Nose, sample set is in a tan 
2-piece full-cover box that at one time had metal tabs which fit through the slots on the top
to be folded over to seal it. The handwritten part ot the label is in red ink and although the
cores have light oxidation, it is in excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 30-60

U. S. MILITARY RIFLE & MACHINE GUN

257 Unheadstamped, this ball load, 6x49mm (aka 50mm) SAW Long has a
ring crimped flat brass primer with a red annulus, a light green anodized aluminum case and a magnetic cored 
GM-jacketed bullet held with a taper crimp. Thought to have been made at F.A. these are said to these have a Flexible
Internal Element {FIE} in the base to prevent the burn-through problem with aluminum case usage. With a few tiny
spots, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-60

258 Headstamped ‘ F A 7 2 ‘, this unusual inert 6x45 SAW has a blind primer
pocket, a naked drawn steel case with a head diameter of .405” and a neck diameter of .263”. It holds the magnetic cored
GM-jacketed bullet with a taper crimp. With light toning, it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

259 Headstamped ‘ F A 7 2 ‘, this uncommon brass-cased 6x45 SAW
dummy has a flat blackened-primer cup with a red annulus and the magnetic
cored blackened-bullet is held with a knurled case crimp. With a little uneven toning, it is in good to very good condition.
estimate- 40-70



262 Headstamped ‘ K.29 .276 ‘, this Kynoch made .276 Pedersen has
a flat brass primer, a brass case and a GM-jacketed bullet held by a taper crimp. Perhaps once cleaned it has a hair line
neck crack, but it still in good condition. estimate- 15-25

263 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. .30 U.S.A. ‘, this .30 Blake has a flat
copper primer, a drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed bullet held with a taper crimp. With a little black corrosion around
the primer and the case mouth, it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

264 Headstamped ‘ RA  18 ; this Cal. .30 Krag M-1904 Guard load,
has a flat nickel primer, a drawn brass case with a smooth cannelure
about .138” from the mouth and a round nose lead bullet. With uneven toning, and a just very slightly wobbly bullet. it is
in good condition. estimate- 15-25

265 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. .30 U.S.A. ‘ this .30-40 Krag sales
dummy has a domed brass primer cup, a brass case with a single tiny
hole 1/2” up from the base, an inner wood rod and a round nose bullet with a CN jacket. With a very good portion of the
factory polish and lacquer remaining, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

266 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH 30-220 ‘, this .30 Purdey proof has a
flat brass primer, a purple stripe across the head, a drawn brass case,
and a GM jacketed soft point bullet seated above the knurled crimping cannelure. It weighs 445 gr., it is in very good
condition. estimate- 40-70

260 Headstamped ‘ F A  27 ‘, this .276 Pedersen ball has a ring crimped
domed nickel primer, a PD-42 brass case and secures the non-magnetic
GM-jacketed PC-50 bullet with a taper crimp. With light slightly uneven
toning, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 90-120

261 Headstamped ‘ F A  29 ‘, this .276 Pedersen AP has a ring crimped
slightly domed brass primer, a brass case and a magnetic cored GM-jacketed bullet with an about .47” long 
black-painted tip. With a black spot on the case, which may be paint, it has a high portion of remaining tip color
and is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 120-170

267 Headstamped ‘ F A 2 03 ‘ this Cal. .30 M-1901 ball has a
domed copper primer, a drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed round nose bullet. Lightly toned the case has a hair line
neck crack, otherwise it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 90-120

268 This is a lot of 51@ Cal. .30 M-1903 new empty brass cases by U.M.C.Co. which are headstamped
‘ U.M.C. .30-1903 ‘. In very good to excellent condition. [no photo] estimate- 100-150

269 Headstamped ‘ F A 11 03 ‘ this Cal. .30 M-1903 3rd model
dummy has a domed, tinned primer cup, a tinned brass case with
4 holes near the base, six about 1” long flutes and a CN-jacketed round nose bullet. With nice case tinning there is a
thin neck crack, otherwise it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 150-200

270 Headstamped ‘ F A 10 05 ‘ this 1905 generation Cal. .30 
M-1903 Guard load has a domed copper primer, a brass case
with a smooth cannelure about .225” down from the mouth and a round nose lead bullet. With a little uneven toning it is
in very good condition. estimate- 90-120

271 This pair of Cal. .30 M-1903 by Remington are headstamped 
‘ REM-UMC 30-1903 ‘ have flat copper primers with an impressed “U”, drawn brass cases and CN-jacketed round nose
bullets. One is a full patch and the other [shown] is a soft nose with a small dent in the lead. With some uneven toning, these
are in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70



274 Headstamped ‘ F A 3 8 ‘ this Cal. .30 M-1906 type T2 A.P.
has a ring crimped domed brass primer with a black annulus, a
brass case with a smooth cannelure mid-neck, a magnetic cored GM-jacketed bullet with a black tip and an exposed
belt. Weighing 395.3 Grs. it has marker and uneven toning. In good condition. estimate- 20-40

273 Headstamped ‘  F A 3 7 ‘ this Cal. .30 M-1906 ball has a ring
crimped slightly domed brass primer a dull grey coated brass case
with a GMCS-jacketed bullet. One of the cadmium-plated inside and out case tests, it has a small area near the head
where the plating was scraped away, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

275 Headstamped ‘ SUPER SPEED 30-06 SPRG ‘, this 30-06
Proof is one of the more ornately marked we have seen in this
case type. It has a ring crimped flat nickel primer and the lower half of the drawn brass case is tinned, the upper is plain
brass and the case has “DANGER PROOF LOAD” printed in black across it. The GM-jacketed soft nose bullet is colored
red. The exposed brass is toned a little, otherwise this is in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

276 Headstamped ‘ REM-UMC 1906 ‘, this very uncommon example of a
drawn brass case for W.W. Greeners, .30-06 Triplex load has a flat nickel
primer and three {about} 7/8s inch long flutes at the shoulder. Not appearing to have ever been loaded it has uneven ton-
ing, but is still in good to very good condition. estimate- 90-120

277 Headstamped ‘ 1-55  L
M

7,62  I ‘, this early French, .30-06
steel-cased ball has a flat brass primer with a red annulus, a dark green lacquered steel case with a reddish-brown
case mouth seal and a CNCS-jacketed bullet. In excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

278 Headstamped ‘ WCC 53 ‘, this Cal. .22 Ball Simplex Cartridge has a
ring crimped flat brass primer with a red annulus, a brass case and a 
GM-jacketed steel-cored bullet secured with a segmented crimp. The red 
annulus seal notes a 3,950 fps velocity. In excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

279 This pair of Cal. .27 Ball Simplex Cartridges both have ring crimped
flat brass primers with a red annulus, brass cases and GM-jacketed bullets. The one headstamped ‘ WCC 53 ‘ has a
magnetic core, and the one headstamped ‘ W C W 5 6 ‘ [shown] is non-magnetic. With light uneven toning, both are in
very good to excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

280 Unheadstamped this Cal. .30 Light Rifle aluminum case (47mm CL)
experimental by Remington has a GMCS-jacketed bullet with an exposed
narrow knurled groove. Nicely sectioned to show the 3-piece primer design, the case body has only a very little
remaining of the original graphite coating, otherwise it is in excellent condition. estimate- 30-60

272 Headstamped ‘ F A 11 16 ‘ this Cal. .30 M-1906 ball has a
domed copper primer with a brownish annulus, a drawn brass case
with a smooth cannelure at the base of the neck and a CN-jacketed
bullet held with a taper crimp. This was made under W. D. Smith’s
Graphited Cartridge Patent No. 1,189,011 of June 27, 1916, and
the purpose was reduce bore fouling. The case has a neck crack
and the bullet can be removed to see the graphited wad. Other than
the crack, it is in very good condition. estimate- 200-250

281 Headstamped ‘ F A  54 ‘ this Cal. .30 Light Rifle dummy has a ring
crimped struck brass primer, a brass case with a black rubber-stamped
“INERT CHARGE” on it and a magnetic cored GM-jacketed A.P. bullet held with a taper crimp into the smooth 
case-crimping cannelure. It has a little black ? at the case mouth, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 50-80

282 Headstamped ‘ F A 51 ‘, this Cal. .30 Light Rifle Observing with the
FAT 1E3 case, has a ring crimped brass primer with a green annulus, a
brass case with a segmented crimp holding the GM-jacketed bullet, which
has a smooth crimping cannelure, somewhat magnetic internals and a yellow tip. Thought to have been loaded at
Frankford Arsenal using a Winchester bullet, it is missing a little tip-color, but is in very good condition. estimate- 90-120



284 Headstamped ‘ ♁ FN 69 ‘, this 7.62/5.56mm accelerator expmtl. has
a domed brass primer with a black annulus, being held with a three-stake crimp, a 51mm long brass case and a 6-petal
transparent plastic? sabot holding a GM-jacketed bullet. The sabot is slightly bigger at the tip than along the body and
the case has marker. In good condition. estimate- 30-60

285 Unheadstamped, it has a flat brass primer with a black annulus,
a dark green anodized aluminum case, manufactured by AMRON, and
uses a choke crimp to hold 4 steel flechettes inside the green multi-piece “Puller” sabot, An 8.38x68.5 Multi-Flechette,
or .330 Amron, it was manufactured by Aerojet Ordnance and Manufacturing for a Frankford Arsenal project circa 
1968-70. In mint condition. estimate- 70-100

286 Unheadstamped, this Cal. 10mm {aka .405} XM75 Spotter-Tracer has a
ring-crimped domed copper primer, a 1.70” long FAT 72 brass case with a taper crimp holding the magnetic GM-jacketed
hollow point bullet, which has a slightly domed M26 percussion primer inserted in the nose and yellow over red tip color.
With uneven toning but nice tip color it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

287 This is a mixed lot of 21 rounds which are mostly dummies including 7.62 and 5.56
NATO, .30 M1 Carbine, .30-06, some revolver and pistol types. Plus a few live rounds
including a 12mm French revolver blank and an 8mm Lebel. Also included is an 
assortment of bullets [shown] which appear to be mostly modern military rifle. Generally in
good condition. [photo in a plastic bag and not to size] estimate- 15-25

\288 The first .45-70 Carbine headstamp was only used from March to July of 1874. This non-magnetic
Benét primed, copper-cased example has a typically faint, raised ‘ U S CARBINE ‘ headstamp, and a 405 gr.
lead bullet. Ligthtly toned with one dark spot, it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

289] A handout from the Philadelphia, 1876 Centennial, this U.S. Ordinance made Cal. .45 M-1873 draw is
a 1.594” Benét primed copper case with a unusual and scarce commemorative headstamp. Evenly toned, it is
in very good condition. estimate- 150-200

283 Headstamped ‘ ♁ FA 66 ‘, this 7.62mm NATO aluminum case 
tracer experimental by Frankford Arsenal Labs., has a case which was
anodized, then varnished over a chromate finish. To aid extraction a wax
coating was then applied and it has left a white residue. It has a ring crimped brass primer with a red annulus and a
GMCS-jacketed bullet with an orange tip. In excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

.45-70’s

290 This Benét primed, “second date” .45-70-405 has a gilding-metal case with long two crimps about .216”
up from the base, and a lead bullet. With some surface soil and toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

291 This experimental, .45-70-405 has a copper Berdan primer, an early “second date” copper case, and a
lead bullet. Lightly toned it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

292 Headstamped R F and dated 6 81 and 1 82, this pair of
gilding-metal cased, Benét primed ,45-70-500 rounds have
round nose lead bullets. The 6 81 [shown] is polished and 
lacquered, while the 1 82 is toned and has lead oxidation. In good condition. estimate- 30-50

293 Headstamped C F and including the dates: 7 78 [shown], 1 80, 3 80, 7 80, 11 80 and 11 81, this 
collection of 6@ .45-70-405 Carbine rounds are all Benét primed, gilding-metal cased and have round nose
lead bullets. The condition range, is in good to very good. estimate- 60-90

294 Headstamped  R F and including the dates: 5 78 [shown], 6 78, 5 80, 2 81, 3 81, 4 81, 5 81, 2@ 6 81, 
12 81, 2 82, 4 82 and 5 82. This collection of 13@ .45-70-405 Rifle rounds are all Benét primed gilding-metal
cased and have round nose lead bullets. The two 6 81 variations are in the headstamped “6”, and one of them
has a label and an oxidized flat nose lead bullet. A couple are somewhat darkly toned, but these range from
good to very good condition. estimate- 100-150

295 This is a lot of 4@ unheadstamped Benét primed, gilding-metal cased .45-70-405 rounds. None are magnetic and
they show very slight variations in the plane of the head and/or have slight rings in the head. All have round nose lead
bullets. In good to very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 40-70



296 This collection of 7@ .45-70 blanks and 1@ shot load are all Benét primed and gilding-metal cased.
Two are 1.6” C.L. one of those is unheadstamped and has shellacked black powder at the mouth. The other
[shown] is headstamped ‘ 11 F 80 ‘ and has a tan paper topwad held by the tapered mouth. Five with a 
mid-case paper topwad have a 2.1” C.L. and R F headstamps 3@ have a rolled crimp to the mouth with 6 81, 
12 81 and 4 82 dates. 2@ others with 3 82 and 5 82 dates have no mouth crimp. With a wood sabot the shot load is 
headstamped ‘ R F 6 81 ‘. These range from good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

297 All ten Benét primed rounds are unheadstamped, with a gilding-metal case and a 405 Gr. round nose lead
bullet. Appearing to be all the same, all are in good to very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 60-90

298 Headstamped ‘ R 9 B 78 ‘ this somewhat early U.M.C.Co. contract .45-70-405 has a large domed brass
Berdan primer, a brass case and a round nose lead bullet. Lightly toned, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

299 This collection of 15@ gilding-metal cased .45-70-405 include eight headstamped C F and are dated 10 84, 
1 85, 2 85, 12 85, 3 86, and of the 3@ 4 86 one has an annulus seal and the other two do not. Six headstamped just
F and are dated 12 86, 1 87, 2 87, 2@ 3 87, and 9 88. One is headstamped ‘ R 2 F 86 ‘. All have ringed-heads with
copper primers and round nose lead bullets. These range from good to very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 90-120

300 This collection of 7@ gilding-metal cased .45-70-500 include four headtstamped R F and dated 1 84, 5 84, 6 84, and
2 86. Three are headstamped  F and are dated  4 87, 2 88 and 5 88. All have ringed-heads with copper primers and round
nose lead bullets. A few show uneven toning and spots, but all are generally in good condition. [no photo] estimate- 50-80

301 This collection of 20@ .45-70-405 with a stannic-stained brass case
are all headstamped  F and are dated 12 88, 6 89, 11 89, 12 89, 1 90, 12 90, 
2 91, 1 92, 2 92, 3 92, 6 92, 11 93, 5 94, 2 95, 3 95, 8 95, 6 96 [shown], 2 97, 
3 97 and 5 97. All have round nose lead bullets. A few have some spots of dark color, but generally these range from
good to very good condition. estimate- 150-200

302 This collection of 21@ .45-70-500 with a stannic-stained brass
case are all headstamped  F and are dated 10 88, 4 89, 5 89, 3 90, 5 90, 
3 91, 4 91, 5 91, 6 91, 1 92, 2 92, 4 92, 5 92, 12 93, 6 94, 2 95, 5 96, 7 96 [shown], 1 97, 2 97 and 4 97. All have round
nose lead bullets. A few have some spots of dark color or thin tinning but generally these range from good to very good
condition. estimate- 150-200

303 This collection of six Morse Patent Cal. .45 Rifle Ball Reloading
Pattern rounds are all headstamped  F and are dated 8 86, 9 86, 10 86, 
11 86, 1 87 and 2 87. All have slightly domed copper primers, 2-piece stannic-stained brass cases with removable bases
and round nose lead bullets, except the 9 86 [shown] date which is a flat nose and has almost no remaining case-tinning.
Several have freckles, but these are generally in good condition. estimate- 150-200

304 This collection of five .45-70-405 Rifle Lowell contract rounds by
U.S.C.Co are headstamped  R L and are dated 6 79, 2@ 7 79, and 2@ 8 79.
all have slightly dished copper Farrington primers and red-brass cases. The
extra 7 and 8 dated 1879 cases have conventional rims while the others show the so-called “Gas check” style rim. All
have a few freckles and the 6 79 [shown] has a crude “USCCo” electro pencil engraved in one side. Generally in good
condition. estimate- 40-70

305 This collection of eight .45-70 brass-cased cartridges with Winchester
contract headstamps includes two 2.1” C.L. blanks headstamped ‘ R 3 W 91 ‘
and ‘ R 1 W 91 ‘, with brass primers, tapered case-mouths and off-white topwads. An armours dummy headstamped 
‘ R 1 W 91 ‘ with a typical deep set struck brass primer and a 405 gr profile GM-jacketed round nose bullet. The five 405
Gr. lead bullet ball loads all have brass primers and the R W style headstamp with the dates of: 6 89, 2 90 [shown], 8 90,
1 91 and 10 92. Some have freckles and toning, but these are generally in good condition. estimate- 80-120

306 This collection of five .45 Lengthened Chamber (aka .45-80-500
Sharpshooter) rounds all have domed copper primers, copper cases and
round nose lead bullets. The headstamps are R F style with theses
dates: 3 81, 9 82, 3 83 [shown], 6 83 and 4 84. With some little uneven toning, these are in good condition. estimate- 60-90



308 Weighing 590.0 grs, unheadstamped, with .20” high crimps and a 
non-magnetic cup, this Benet́ primed .45-70 multi-ball has a gilding-metal case
and holds the outer lead ball with a tapered crimp. With a slighty dark case color. it
is in very good condition. estimate- 35-70

309 Unheadstamped, with a slightly dished copper Farrington primer and a
brass case with a rounded rim, this .45-70 multi-ball holds the Phoenix Metallic
Cartridge Co, yellow paper sabot with a taper crimp. With a small ding in the unevenly toned case and soil on the paper,
it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

310 These two .45 single ball or Gallery loads are both in unheadstamped, 2.1”
drawn brass cases. One [shown] weighing 347 grs. with a faintly ringed head has a
large domed brass Berdan primer and the lead ball is seated about .57” down from the mouth. This case has been 
previously fired and it is badly stained at the mouth. The other weighs 337 Grs., has a small domed copper primer and
the exposed lead ball is held with a smooth bullet seating case cannelure about .17” down from the mouth along with a
taper crimp over it. In very nice condition, it has an x-ray included with it. estimate- 40-70

311 This collection of 8 brass-cased Cal. 45 gallery rounds includes
two smokeless multi-ball loads by U.M.C. headstamped at six 
“.45 GOVT.” and at 9, 6 and 3 “S .45-70. H“. Three have a cannelure
about 1/4” down from the mouth and round nose lead bullets. two are by W.R.A.Co. and have brass primers. one plain and
the other has an impressed “Ow “. The third has a ‘ U.M.C. 45 GOVT. ‘ headstamp. One headstamped ‘ U.M.C. 45 GOVT. ‘,
has a smooth case cannelure about .38” down from the mouth and a round nose lead bullet. One with a very swollen lead
bullet has a U.M.C. S .45-70. H ‘ headstamp and two case cannelures .38” and .7” down from the mouth.  Unheadstamped,
one [shown] has short, shallow “V” shaped cuts similar to a 1873, Logan and Hart patent on the either side of the domed
copper primer, no case cannelure and a very swollen round nose bullet with a flat tip. Other than the two with oxidized lead,
these are in good to very good condition. estimate- 90-120

312 These two by Dominion Cartridge Co. are both brass-cased and include
a lightly toned Marlin example with a ‘ D.C.Co. 45 - 70 M ‘ large size headstamp,
a small copper primer and a flat nose lead bullet. For the Springfield [shown] one
is headstamped ‘ D.C.Co. 45 405 70 ‘[12, 9, 6 and 3:00]. It has a domed brass primer, a unevenly toned case and a lightly 
oxidized round nose lead bullet. In good (the 405) to very good (the Marlin) condition. estimate- 90-120

313 These three Eley. .45-70 brass-cased examples include one 
headstamped ‘ ELEY BROs . LONDON . ‘ with a round nose 405 gr. lead
bullet. Two have a flat nosed lead bullet. One a dummy [shown] is without a
primer, and is headstamped  ‘ ELEY . LONDON . ‘, The other has the same headstamp, just slightly smaller in size and
a flat copper primer. Two have a few freckles / stains, but all are in good condition. estimate- 70-100

314 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH  45 - 70 ‘, this has a large flat copper primer, and a
drawn brass case using a taper crimp to hold the flat nose lead bullet. It has
very light uneven toning and three quite small dings near the mouth, but it is
still in good condition. estimate- 30-60

315 This 7 piece Peters collection are all brass-cased and include a
primed empty, a 405 Gr. lbullet load, and a smokeless GM-jacketed soft
nose load, all with the headstamp at 6 reading “45-70”. With the headstamp at 6 reading “.45-70”, included are black
powder 405 Gr.and 500 Gr. [shown] round nose lead bullet loadings. A gallery practice with a smooth cannelure about .38”
from the mouth and a round nose lead bullet. An uncommon shot, Riot loading with a knurled rim, eight 5/8” long flutes
at the mouth and a blue topwad. The primed empty has three punch marks in the head, otherwise these are mostly in
good to very good condition. estimate- 50-80

307 Headstamped ‘ R 10 F 79 ‘, this gilding-metal cased, Benét primed Cal.
.45 Multi-ball load was patented by the Phoenix Metallic Cartridge Co. on Sept.
9th, 1879. The now slightly dark yellowish-tan multi-petal paper sabot holds three
lead slugs. Evenly but just slightly darkly toned, it is in very good condition. estimate- 70-100



316 This 9 round Remington collection are all brass-cased and include 3@ with
a ’ REM-UMC 45 GOVT ‘ headstamp two smokeless, jacketed soft nose variations
one GM and the other CN. Plus one with a flat nose lead bullet and a smooth 
cannelure about .18” down from the mouth. Two with ‘ REM-UMC 45-70 HV ‘ 
headstamps have jacketed soft nose bullets; one GM and the other CN [shown]. Four have a ‘ R - P 45-70 GOVT ‘ headstamp
with dot or dash variations between the R and the P. Three of them have GM-jacketed soft nose bullets with a primer or dash
variation. One has a dash, a brass primer, a nickeled brass case and a CN jacketed hollow point bullet. All of the jacketed
soft nose REM-UMC examples have severe oxidation, otherwise these are in very good condition. estimate- 25-40

317 Headstamped ‘ R 45 B 70 ‘[12, 9, 6, 3:00] these three .45-70’s have domed
brass Berdan primers, brass cases and round nose lead bullets. Total weights
/ OAL are: 625 Gr./ 2.565”, 713 Gr./ 2.685”[shown] and 706 Gr./ 2.805”. The
heaviest has oxidation and uneven toning while the other two have a few spots. In good condition. estimate- 20-40

318 Headstamped ’ REM-UMC 45 GOVT ‘, this cinema or parade ground dummy
has a flat nickel primer cup, a brass case with a smooth cannelure .2” from the
mouth and a blue-dyed? round nose wood bullet. Lightly toned, it is in good to very
good condition. estimate- 15-25

319 These three dummies by Remington include; one headstamped 
’ REM-UMC 45 GOVT ‘, with a factory holed nickel primer cup, a tinned brass case
with 4 small holes lower mid-case, an inner wood rod and a lacquered 405 gr. round nose lightly oxidized lead bullet. One
headstamped ’ REM-UMC 45-70 GOVT ‘, with a factory holed nickel primer cup, a polished and lacquered brass case and
a GM-jacketed soft nose bullet with a flat tip. One headstamped ’ R - P  45-70 GOVT ‘, with a factory holed nickel primer
cup, a brass case with a smooth cannelure upper mid case and a GM-jacketed soft nose bullet with a flat tip. Both of the
brass cased dummies have moderate lead oxidation, while the tinned case has marker and a label, otherwise these are
in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-60

320 With brass cases and round nose lead bullets these three S.F.M. 
dummies include two headstamped ‘ S.F.M K WIN CAL. 45-70 K’ one has 
5 case-holes and the other 4 case-holes. The one [shown] headstamped ‘ S.F.M K Win Cal. 45-70 K’ has only one large
case hole. With lead oxidation on two, all have light toning, and are in good condition. estimate- 40-70

321 This is a 6 round .45-70 Sharps collection. All are brass-cased
with paper patched lead bullets. One headstamped ‘ NONTE TAYLOR ‘,
has a flat nickel primer and pointed-style round nose bullet. One with a 
’ R - P  45-70 GOVT ‘ headstamp has a brass primer and a flat tipped bullet. One has a unheadstamped, W.R.A.Co. style
small ringed head, a domed brass primer and a round nose bullet with a flat tip. One [⚡shown ] is plain with a small domed
brass primer and a round nose bullet with a flat tip. Two are plain with large domed brass Berdan primers. One [♧] has a
pointed-style round nose bullet and the other has a round nose bullet with a flat tip. ⚡- has a badly split neck and an
oxidized odd bullet tip. ♧- has a badly split patch a very swelled, bent and almost broken bullet. The others are in the
range of good to very good condition. estimate- 70-100

322 An U.M.C.Co. 11 round collection, all with a brass case. Five with lead
bullets are headstamped ‘ U.M.C. S .45-70. H ‘. One has a hollow point, one
has a large flat copper tube in the nose, one is a 405 Gr. and two are 500 gr, but one of them is a smokeless load. Two
500 Gr. smokeless loads are headstamped ‘ U.M.C. .45 GOVT. ‘ but show a brass and a nickel primercup. Four have a
wide ringed ‘ U.M.C. 45 GOVT. ‘ headstamp. One has a smooth case cannelure and a GM-jacketed flat nose bullet, The
three with round nose lead bullets are: a 500 Gr., and two 405 Gr. with different bullet seating lengths Just the longer is
shown and it seems to be an early no-hole blacked-brass case dummy. It has white spots, while the others have light to 
medium uneven toning, These are generally in good condition. estimate- 70-100

323 This pair of single ball Gallery rounds are headstamped ‘ U.M.C. S .45-70. H ‘,
have domed brass primers, brass cases with a smooth case cannelure and oxidized
round lead balls. The live round has medium toning and the [shown] no inner-rod board
dummy has a couple of dings to the mouth. In good condition. estimate- 30-50

324 A pair of U.M.C. dummies. The unheadstamped board dummy has a
large domed brass Berdan primer, two mounting holes and a very swollen
flat nosed lead bullet. The sales sample has a ‘ U.M.C. 45 GOVT. ‘ headstamp a factory-holed primer, a polished and 
lacquered brass case with a lower mid-case hole, an inner wood rod and a round nose lead bullet. It is missing a lot of
the lacquer on one side, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70



327 Brass cased and headstamped ‘ U.S.C.Co. 45-70 ‘, these 6 rounds
include 5 lead bulleted examples. Three 500 Gr. variations one of which is
a smokeless load. The other two have copper primers, one plain and one is
stamped “US” [shown]. Two 405 Gr. loads, one of which has a struck primer. The CN-jacketed soft nose variation has an
inpressesd “S” in the bullet and a smooth case cannelure. With a lot of freckles on the one shown, the others have light
toning or just a few freckles and the jacketed one has been lacquered long ago. In good condition. estimate- 30-60

328 With the wide ringed-head stamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45-70 ‘, these three
tinned case HPT examples include a new primed empty, and one with a
500 Gr. round nose lead bullet. Both have domed nickel primers. The third
has a domed copper primer and the same 500 Gr. lead bullet.  The copper-primed one has a very dull finish and some
marks at the mouth, while the other two are in excellent condition. estimate- 40-80

329 12@ W.R.A.Co. or W-W brass cased rounds include three ‘ W-W 45-70
GOVT ‘ headstamps one a 405 Gr. lead, one a long GM-jacketed soft nose (looks
like a .458 Win, Mag, bullet), and a flat-nosed lead with the crimp well-up on the taper
[shown]. 1@ 500 Gr. load stamped ‘W.R.A.Co. 45-70” on a narrow ringed-head. 2@ stamped “W.R.A.Co. .45-70 W.H.V.”
on the flat head have tinned GM-jacketed soft nose bullets with an impressed “W”. One has a domed nickel primer and
one has a copper and brass protected primer marked “W”. These 6 are stamped “W.R.A.Co. 45-70” on a wide
ringed-head. Two with 405 Gr. lead bullets and one lead hollow point. Two have tinned GM-jacketed soft nose bullets
with an impressed “W” but one has a smooth case cannelure and the other has none. With an impressed “Ow “ on a
brass primer and a smooth cannelure .4” down from the mouth the gallery round has a flat tipped lead bullet. A few with 
freckles, lead oxidation or uneven toning, these generally range from good to very good condition. estimate- 70-100

330 Thought to be pre-1906 and very hard to find, this is headstamped 
‘ W.R.A.Co. 45 GOVT. ‘, has a domed brass primer with an impressed “Ow ”, a
wide ringed-head brass case and a tinned GM-jacketed soft nose bullet with an
impressed “W”. Considered a “4“(out of 5} in rarity by Shuey {see p 118}, it has a tiny ding, a wee-bit of uneven toning
and light lead oxidation. In very good condition. estimate- 80-120

325 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. S .45-70. H ‘, all three hollow brass dummies
have brass primers, brass cases and coreless brass-jacketed bullets. The 
bullet profiles are 500 Gr. and 405 Gr. round nose and a flat nose for the
Marlin, which also has the smaller size primer. The 405 Gr. has a struck primer
and dark toning, otherwise these are in good (Marlin) to very good (500 Gr.) condition. estimate- 60-90

326 With a raised ‘ U.M.C. S .45-70. H ‘ headstamp this has a domed nickel
primer, a drawn brass case and an oxidized round nose lead bullet held with a
taper crimp. With a couple of tiny dings, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

331 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. .45-70 W.H.V. ‘, this definitive proof has a
domed brass primer, a tinned brass case with a smooth bullet seating cannelure
and a taper crimped tinned GM-jacketed soft nose bullet. It has light lead oxidation, otherwise it is in excellent condition.
estimate- 40-80

332 5@ W.R.A.Co. dummy rounds Two are unheadstamped and use the
small raised-ring brass case. One is for a board with a inner wood rod, two
proper mounting holes and a 405 Gr. round nose lead bullet. One is an armour’s dummy with a deep set struck brass
primer and a GM-jacketed bullet [shown].. With the same small raised-ring case but headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45-70 ‘ both
of these board dummies have factory polish and lacquer, inner wood rods, and two proper mounting holes but one has a
405 Gr. round nose lead bullet while the other has a Gould hollow point lead bullet. With a wide ringed case 
headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45-70 ‘ this has a struck brass primer and a 405 Gr. round nose lead bullet. Other than the
split neck on the one shown, and light toning, these are generally in very good condition. estimate- 75-100 

333 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45-70 ‘ on small raised-ring brass cases, with
domed brass primers (one plain and the other with a impressed “Ow ”) these two
Rabbeth patent rounds have round nose lead bullets in a hollow point wood
sabot. As with all the Rabbeth sabots they are split and these two show slightly
different profiles. With light toning they are in good to very good condition. 
estimate- 70-100



334 All unheadstamped, brass-cased, with lead bullets, this 12 round collection includes two small raised ring
W.R.A.Co. a 500 Gr. and a 405 Gr. A rounded head Remington 405 Gr. 2@ U.S.C.Co. 405 Gr. 4@ faint raised ring
U.M.C with Orcutt primers and flat nose bullets one of which has a copper tube. 1@ with a large domed Berdan primer
and a flat nose bullet  The two which we are unsure of, both have domed brass primers and 405 Gr, bullets. With 
freckles and toning, these are in good condition. [no photo] estimate- 50-80

335 This 4 piece collection includes
two new empty cases headstamped 
‘ LYMAN 45-70 GOVT ‘: one brass and
one nickel plated brass. 1@ ‘ CCC 45/70 ‘ headstamped drawn brass case with a 
GM-jacketed soft nose bullet. 1@ ‘ F C 45-70 GOVT ‘ headstamped brass case with
a smooth case cannelure and a GM-jacketed soft nose bullet [shown]. With uneven
toning to the brass cases these are in fair {the shown} to good condition. 
estimate- 20-40

336 5@ odd rounds. Shown in order top to bottom but not 2-size. Headstamps are 
“F 12 94” with a steel bullet. “W.R.A.Co. 45-70” on a small ringed head, a large hole in the
case and a lead bullet, “U.M.C. S .45-70. H” with a steel bullet. “W.R.A.Co 45-70” on a
wide ringed head with a lead bullet and a struck brass primer. “REM-UMC 45 GOVT”
ringed head, struck nickel primer and GM-jacketed soft nose bullet. In fair to good 
condition. estimate- 15-25

337 12 shot shells with wood sabots. 1@ tinned brass case stamped 
“F 8 89”, The following are all brass-cased. 1@ stamped “F 1 90” with a
struck primer. 4@ stamped “U.M.C. 45 GOVT.”. 1@  stamped
“U.M.C. S .45-70. H“ 2@ stamped “REM-UMC 45  GOVT”. 1@ stamped “W.R.A.Co. 45-70”. 2@ stamped ‘U.S.C.Co. 45 - 70” [just

1 is shown]. Sabots may be seated to different lengths or have different profiles, and the condition ranges from good with
freckles / uneven toning to very good. estimate- 60-90

338 8@ extended neck blanks. All are brass cased with topwads near the
mouth. 2@ are unheadstamped one has a rounded edge to the rim and a
domed copper primer. The other has a wide ringed head a very slight “high
neck” and a orangish gazed card topwad. 1@ stamped “REM-UMC 45  GOVT”. 2@ are stamped “W.R.A.Co 45-70” {one of
these has a smooth cannelure about .48” from the mouth}. 1@ is stamped “W.R.A.Co ,45-70” on the wide ringed heads. 2@
are stamped “W.R.A.Co. .45-70” [1 shown] on the narrow ringed heads. These have slightly different crimp profiles, toning
and primers. One other 2.1” long gilding-metal straight case [no neck], has a crumbled and dished paper topwad set down
in the case a little, plus a ‘ R 2 F 84 ‘ headstamp. Condition is from fair to good. estimate- 30-50

339 15@ 2.1” cases with blank or shot loads. 1@ tinned brass case stamped “F 6 95”. 2@ guilding metal cased are
stamped “R 2 F 84” and F 1 87”. The rest are all brass-cased. 3@ by Peters include two banks and a shot load with a
blue topwad. 2@ by U.S.C.Co blanks, one  of which has a smooth upper mid-case cannelure. 3@ by REM-UMC with
different color topwads or topwad seating depth. 1@ W.R.A.co with ringed head with a light pink topwad. 3@ U.M.C. S
H with rolld crimps holding off-white topwads and seem to all be the same. With uneven toning and some freckles these
are in good condition. [no photo] estimate- 40-70

340 9@ 2.1” C.L. blanks with necks. 1@ unheadstamped with a lightly struck brass primer, a tan topwad and a
rounded nose crimp. 2@ by REM-UMC: one with a blue topwad seated upper mid-case and a long neck, which is a
movie blank. One with an off-white topwad and a higher, more ‘cone shaped’ neck. The following six are by W.R.A.Co.:
2@ have a smooth lower mid-case cannelure, one has a nickel primer and one a brass primer, both with deep seated
topwads. 3@ with a smooth case cannelure below the neck and different topwad depth seatings. 1@ has no case can-
nelure and the tan topwad is seated below the neck. Generally in good condition with a few showing a few freckles. [no
photo] estimate- 30-60

341 18@ 1.8” C.L. blanks. Most have shellacked orangish topwads. 1@ with some stannic-stain remains on one case,
which is stamped “F 4 98”, the 4 others with military headstamps are: “F 6 91”, “F 6 92”, “F 5 94” and “8 F 83” at 9, 6 and 3.
2@ with this same sort of arsenal style head are unheadstamped one with a brass primer, the other with a copper primer.
1@ plain, once? fired empty case with an empty Boxer primer pocket. 2@ by W.R.A.Co. with small ringed heads and minor 
differences. 1@ by UMC with a smooth case cannelure. 3@ S.H. U.M.C variations, two of which have a case cannelure.
4@ by U.S.C.Co. with different topwads or case cannelure shape. With uneven toning and/or freckles, these are generally
in good condition. [no photo] estimate- 50-80



343 7@ tool or line throwing blanks. All brass cased, three with black shiny topwads and two crimps below the mouth
show different heads, two are painted white, one is plain the other is stamped “W-W”. The third is also stamped “W-W” but
is unpainted. Another with the crimps below the mouth has a yellow painted plain head and is primed but not loaded. One
stamped ‘W-W” has a brass primer with a red annulus, a smooth upper case cannelure with a rough-textured tan topwad?
or charge? One with a ‘ REM-UMC 45 GOVT ‘ headstamp on a wide ringed head has a rolled crimp and  glossy red cup
shaped topwad seated lower mid-case. One headstamped ‘ RA 61 45M32 ‘ has a rolled crimp and a red topwad seated
lower mid-case. With light toning, these are generally in very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 20-40

344 Unheadstamped the magnetic, Cal. 50 Bar Anvil primed, 1.46” long copper case
has two about 1/4” long crimps just above the rim and without a case mouth crimp the
friction fitted pointed lead bullet has a flat tip. Thought to be part of the compressed
powder tests, we can only find record of a Benét primed test example with this case
length. Polished and lacquered it is in good condition. estimate- 50-200

345 Unheadstamped this Cal. .50-70 Martin primed variation has a
slight ringed-head on the outer edge and the case exterior over the
primer is domed and a bit wider than the typically found examples.
The copper case has the  re-entrant fold and uses a taper crimp to secure the unevenly oxidized lead bullet.
Thought to have been made by either E. Remington & Sons or U.M.C.Co., it has
nice case color, and is in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-60

346 Unheadsamped this nicely sectioned Cal. .50-70 Bar Anvil primed shows
the two about 1/4” long crimps holding the .156” thick iron bar anvil, which does not
appear to have been tinned. Made for only a brief peroid ca 1866 -1867 this has been lacquered. Apperaing once
cleaned and with lead oxidation, it is in good condition. estimate- 100-150

347 These three Winchester contract Cal. .50-70 Springfield all have ringed-head
brass cases and lead bullets. Two with domed brass primers are headstamped 
‘ R 3 W 86 ‘ and ‘ R 3 W 88 ‘. One with an impressed “U” in the domed copper primer
has a ‘ R 4 W 85 ‘ headstamp and is a reload [shown]. The other two, are in excellent condition. estimate- 30-60

348 With a raised ‘ E REMINGTON -<>- & SONS. -<>- ‘ headstamp this .50-70
Govt. has a domed brass primer, and a brass case using a taper crimp to hold the
flat-tipped pointed lead bullet. Lacquered long ago and with a few dark areas it is
still in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

349 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. S 50-70 H ‘, this .50-70 brass-cased dummy has a
small hole .73” up from the base, an inner wood rod, a domed brass primer and uses
a taper crimp to hold the factory flat-tipped pointed cast lead bullet. With some light
uneven toning, it is still in excellent condition. estimate- 70-100

END of the .45-70’s and CONTINUATION of U. S. MILITARY

342 8@ blanks with crimped case mouths. The Gatling Machine Gun blank
has a 2.4” case length, a 4-petal round nose crimp and no headstamp. The 7
others are all 2.1” brass cases, With a 4 petal crimp are one “W-W” and one
“W.R.A.Co.” example (the small ringed head). The plain Olin case has a red
primer annulus, a smooth case cannelure near the mouth, a partial 6-petal crimp and a tan topwad. 3@ with partial 6-petal
crimps are movie blanks: two are “R - P” and both have a yellow mulii-marked “1/2” topwad.  A “REM-UMC” with a red 
mulii-marked “Full” topwad. A 4th movie blank stanped “REM-UMC”. has a roll crimped mouth with a dull red topwad
marked “1/4”. The Gatling [shown] is lightly toned, the W.R.A.Co. has uneven toning, and the others are in very good 
condition. estimate- 20-40

350 This brass-cased Milbank-Primed W.R.A.Co. .58 Berdan Conversion Musket
unheadstamped. The flat head shows a small, copper Milbank primer that looks at
first glance like a misfire, but is not. The Milbank primer was used by WRACo for only
a short time, circa 1870, and was soon dropped as it was unreliable. The lead bullet has one groove and very light 
oxidation, while the case shows a few small dings and high polish. In good condition. estimate- 120-170

351 Unheadstamped, with a large domed brass primer, and a wide ringed head brass
case, this .58 Berdan Conversion Musket has an iron reinforcing cup in the base.
The round nose, flat-tipped lead bullet is held with a taper crimp. With light toning and
a tiny ding, we consider it to be in good to very good condition. estimate- 20-40



353] Full of nice condition original brass-cased rounds headstamped 
‘ 30 KRAG  SA CORP ‘ and loaded with GM-jacketed soft nose bullets, this 
1-pece, red, yellow and white Savage Arms Corporation .30-40 Krag “Top
Notch” box has a Utica NY address. The box has light soil, edge wear and
wear to the left side hinge, but is still in good condition. [photo 55%]                                                           

estimate- 150-200

\354 For the HUDSON
- THOMAS Pointed Bullet
but now empty, this tan,
2-piece half-cover

U.M.C.Co. .30 U.S. Army Smokeless box has very nice condition tan
top/top front and reasonably good end labels with red print. The back
has a red and white seal / guarantee that is mostly complete. The 
bottom front label is mostly gone. The box is strong and with light soil,
is in good condition. [photo 55%] estimate- 35-50

355] Empty, this tan 2-piece half-cover Western. .30 Cal. U.S. Army
Ball Cartridges box has a black-printed front, top and back wrap-around
white label. For the U.S. Rifle Model 1898, it has edge wear mostly to the
bottom ends, but the box is strong. The label has an even coat of light
soil, otherwise it is in good condition. [photo 55%] estimate- 15-25

\356 Full of ‘ R A 43 ‘ headstamped
brass-cased rounds with original ring
crimped brass primers with black annulus
seals and what look like original GMCS-
jacketed bullets, this 20-size, tan 1-piece top flap .30-06 box has an interesting “THE COIN
CELLAR” black rubber stamp on the front, a ball point price and one end also has “BALL” in
ballpoint. The address has a “05156” postal zip code, but no child-warning. In very good to
excellent condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 40-70

357] Full, this 50-size W.R.A.Co. Division of Olin
Industries Ball Carbine Caliber .30 M1 box holds 
‘ W R A 45 I ‘ [I is at 3:00] headstamped rounds with
brass cases and bullets with GM jackets. The light
brown 1-piece top flap box has black print and a
“2518” black rubber stamped lot number. With the headstamp sort of noted on the box
bottom in ballpoint, it is in very good to excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-70

358] Full and sealed with the
black-printed light tan full wrap-around
label and a string-tear opener, this
U.M.C.Co. Carbine Ball Cartridges,
Reloading Cal. .45 box is a 20-size, 
2-piece half cover type. With a smallish
red ink price on the top, the label has
some typical wrinkles at the string tear
seam / joint, otherwise it is in excellent condition. [photo 55%] estimate- 70-100

352 Appearing unfired and never loaded, this 20 Ga. Springfield Forager is
headstamped ‘ F 4 N0 20 99 ‘. The domed primer is stannic-stained as is the
brass case. The head is a wee bit dark, otherwise this is in very good to 
excellent condition. estimate- 60-90

U. S. MILITARY BOXES

\359 Empty, this black, diamond-patterned 25-size 2-piece half-cover box by J.M. Marlin is for
the .45 GOV’T. and held his Improved Everlasting Rifle Shells for the BALLARD RIFLE. It
has a black-printed green top and front-side label which shows three patent dates: March 20,
1866, Sept. 29, 1868 and April 2, 1872. With edge wear to the box, soil, a few small edge-bites to

the label and a scuff to the center of the top label, it is strong and in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 300-400



366 This collection of 14@ by F.A. from the 1940’s are all stamped
at 12:00 “F A” with the dates of: “41” which has a knurled ring above
the mouth and “43” which does not, both with silver over black tip 
colors. With a red bullet tip: 2@ “41” with different colors of red, and 1@ “4”. 1@ “40” has a silver bullet tip color. With black
tip color the dates are: ”40”, 2@ “41” one has a knurled ring and one does not, “42” and “43”. One dated “42”[shown] has a
light blue tip and a knurled ring. Two dated “42” and “43” are M1 blanks. With light toning and typical tip-color loss, these
are in good to very good condition. estimate- 70-100

367 This collection of 3@ by F.A. from the 1950’s include two with
red over silver tip colors stamped “F A 50”[shown] and “F A 5 5”.
Another stamped “F A 5 5” has a silver bullet tip color. With light toning these are in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

368 Headstamped ‘ F A 43 ‘ this chrome plated display dummy
has an empty Boxer primer pocket {which once had a stake
crimped primer}, three lower mid-case holes and a coreless, 
magnetic bullet jacket which is pinned to the case at the neck. In excellent to mint condition. estimate- 30-60

360] Holding one original nice condition, unheadstamped rounded head brass-cased,
405 Gr. lead-bulleted round with a small primer, this off-white 2-piece half-cover U.S. 45
Cal. Rifle Musket. box by E. Remington & Sons has a black-printed top and right side
off-white label. The “70” has been lightly inked out on the top but the side reads ”.45-70
Solid Head.”. The top right side has the outer paper cracked but the box is strong, and in

relatively very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 300-400

\361 With 12 original blanks with a smooth case cannelure
and a ‘ U.S.C.Co. 45  - 70 ‘ headstamp plus an extra which is
without the case groove and shows a slightly different headstamp,
this 20-size, tan 2-piece half-cover U.C.C.Co., Cal. 45-70 Blank box has a red top and front-
side label with black print. With the Lowell address, it has edge wear to the box and label. The
box is strong and with light soil, is in good to very good condition. [photo 55%] estimate- 90-120

362] Quire rare, and holding one original unheadstamped
round with a lead bullet and a flat copper primer, this 20-size, tan 2-piece half-cover
U.S.C.Co., Calibre:- - - 50, FOR THE CADET RIFLE has a probably 90-95% complete
black-printed tan side seal opened and showing print on three sides. The top label is a
nice yellow with black print. With only light soil has a slight stain on the edge it is in

very good to excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 400-500

\363 Full of the original blanks with a REM-UMC 50-70 ;
headstamp, a nickel primer and a blue topwad seated below
the neck, this 20-size, tan 2-piece half-cover .50-70
Government blank box has a faint black “SAFETY” rubber-stamp, and a red and white
logo on the green and black top label, which goes over both ends of the top. The blanks
have a little staining, and the box has some soil mostly to the front side and the top. The box
is strong, and in good condition. [photo 55%] estimate- 50-80

364] With one original round headstamped ‘ F A 41 ‘ and with silver over black 
bullet-tip color, this 10-size, tan 1-piece top flap Cal. .50 A.P. Plate Test box has a light
tan partial wrap-around label with black print. With a small inked number on the bottom
edge of the front, light soil and some old cellotape on the sides and top, it is still in good
to very good condition. [photo 45%] estimate- 70-100

365 This collection of 6@ by F.A.
from the 1930’s are all headstamped
at 12:00 “CAL 50” with the dates of:
“FA 33” and “FA 35” as ball loads plus a “FA 39” with a red bullet tip. One dated “FA 36”
has a struck primer and a loose bullet. Two are dummies with tinned primer cups and a mid-case hole, those are dated
FA 30”[shown], and “FA 33”. With light toning, these are in good to very good condition. estimate- 70-100

CAL. .50 MACHINE GUN

The Cal. .50 M.G. usually has a brass case, a GM or GMCS bullet jacket

and a stake-crimped brass primer. So we will not note those details unless

the round(s) in that lot are different. Photos are about 70%.



374 Both are headstamped ‘ K S 4 3 ‘ but in two sizes, the smaller has a loose magnetic
cored GM-jacketed ball bullet. The larger size headstamp is loaded, in excellent condition and
has a black bullet tip. estimate- 20-40

373 Headstamped ‘ D M 43 ‘ this early Cal. .50 T-48 Inc.
has 3 stake-crimped brass primer with a green annulus, a
magnetic cored GM-jacketed bullet with knurled ring and a
light blue bullet tip. The brass case has a cellotaped label and a black spot on the neck, other than that it is in excellent
condition. estimate- 20-40

375 This collection of 17@ by L.C. from the 1940’s are all
stamped at 12:00 “L C”. Two with black bullet tips are dated
“43” but in different sizes. Two with silver bullet tips: one is
dated “43” and the other “4”. Six have a red bullet tip and they are dated “42”, in two different sizes, “43” in three different
sizes, and one is dated “45”. There are seven M1 blanks. Three are dated “43” and show different sized stamps. One is
dated “4”. Three are dated “44” in different sizes and one has a red annulus seal and one has 6 stake crimps to hold the
primer. One it the “43” tracers has a dark case stain and a bad dent, the others have light toning, tip color wear ranging
from good to faint, and range from good to very good condition. estimate- 70-100

376 This collection of 6@ by L.C. from the 1950’s are all
stamped at 12:00 “L C”. Three with silver colored tips are
stamped / dated at 6:00 “52”, “53” and “5  4”. Two with
knurled ring and dark red bullet tip colors are dated “51” and “52”. One dated “53” has a knurled ring and a red over silver
colored bullet tip. The 54 date [shown] is missing a good bit of the tip color and has light toning. The rest are in good to very
good condition. estimate- 45-70

370 Headstamped ‘ F A 6 0 ‘, this Cal. .50 XM156
Spotter-Tracer has 3-stake crimped brass primer with a red
annulus, a brass case and a GM-jacketed hollow point bullet
with a tinned nose-insert and a yellow over red tip color. Appearing to be a standard Cal. .50 case it has been modified for
testing in a XM121 machine gun, and only two lots if these were made. This example has a couple of dents at the shoulder,
otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 40-80

371 This collection of 14@ by D.M. from the early 1940’s
are all stamped at 12:00 “D M”. Four with a red bullet tip
include one dated “42” and the three others dated “43” include two with GMCS jackets. With a “43” date: 1@ has a black tip.
1@  has a silver tip. 1@ is a dummy with a blind primer pocket and three holes about 1.2” up from the base. 1@ is a fired
empty case with two small holes .72” up from the base. Two have a light blue tip and one of those has a knurled ring and
one does not. Dated “43” the three M1 blanks have slight variations. The ball ? round [shown] is dated “42” the magnetic cored
GM-jacketed bullet has a smooth seating cannelure and no tip color . With light toning and some typical wear to tip colors,
these are in good to very good condition. estimate- 60-90

372 This collection of 8@ by D.M. from the middle
1940’s are all stamped at 12:00 “D M”. Five show just a “4”
date and all have bullets with a silver tip-color and perhaps minor variations. Stamped “D M 4 5” one has a silver tip
color and a removable bullet. Two are stamped “D M 4 5”, one has a silver colored tip, and one [shown] has a red bullet
tip. With light toning, these are generally in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

369 This collection of seven F.A. dummies includes 1@
headstamped ‘ F A 40 ‘[shown] with a blind primer pocket, a
tinned brass case with three case holes 1.65” up from the
base and a magnetic cored tinned bullet. 6@ have 3 case
holes about 1.25” up from the base and blind primer pockets. Four of those have plated steel cases showing slight color
variations or case hole placement. Three are stamped “F A 4” and the 4th is stamped “F A 43”. Two others have brass
cases and show “F A 4” and “F A 44” headstamps. With slight toning to all, the one shown has a couple of dents at the
shoulder and bullet tip, but these are generally in good to very good condition. estimate- 50-80

377 This collection of 4@ by L.C. from the 1970’s are all
stamped at 12:00 “L C” and have ring crimped brass
primers. All have knurled rings above the case mouth and brown colored bullet tips. The dates are: “7  0”, “7  5”, and two 
“7  8” one with a red annulus seal and the other without an annulus seal [shown]. All are in very good condition however two
have some missing tip color. estimate- 40-70



379 This collection of 8@ by L.C. from the 1990’s to 2017
are all stamped at 12:00 “L C” and have ring-crimped brass
primers. Three with a brown colored bullet tip and a knurled
groove are dated “9 0” and “9 1” with a red annulus while the
“1 7” dated example has a green annulus plus 4 dots in the headstamp. Two without tip color are dated “0 0”, and “1 7” which
also has 4 dots in the headstamp. One almost bent in half but still live, [shown] has a “9 0” date and a silver colored bullet tip.
One with a struck primer and a “9 2” date has a sticker from Arizona Ammunition Inc. on it. A fired empty is dated “0 4” and it
also has 4 dots in the headstamp. Other than the bent one, these are in good to very good  condition. estimate- 50-80

380 Headstamped ‘ L M 40 ‘, this inerted example has a
brass case with a blind primer pocket and a moveable
inner weight. The somewhat crudely stake-crimped 
coreless GM-jacketed bullet has a couple tiny dings. With uneven toning it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

381 This collection of 5@ by Milwaukee Ordnance Plant.
from the 1940’s are all stamped at 12:00 “M”. Three with a
black bullet tip are all dated “43” but in different styles,
“43”, “4    3“[shown] and “4 3”. A ball round is dated “₄ 3”. A new empty un-primed case is dated “42”. With a little
uneven toning and stains, these are all in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

382 This collection of 8@ by Remington from the 1940’s
and 50’s are all stamped at 12:00 “R A”. Three with a black
tipped bullet are dated “42”, “43” and “4”. Two with a silver
colored bullet tip are dated “44” and “4”. The M1 blank is dated “42”. Two with dark red bullet tips are dated “52” and 
“5  4”. One might have been linked, the “4” AP[shown], otherwise these are in very good condition. estimate- 60-90

383 This collection of 14@ by S.L. from the 1940’s and
50’s are all stamped at 12:00 “S L”. Three with black bullet
tips” one dated “43” and 2@ are “42” but one is “SL” and one
is “S  L”. Two with silver colored bullet tips are dated “4” and “45”. One with an orange colored bullet tip is dated “4”. Three
with a red bullet tip are dated “42”, “43”, and “4”. One inerted example dummy dated “42” has a primer pocket showing the
original primer stake crimps, an empty pocket, a hole .58” up from the base and a nicely crimped GM-jacketed bullet which
might have once had color. The two M1 blanks are dated “43” and “4”. With a red over silver tip color and a knurled ring
one is dated “5  3”.  Dated “45” but from the mid-1960’s RICA / Colt Salvo Squeeze Bore experiments, this example is an
unofficially-named Type 2 [shown]. The black tip “42” date has been polished and has a small dent at the shoulder and a few
show uneven toning, but in general these are in good to very good condition. estimate- 90-120

384 This collection of 13@ by T.W. from the 1940’s are all
stamped at 6:00 “T  W” with the date at 12:00. Two with silver
colored bullet tips are dated “4” one has a red annulus and the
other a black annulus. Four have a black bullet tip: two of them are dated “42” and “43”, and the two dated “4” and “4  5”
also have a knurled ring. One with an orange bullet tip is dated “4  5”. Three have a red bullet tip and are dated “42”, “4 3”
and “4 3”. The “42” date has no space between the “T” and the “W” at 6:00. The two M1 blanks are dated “42” and “43”.
Dated “4  5” but from the mid-1960’s RICA / Colt Salvo Squeeze Bore experiments, this example is an unofficially-named
Type 10 [shown]. With typical toning, these are for the most part in very good condition. estimate- 90-120

378 This collection of 22@ by L.C. from the 1980’s are all
stamped at 12:00 “L C” and have ring-crimped brass
primers. Six have silver colored bullet tips and are dated:
2@ “8 4” with minor differences, plus one each dated “8 5”,
“8 6”, “8 7” and “8 8” [shown]. Five have red over silver tip colors and a knurled groove, they are dated: “8 3”, “8 4”, “8 5”,
“8 6” and “8 7”. Seven have brown colored bullet tips and knurled grooves, they are dated: “8 1”, “8 3”, 2@ “8 4” with
minor differences, “8 5”, 8 6” and “8 7”. Two are Cal. .50 M1A1 blanks n “8 2”, date and an “8 5” date with a brown lac-
quer seal in the crimp. Inert, without a primer but showing a red annulus color and dated “8 6” this one has a taper
crimped GMCS-jacketed bullet without any tip color. One fired stannic-stained brass case dated “8 3”. A few have some
slight dents and uneven light toning, but in general these are in good to very good condition. estimate- 150-200



386 This collection of 5@ by Utah Ordnance Plant from
the 1940’s are all stamped “U”. Two with blue tips and
knurled grooves are dated “4  2” and show major differences
in the headstamp letter/number sizes [the larger shown]. One with a red tip and one with a black tip are both dated “4  3”. The
M1 blank is dated “4  3“. The one shown is a little dark, but the others are in good to very good condition. estimate- 50-80

387 This collection of 5@ by Western / Olin are all
stamped “W C C” and have ring crimped primers. Two with
brown tips and knurled rings are dated “8 4” and “8 5”. An
unfinished case with a blind primer pocket is dated “9 5”. One dated “9 6”[shown] with an A-MAX Moly coated 750 Gr. bullet
was part of a lot that went to Canada for sniper use {see Fuchs #0335}. A match loading dated “0 2” with an A-MAX 750 Gr.
aluminum tipped bullet. With the two tracers showing light toning, these are in very good condition. estimate- 30-60

388 Headstamped ‘ WCC  SLAP ‘, this M903 has a ring
crimped domed nickel primer with a red annulus, a brass
case with a 4-petal amber sabot and a tungsten steel 
penetrator. With light toning, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 25-40

389 Headstamped ‘ WCC  SLAP ‘, this SLAP tracer has
a ring crimped domed nickel primer with a red annulus, a
brass case with a 4-petal red sabot and a tungsten steel
penetrator with a tracer element. With light toning, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 35-60

390 Headstamped ‘ W C C 9 4 ‘, this M962 SLAP tracer
has a ring crimped domed nickel primer with a red annulus,
a brass case with a 4-petal red sabot and a tungsten steel
penetrator with a tracer element. With light toning and some faint marker, it is in very good condition. estimate- 35-60

391 This collection of 4 by Winchester includes a magnet-
ic cored GM-jacketed ball round showing their 4-dot annulus
sealing spots around the 3-stake crimped flat brasss primer
and a  ‘ W R A I 50 I ‘ headstamp. A blackened brass fired empty case headstamped ‘ WRA 5 4 ‘. Two made by
Winchester for HSM with a ring crimped domed brass primer and a red annulus headstamped ‘ CAL 50 ‘. One with a 
magnetic cored GM-jacketed ball bullet and the other [shown] with a turned brass hollow point (.145” dia.) “Bore Rider” bullet. All
are in very good condition. estimate- 30-60

385 This collection of 10@ by T.W. from the 1950’s are all
stamped at 12:00 “T  W” with the date at 6:00. Three have
a red over silver colored bullet tip and a knurled ring. They
are dated “5  2”, “5  3“[shown] and “5”. One with a silver 
colored bullet tip is dated “5  3“. Three with a red bullet tip are dated “5  2“, “5  3“ and “5  4“. One with a magnetic-cored,
GM-jacketed bullet without a color tip but with two narrow knurled rings is dated “5  2“. The M1 blank is dated “5  3“. A
fired phosphate treated zinc plated steel, M33 ball case is dated “5”, and these did not reach production status. With 
typical toning, these are for the most part in very good condition. estimate- 90-120

392 On an ‘ IVI 85 ‘ headstamped brass case, with a rolled
mouth crimp and a dark mouth-sealant, this Cal. .50 Blank M174
has an electric primer with attached and shunted lead wires. For
EOD use this has black “U.S. NAVY NAVSEA CARTRIDGE .50 CAL BLANK (ELECTRICALLY INITIATED)” plus stock numbers and such
as case print. With a little uneven toning, it is in very good condition. estimate- 20-40

393 Headstamped ‘ L C 8 1 ‘ this early Raufoss MP EX
211 MOD 0, was loaded by Raufoss ca. 1982. It has a ring
crimped domed brass primer with a red annulus and a
heavy choke crimp holding a GM-jacketed bullet [with magnetic insides] and a medium matte-green tip color. In excellent
condition. estimate- 40-70

394 From a limited production run, this Olin made
Raufoss NM 140 MP is headstamped ‘ W C C 8 4 ‘, has a
ring crimped domed brass primer and a red annulus. A taper crimp holds the GM-jacketed bullet [with magnetic insides]
and a metallic green tip color. With some slighty dark uneven toning, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70



395 Manufactured in Norway using brass headstamped 
‘ I V I  8 4 ‘, this Raufoss NM 140 MP has a ring crimped
flat brass primer with a black annulus. A taper crimp holds
the GM-jacketed bullet [with magnetic insides] and a light
pastel colored matte-green tip. With light marker, it is in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

396 Manufactured by Winchester with the new green over
white tip-color code (forced by the EPA: water based vs lead
paint), this Raufoss MK211 MOD O MP is headstamped 
‘ W C C 9 4 ‘. It has a ring crimped domed brass primer with a red annulus, and a taper crimp holds the GM-jacketed
bullet [with magnetic insides]. Missing a little bit of the tip color, it is otherwise in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

397 Manufactured in Norway using brass headstamped 
‘ .50 FNB 91 ‘, this Raufoss MP MK 211 has a ring
crimped flat brass primer with a black annulus. A taper
crimp holds the GM-jacketed bullet with magnetic insides, and a green over silver tip color. Missing just a very little tip
color, it is in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

398 Manufactured in Norway using brass headstamped 
‘ .50 FNB 93 ‘, this Raufoss MP MK 211 has a ring

crimped flat brass primer with a black annulus. A heavy taper crimp holds the GM-jacketed bullet with magnetic insides,
and a green over silver tip color. Missing just a very wee-tiny bit of tip color, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

399 This collection of four A-Zoom snap caps are all sort
of a reddish dark brown anodized aluminum body / bullet
with an aluminum primer pocket and a greenish plastic(?)
insert to take the firing pin strike. One is headstamped ‘ A-ZOOM 50 BMG ‘[shown] two other have the same text but in
white print and the 4th has “SLICS A-ZOOM 2001 [over] 50 BMG” on the head in white print. With some color variations in
the bodies, these are all in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

400 By Artillerie Inrichtingen of the Netherlands, this is
headstamped ‘ A AI 71 .50 ‘. It has a ring crimped flat
brass primer with a black annulus, and a segmented crimp
holds the magnetic cored GM-jacketed bullet which has a smooth groove and a red over silver colored tip. With uneven
toning and missing a good bit of tip color on one side, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

401 These two marked ADI are a reduced range training ball
with a hollow pointed belted brass bullet, and a ring crimped
large domed nickel primer. It was made by OLD of New Zealand and is headstamped ‘ ADI 01 ‘. The other is a new
empty brass case headstamped ‘ ADI 14 ‘. Both are in excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

402 Headstamped ‘ BYS 1 3 ‘, this MK 323 MOD 0 has a
domed brass primer with a bright blue annulus, a 1.078” /
27.39mm brass head and a clear polymer body with a taper
crimp or friction fit to hold the magnetic cored GM-jacketed ball bullet. Apparently almost the same as the M33 ball, but
perhaps 40% lighter, it is in mint condition. estimate- 20-40

403 These three on CBC brass include a new empty
brass case stamped “CBC .50 03” . A ball round stamped
“CBC .50 00” with a 3 stake-crimped flat brass primer, a black annulus and a magnetic cored GM-jacketed bullet. The
SRTA or LRTA by Kilgore Amunition Products example is head stamped ‘ CBC .50 ‘, has a flat brass primer and a
ACCUTEC USA non-toxic reddish brown 529 Gr. composite bullet with four fins that assist in destabilizing the bullet in
flight. All are in excellent condition. estimate- 30-60

404 These two ball rounds by FLB both have a 3 stake-crimped flat brass primer, a sort of
purplish-brown annulus, and a brass case using a segmented crimp to hold a magnetic cored
GM-jacketed bullet. With light toning both are in excellent condition. estimate- 15-25



406 Two by FNB One headstamped ‘ .50 FNB 81 ‘ has a
3 stake-crimped domed brass primer, a brown annulus and
a magnetic cored GM-jacketed bullet with a narrow smooth groove and no tip color. One headstamped ‘ .50 FNB 89 ‘
has a ring crimped flat brass brass primer, a brown annulus and a magnetic cored GM-jacketed bullet with a silver over
yellow colored tip. The “81” date [shown] has a tiny dent and the “89” is in excellent condition. estimate- 25-40

407 These two are headstamped ‘ ٧٧ %0. ‘ have ring
crimped flat brass primers with a green annulus, and use a
taper crimp to hold the bullets. One is a magnetic cored
GM-jacketed bullet without tip color. One is a magnetic cored GM-jacketed bullet which has red over white tip colors.
Reportedly made by Kynoch for Egypt. The tip colors show a few scratches, otherwise these are in very good condition.
estimate- 30-60

408 Headstamped ‘ ICI 5 4 ‘ these two have a ring
crimped flat brass primer, a black annulus, and a segmented
crimp holding a magnetic cored GM-jacketed bullet. One has no tip color, the other has a black colored tip and three thin
knurled rings above the mouth. With some stains and uneven toning, these are in good condition. estimate- 20-40

409 This collection of 7@ by IVI Canada are all stamped
at 12:00 “IVI”. Three with ring crimped flat brass primers with
a green annulus have black over red bulet tips and are
dated ”7 1”, “7 3” and “8 3”. Four are new empty brass cases and three of them are dated: “9 3”, “9 6” and “0 1”. One is 
headstamped ‘ IVI .50 MATCH 86 ‘. The “83” dated is missing a little tip color on the sides and the other two just at the very
tip.The “96” has a few stains, but these are in good to very good condition. estimate- 60-90

410 This collection of 9@ are all headstamped ‘ PSD  99 ’
and have a flat brass primer. One has a matte-grey finish
to the brass case and a magnetic cored GM-jacketed bullet. This might be a TTI Armory Low Observable case finish but
we are unsure. The other 8 all have brass cases are the bullets are: A magnetic cored GM-jacketed bullet without tip
color. A GMCS-jacketed bullet with a dark red or “burgundy” over black (it most certainly looks black to us) tip plus it has narrow
and wide knurled rings. A silver colored tip. A matte-black colored tip. A 600 Gr. hollow point Barnes XBT, an A-MAX 750
Gr. and a solid brass Barnes Tactical Match bullet, all loaded by TTI Armory. A Blended Metals Technology MarkV
BMTSP moly-coated 500 Gr. [shown]. All are in excellent condition. estimate- 70-100.

411 This 6 round colection from the Dominican
Republic includes 3 headstamped ’ 50 59 ‘ two have brass
primers one is yellow tipped and one is plain, both with a
knurled ring on the bullet. The 3rd also has a the ring and a yellow tip but a copper primer[shown]. 3 are headstamped 
’ 50 60 ‘. One has a yellow over red colored tip and two have yellow colored tips one with and one without a knurled ring
on the bullet. With uneven toning and some typical wear to the color, these are in good condition. estimate- 35-60

412 This 7 round collection from the Dominican
Republic all have “R 50 D” [9, 12 & 3:00] headstamps with
the date at 6:00. Two with yellow tips are dated “56” and
“58” but only the “56” has a knurled ring. The two white tipped are dated “56”; one with [shown] and one without a knurled
ring. Two with knurled rings plus white over red tips are dated “55” and “56”. One with a long silver colored tip has a
knurled ring and a “55” date. With toning and tip color wear, these are generally in good condition. estimate- 40-70

405 Three by FN are headstamped at 12:00 12.7, at 8:00
FN and dated at 4:00. The black tipped bullet is dated 65,
the dull-silver colored bullet tip is dated 66 [shown] and the
red tipped example is dated 71, All have a black annulus seal, and are in excellent condition. estimate- 25-40

413 Two from Spain include one with a silver colored
bullet tip headstamped ‘ 12.7X99 SB 78 ‘[shown], and one
with a red over silver bullet tip colors headstamped  
‘ 12.7X99 SB 77 ‘. Both have domed nickel primers with a green annulus. With light toning the “77” date is missing just a
little color at the tip, and these are both in very good condition. estimate- 20-40
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414 6 from Israel include three which are headstamped
with צ [at 10:00] [at 2:00] ת and a date at 6:00 all with ring
crimped domed nickel primers. One with red over silver tip
colors is dated “75”[shown]. Two are dated “74” one has
blue over black and one has blue over red over black bulet tip colors. Three are headstamped with T [at 10:00] Z [at 2:00]
and a date at 6:00. Two with blue over red over black bulet tip colors have ring crimped domed primers: the “77” date
has a nickel primer and the “80” has a copper primer. An “83” dated dummy with a red filling in the primer pocket, a
brass case with 5 long flutes and a segmented crimp holding a GM-jacketed bullet which shows a knurled ring. A couple
have slightly dark toning, and some wear to the tip colors, but these are in good condition. estimate- 40-70

415 These 2 from Israel both have ring crimped domed
brass primers with a black annulus. One with a black bullet
tip is headstamped ‘ LOT 4 TZ 82 [over] 12.7x99 M8 ‘. One
with blue over red over black bulet tip colors is headstamped ‘ LOT 2 TZ 82 [over] 12.7x99 M20 ‘. The M8 has a slight
dent at the shoulder and the M20 has wear to the tip colors, but these are still in good condition. estimate- 20-40

416 Both headstamped ‘ T  Z  Z  96 ‘. One is a dummy
match made by Talon Mfg. with an empty Boxer primer
pocket and a 750 Gr. A-Max bullet made for the 1999 Shot
Show. The other, which we think was made by Talon for the U.S. Navy SEALS as a match load, has a domed brass primer
and the same aluminum tipped bullet. With light toning to the live one, both are in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

417 A lot of 4 brass cases includes one with a struck primer headstamped ‘ L l C l 0 l 4 l ‘, one with a ring crimped
domed brass primer headstamped ‘ PMC 50 CAL ‘and two new empty cases with Boxer primer pockets headstamped 
‘ NT  .50 BMG ‘, and ‘ SME 12.7  5-02 ‘. Also included is a nicely-pulled Cal, 50 bullet with a silver tip that is missing
some paint. A now, about 1.5” long, fired stannic-stained brass case is headstamped ‘ L C 8 3 “. With some light uneven
toning all are excellent condition. [no photo] estimate- 20-40

418 Linked .50’s A belt of 5 are: 4 with yellow tips stamped
“50 R 58 D” and one yellow over red tip stamped “50 60”. 3@
M1 blanks “DM 43”, L C 44” and “4 3 T W”. A black tipped 
“R A 43”. A blue plastic short range with an aluminum head
stamped “DAG 89”[shown]. A belt of 7 stamped “4 5 T W”
includes three silver tipped, one orange tipped and three blue
tipped with a wide knurled ring. The link order is: sil, blu, sil,
blu, or, sil, blu. Some are missing some tip color or are toned, but these are in generally in good condition. estimate- 60-90

419 Unheadstamped, with a flat copper primer in a brass battery cup, this copper-cased .230 Lancaster
Sporting has a lead bullet. It has a very small spot of lead oxidation, otherwise it is in excellent condition. estimate- 120-170

420 Headstamped ‘ DWM K 469A. K ‘, this 5x58 Sturtevant
proof has a purple stripe across the base and flat brass primer. The
brass case has a taper crimp, secureing the CNCS-jacketed bullet. With light toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 60-90

BRITISH SPORTING

421 This 7x60mm Eley experimental, has a copper primer and is
headstamped ‘ ELEY . 7 M/M . ‘. It has a drawn brass case and a
CN-jacketed bullet held with a taper crimp. For an experimental BSA ca. 1911 semi-auto rifle, it has a bit of uneven
toning, and is in good condition. estimate- 100-150

422 These six .275 H&H examples include three flanged. Two
of those are by Eley for H&H one with a soft point has at 6:00 
“ TELEYT” in the headstamp and the other with a copper point has “ .ELEY “. The 3rd has a GMCS-jacketed soft point
and it is by Kynoch. The three Belted Mag’s are by: Western with a GM-jacketed soft nose, and a “HOLLAND’S .275
MAGNUM K”[shown] with a CNCS-jacketed copper point. The 3rd is stamped “KYNOCH .275 MAGNUM” has a 
GMCS-jacketed soft point. With some marker, uneven toning and lead oxidation, these are for the most part in very good
condition. estimate- 20-40

423 Headstamped ‘ ROSS o E o ‘, this .28 Ross [aka .280
Roosevelt] has a flat brass primer, a brass case and a CN-jacketed round nose bullet secured with a taper crimp. An
early Ross experimental, it has a couple of tiny spots, and so we consider it in excellent condition. estimate- 150-200



424 This rebated rim, .280 Westley Richards is headstamped 
‘ .280 . ELEY . ‘, has a flat copper primer, and a CN-jacketed 
hollow point bullet. With a cellotaped label and a small spot, it is in
very good to excellent condition. estimate- 100-150

425 This .280 Ross is headstamped ‘ ROSS . ELEY . ‘. It
has a flat copper primer and a CN-jacketed bullet held with a
taper crimp. With marker and unevenly toned, as it appears to
have once had a circular label, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

426 Headstamped only ‘ REM-UMC ‘ at 12:00, with different sized bunters this pair of .280 /.333
Jeffery have domed copper primers, drawn brass cases and copper-tipped CN-jacketed bullets. A cartridge with a very
unusual history as it was once thought to have been for a Newton Rifle. However the two known (to us) boxes of these
are labeled for the .333 Jeffery rifle, and are thought / rumored to have been made for a president of the Remington
Arms Co. Another very odd part is that there are four (4) different headstamp size variations of these known! Here we
offer the largest and the smallest size variations. Weighing within 2 grains of each other, with marker and light toning,
these two are in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

427 Unheadstamped, with a ring crimped flat-topped domed
brass primer, a semi-rimmed drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed
bullet held with a taper crimp, this is the quite uncommon, .276 / .420” Kings Norton experimental. With an old sticker and
uneven toning, it is still in good condition. estimate- 90-120

428 Unheadstamped this .333 Jeffery rimless by Kings Norton
has a copper primer, a drawn brass case with three stab-crimps
holding the CN-jacketed bullet. The case has a neck crack and uneven toning due to an old label. Otherwise it is in good
condition. estimate- 15-25

429 Headstamped ‘ JEFFERY .333 K ‘ this .280 / .333 Jeffery
rimless by Kynoch has a flat copper primer, a drawn brass case
holding the copper-tipped CNCS-jacketed bullet with a taper crimp. With a small shallow dent just below the shoulder
and light toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

430 This 13 round .333 Jeffery rimless collection has two by
Kynoch; a GMCS-jacketed with “333 NITRO” a 6:00 and a 
CN-jacketed spitzer[NC] with a large “.333” at 6:00. 4@ are headstamped ‘ JEFFERY .333 K ‘, One is a dummy with a 
CN-jacketed solid bullet, two are also CN but soft nose and are with and without [NC] neck crimps, the 4th has a 
copper-tipped CNCS-jacketed bullet. 1@ by Kings Norton is headstamped ‘ JEFFERY KN .333 KN ’ and it has a 
CN-jacketed soft nose bullet. 6 are headstamped ‘ JEFFERY K .333 C ’ one with a brass primer has a CN-jacketed
solid bullet the other 5 have copper primers and CN-jacketed bullets but with these variations: two are pointed and one
ot the two has an aluminum tip. 3@ are slit-jacketed soft nose with slit variations [one with [NC] is shown]. Three have
cracked necks [NC] and one is polished. These range from good to very good condition. estimate- 80-120 

431 Headstampd ‘ KYNOCH .300 ‘, this .300 Sherwood 1.54” dummy has an empty
Berdan primer pocket, a drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed copper-capped bullet. With a cellotaped label it is has
nice color and is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

432 Headstamped ‘ ADDER B ‘, this pre-1912 .303 Adder was made by The
Birmingham Metal & Munitions Co. Ltd. at their Adderley Park Mills location and would
have been used in an adaptor for mid-range target shooting. It has a domed copper primer, and held in the brass case
by a taper crimp the lead bullet has a grease groove. With a cellotaped label, a dent in the lead on one side and a small
spot, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-60

433 Originally an Australian wildcat the .303-.25 is now a production item
and these two have brass cases and GM-jacketed soft nose bullets. One
headstamped ( ICI ) [over] 303-25 ‘ has a flat brass primer and one with a flat nickel primer is headstamped ‘ IMI 303-25 ‘.
The IMI has a cellotaped label, otherwise both are in excellent condition. estimate- 15-25



435 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH .322 MATCH ‘, with a ring-crimped
flat copper primer, and a drawn brass case holding with three 
stab-crimps, a CNCS-jacketed solid bullet. This lot is two of these and both have a cellotaped label. One has a neck crack and
is polished while the other has uneven toning and the number “14838” electro-penciled in the case-side. That is the H.P. White
number for this which they recorded as the .322 Swift with this headstamp. In good condition. estimate- 200-250

436 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH .322 SWIFT ‘, with a ring-crimped
flat copper primer, and a drawn brass case holding with three 
stab-crimps, a CNCS-jacketed round nose solid bullet. With light uneven toning and a cellotaped label it is in good to very
good condition. estimate- 60-90

437 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH .33 NITRO ‘, this .33 B.S.A. has a flat
brass primer, and a drawn brass belted case holding the GNCS-jacketed
soft nose bullet with three stab-crimps. With a few spots and a cellotaped label it is in good condition. estimate- 30-60

438 This pair of .350 Rigby No. 2 (aka .400/.350 NE
Rigby.) both are on Austrian made brass. Both have a
domed brass primer, and a CN-jacketed soft nose bullet secured with 3 stab-crimps. The headstampes are: ‘ RIGBY’S
350 NITRO GR ‘ and it has a neck crack. The other is ‘ RIGBY 350 CASE MADE IN AUSTRIA ‘ and it has been polished. In
fair to good condition. estimate- 30-50

439 This 10 round collection of .350 Rigby No. 2 includes three headstamped ‘ KYNOCH 400-350 NITRO ‘ one with
a GMCS-jacketed solid bullet, and two with GMCS-jacketed soft nose bullets, one of which is a dummy. One 
headstamped ‘ KYNOCH .400-350 NITRO ‘ has a CN-jacketed soft nose bullet. Two are headstamped ‘ KYNOCH .350 ‘
Both have CN bullet jackets; one is a soft nose the other a slit-jacket soft nose. Two are headstamped ‘ ELEY . .350 . ‘
and both have CN bullet jackets, one solid the other a soft nose. Two are headstamped ‘ RIGBY .350 NITRO ‘ both are
pointed bullets; one a copper-tipped CNCS-jacketed and the other a GMCS-jacketed soft nose. With marker, light to
medium toning, and some with lead oxidation, these range from good to very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 80-120

440 This .354 Ross Proof is headstamped ‘ ROSS . ELEY . ‘.
It has a purple stripe across the base and copper primer, a
drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed solid bullet held with a
taper crimp. With light uneven toning, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 250-300

441 A hard to find, .360 No. 3 Westley Richards with a large flat copper primer
and a tan paper patched, hollow point lead bullet. Headstamped ‘ W. R. No 3 [over] .
EXPRESS . ‘, it has light toning and a cellotaped label, but is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

442 Headstamped ‘ FRASER . EDINBURGH . ‘, this .360 21/4” N.E.
has a small flat-topped copper primer, a drawn brass case with a wide
segmented crimp securing the Fraser’s six ‘ratchet’ slit, CN-jacketed hollow point soft nosed bullet. With light uneven
toning, lead oxidation and a cellotaped label, it is in good condition. estimate- 60-90

434 A pair of .375 / .303” Westley Richards. Both have
brass cases with CN-jacketed bullets showing wax lubrication.
One has a ring crimped domed copper primer with a ‘ KN ‘
headstamp. The other has a flat copper primer and a ‘ BIRMINGHAM METAL & MUNITIONS CO ‘ headstamp. Most likely for
match shooting, both have some stains and the B.M.&M.Co. is relatively very good compared to the shown K.N. In good 
condition. estimate- 30-50

443 A collection of 9@, .360 21/4” N.E. includes a B.P. gallery load headtamped ‘ ELEY BROs ..360 . ‘ with a round
ball seated about a 1/2” below the case mouth. These next 8 all have jacketed bullets. 4@ ‘ KYNOCH .360 NITRO ‘ one
a CN solid, one a CN soft nose and the two with GM soft nose bullets one has a purple anulus seal and one does not.
Two headtstamped ‘ KYNOCH .360 C ‘ are early Cordite loads with CN-jacketed solid bullets, different primers and
headstamp sizes. Two are headstamped ‘ ELEY .360 NITRO ‘ both with CN jackets; a solid and a soft nose. With 
marker, light toning a lead oxidation these range from good to very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 30-60

444 This brass cased .360 27/16” B.P.E. has the smaller size 
‘ ELEY . LONDON . .360 . ‘, headstamp, a copper primer, and a
paper patched lead bullet with a copper tube. With a little uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100



445 Headstamped with a larger size ‘ ELEY . LONDON . .360 . ‘,
this .360 27/16” B.P.E. has a copper primer, a brass case with two 
punch-crimps holding a round nose lead bullet with a copper tube and
showing a smooth groove at the mouth. With marker and some freckles, it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

446 Headstamped ‘ ELEY NITRO . .400/360 . ‘, this .400/.360
Fraser N.E. has a flat-topped domed copper primer, and a brass
case with a taper crimp securing the Fraser’s six ‘ratchet’ slit, CN-jacketed hollow point soft nosed bullet. With marker and
lead oxidation, it is still in very good condition. estimate- 50-80

447 A collection of 12@, .400/360 N.E. are all brass-cased
and include one stamped “ELEY’S ..400/360 .” with a small 
copper primer and a CN-jacketed soft nose bullet. Three stamped “ELEY NITRO .400-360 B” two with large domed 
coppers have solid CN bullet jackets but the case crimps are different and one has a CN-jacketed soft nose bullet with a flat
copper primer. Two are stamped “ELEY NITRO ..400/360 .”, have small flat copper primers and CN jacketed bullets one
solid the other soft nose [shown]. Two stamped “KYNOCH 400/360 NITRO” have large flat copper primers and bullets with a
CN jacket, one a soft nose the other a Westley’s CN base / CN capped bullet. Two stamped “KYNOCH 400/360” have
large domed copper primers, one has a CN-jacketed soft nose bullet and the other a Westley’s CN base / copper capped
bullet, Two are for Purdey’s version of this case type and are stamped “KYNOCH 360 P NITRO”. Both have CN-jacketed 
bullets; one solid the other soft nose. The one shows has stains, the others have maker, lead oxidation or toning. These
range from good to very good condition. estimate- 90-120

448 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH C- 360 No 2 C- ‘, this .360
No. 2 N.E. has a large flat copper primer, a drawn brass
case with three stab-crimps holding a CN-jacketed soft nose bullet with 4 slits. With a little marker, lead oxidation and a
very shallow ding in the shoulder, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

449 Both headstamped ‘ .369 PURDEY K ‘, with flat copper
primers, drawn brass cases and three stab-crimps holding the
GMCS-jacketed soft nose bullets. With no difference in them
we can see, both have lead oxidation and are in very good condition. estimate- 20-40

450 A collection of 14@, .375 21/2” Flanged N.E. are all brass-cased.
4@ with CN-jacketed soft nose bullets are stamped “ELEY .375” with
variations in primer or headstamp or case crimps.Two stamped “HOLLAND’s K .375 C” have large copper primers, different
smooth case cannelure placment and CN-jacketed soft nose bullets giving different OAL. Five are stamped “KYNOCH
.375” with some size variations and all have a copper primer but 4 are the large size. All have CN-jacketed soft nose bullets
but one has 4 vertical slits. Unheadstamped one with a large domed copper primer and a CN-jacketed hollow point bullet.
One with a large flat brasss primer and GM-jacketed soft nose bullet is headstamped ‘ (375 NITRO) [over] BB ‘. Headstamped 
‘ KYNOCH C- 375 or 370 C- ‘. one has a large flat coper primer and three stab-crimps to secure the CN-jacketed soft nose
bullet which has 4 vertical slits. Some have marker or lead oxidation, or toning And one of the “ELEY .375” variations [shown]
has a couple of case dents, Otherwise these range from good to very good condition. estimate- 70-100

451 Headstamped ‘ J.RIGBY & Co . .380 . ‘, this .380 21/2” Rigby BPE has a 
copper primer and a brass case with rounded rim along with a cellotaped label. The
case mouth is belled and stretched, but the over powder wad seems intact. In fair condition. estimate- 15-25

452 Headstamped ‘ J.RIGBY & Co . .380 . ‘, this .380 21/2” Rigby BPE has
a copper primer and a brass case with a flat head and a friction fitted paper
patched round nose hollow point lead bullet. With marker but nice color, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 40-60

453 Headstamped ‘ WESTLEY RICHARDS .400 ‘, this has a
large, slightly domed copper primer, a 23/4” long drawn brass case
and a friction fitted paper patched round nose lead bullet with a
small flat tip. With a number of dings to the bullet tip mostly on one
side, but nice color, it is in very good condition. estimate- 400-500



454 This collection of 8@ .450/400 23/8” B.P.E. are all brass cased and with
paper patched lead bullets. The exception to that is the one headstamped 
‘ ELEY . 450 / 400 . ‘ as it has a round lead ball seated just slightly below the
case mouth [shown], The two others with this same headstamp show different
copper primers, bullet seatings and copper tubes in their noses.  One is headstamped ‘ ELEY . LONDON . 450 / 400 . ‘,
and one is stamped ‘ ELEY . LONDON . .450 / 400 . ‘, both with copper tubes in the bullet tip. Two with flat heads are
stamped ‘ KYNOCH 450/400 ‘ one  has a copper tube and the one without the tube also has 3 stab-crimps holding the
bullet. Another with this same but bigger and somewhat earlier headstamp has a somewhat rounded head and a copper
tube in the nose. With marker toning and perhaps wear to a patch, these are range from good to very good condition.
estimate- 40-80

455 With an early small domed  N.A.& A.Co. copper primer showing the
impressed ‘waffle” mark, this quite rare  .500/450 No. 2 Musket is by the
Birmingham Ammunition Co., who in May of 1892 purchased the ammunition manufacturing business of Westley
Richards. It is somewhat faintly headstamped ‘ D MUSKET . No 2 . ‘. The case is drawn brass and the bullet is
paper patched lead with a large copper tube in the nose. The case is a little unevenly toned, otherwise it is in good 
condition. estimate- 150-200

456 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH’S No 2 MUSKET ‘, this uncommon .500/450 No 2
Musket blank has a large domed copper primer, a drawn brass case and a plain
tan topwad is seen below the patrially closed multi-petal mouth crimp. With marker
and a few small dark spots to one side, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

457 Headstamped ‘ CERTUS K 400.M.16. C ‘ for use in
Cogswell & Harrison’s Model 16 bolt action rifle this .450
/.400 31/4” Certus has a large domed copper primer, a
drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed bullet with a large soft nose {aka blue-nose} secured with 3 stab-crimps. Once
polished, it has a deep scratch in the neck and a cellotaped label. In good condition. estimate- 30-60

458 Headstamped ‘ ELEY’S NITRO . .450 . ‘,
this .450 /.400 31/4” Fraser has a large flat copper
primer, a drawn brass case with a Fraser’s six ‘ratchet’
slit, CN-jacketed soft nosed bullet. With a cellotaped label, a neck crack and light toning, it is still in good condition.
estimate- 30-50

459 Headstamped ‘ ELEY’S 450/400 . NITRO . ‘, this
.450 /.400 31/4” Fraser has a flat-toped domed copper
primer, a brass case with a smooth cannelure low on the neck and a Fraser’s six ‘ratchet’ slit, hollow point CN-jacketed soft
nosed bullet with light oxidation. With a cellotaped label, and light toning, it is in very good condition. estimate- 40-60

460 Headstamped ‘ WR 425 ‘, these twelve (12) .425 Westley Richards all have flat nickel primers, drawn brass
cases and round nose GM-jacketed soft nose bullets with a smooth case-crimping cannelure. Looking to be just out of a
box, they are in excellent condition. [no photo] estimate- 60-90

461 This pair of .450 11/2” No. 1 Rifle includes a new empty drawn brass case headstamped 
‘ ELEY BROS ‘[at 12:00] with a large domed copper Berdan primer in a pocket with 3 vent holes.
The other is a Boxer case, still with an over powder wad, no headstamp, a copper primer in a brass rivet, a brass base
disc, two brass base cups and a coiled brass body missing perhaps 40% of the original white paper covering. The Boxer
case mouth is a little out of round, but the drawn example is in excellent condition. estimate- 150-200

462 Unheadstamped, this .450 113/16” coiled has a copper primer in a brass rivet, a
brass base disc, two brass base cups and a coiled brass body with a vertically seamed
brown paper covering. The round nose lead bullet is held with a taper crimp. With a 
little soil, it is still in very good condition. estimate- 100-150

463 A collection of 3@ .450 11/2” No. 1 Rifle are all brass cased with copper-tubed lead
bullets and small copper primers. Headstamps are; ‘ ELEY . .450 No 1 . ‘ with a paper
patched bullet and one with the same but slightly larger size headstamp and an oxidized bullet [shown]. The 3rd is head-
stamped ‘ ELEY . LONDON . .450 . No 1 . ‘, with a nice clean lead bullet. In good to very good condition. estimate- 30-60



464 Headstamped ‘ FRASER . EDINBURGH . ELEY . ‘,
this .450 2.6” Match has a deeply dished copper primer, a
brass case and a taper crimped paper patched lead bullet.
Sounding empty, the case has two labels, stains and a slight
raised area on one side. In fair to good condition. estimate- 20-40

465 Headstamped ‘ .J. RIGBY & Co . ‘[at 12:00]. this .450
2.6” Match has a domed copper primer, a brass case and
a friction-fitted paper patched lead bullet. With a couple of
cellotaped labels, some stains and light soil to the patch, it is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

466 A pair of .450 31/4” B.P. Boxers. One with a copper
primer in a brass rivet, a blackened iron base disc, a brass
base cup and a plain coiled case holds a paper patched
lead bullet. The other is an uncommon .450 Lengthened Chamber [shown]. It has copper primer in a brass rivet, a 
blackened iron base disc, two brass base cups with a tan paper wrap over the upper cup and the tan paper covering the
coiled brass body. The case has a smooth bullet seating cannelure and a round nose lead bullet with turn marks on the
tip. The common coiled version has lots of dents and a cellotaped label. The other has a cellotaped label over the tan
paper wrap at the base cups / body seam. In fair to good condition. estimate- 50-80

467 Headstamped ‘ D.C.Co. .450 EX ‘ This .450 31/4”
Express has a domed copper primer, and a drawn brass
case with a taper crimp holding the copper-tubed lead bullet.
With freckles and stains, in is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

468 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH .450 ‘ .450 31/4” Nitro for
Black dummy has an empty Berdan primer pocket, a drawn
brass case and a copper-tubed lead bullet secured with
three stab-crimps. With a cellotaped label, it still has a high precentage of the original factory polish remaining. In good
to very good condition. estimate- 20-40

469 Headstamped ‘ H.CLAASSENS 450 No.2. ‘, this 31/2” new
empty brass .450 No. 2 N.E. case by Bertram has a boxer primer
pocket and is slightly belled at the mouth. With light toning, it is in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

470 Headstamped ‘ SIMBA-M’BOGO [over] SCI 416 84 ‘ this .416 Rigby
empty case has a flat nickel primer cup. Made by BE.L.L. as a handout (the
‘loaded’ dummy) at the 1984 Safari Club International show. Nicely polished,
it is in excellent condition. estimate- 25-40

471 A very scarce .450 Webley-Wyley M.B.L. Headstamped 
‘ WEBLEY MBL . B S A & M Co . ‘, it has a copper “waffle” primer,
a brass case, and a friction fitted paper patched lead bullet. With a
bright color, a small flat area in the lead and light soil to the patch, it is in good condition. estimate- 300-400

472 This collection of 7@ 500 /.450 23/4” No. 1 Express are all brass cased and have copper primers. The two with
flat heads, large flat primers and small “ELEY .450 No I EXPRESS” headstamps both have copper tubed-lead bullets, one is
paper patched and the other is a N.F.B. load. It has an exposed grease groove and stab-crimps holding the bullet. Three
have an ‘  ELEY . No 1 . EXPs . ‘ headstamp and small domed primers. One is paper patched, and two are N.F.B.: one
bullet has a hollow point the other a brass tube. One without a bullet but an over powder wad and a smooth case 
cannelure is headstamped ‘ ELEY’S . No I EXPRESS NITRO . ‘. One headstamped ‘ W.R & Co EXPRESS [over] No 1 ’ is
early, has a large domed primer, and a tan paper patched lead bullet with a large wax-filled hollow point. With marker
and light toning, these are all in very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 60-90

473 With the shield trade mark style headstamp, this .461 No. 1 Gibbs
has a small domed brass primer, a drawn brass case with a cellotaped
label and a friction fitted paper patched hollow point lead bullet. With some
freckles and bites to the patch it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

Showing the “shield trade mark” style headstamp 
a No. 1 Gibbs is the left and a No. 2 Gibbs is on the right.



474 With the shield trade mark style headstamp, this .461 No. 1
Gibbs has a small domed copper primer, a drawn brass case with a
cellotaped label and a friction fitted lead bullet with a white paper
patch. This bullet profile is very close to the jacketed bullets found in
both #1 and #2 Gibbs, The patch is a dirty gray and the case has a
couple of small spots, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

475 Headstamped ‘ No 1 . GIBBS . ‘, this .461 No. 1 Gibbs
infringement variation has a large domed brass primer, a drawn brass
case, and a paper patched round nose hollow point lead bullet. It has a
cellotaped label and a couple of tiny spots, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

476 With the shield trade mark in the headstamp, this .461 No. 2
Gibbs has a small domed copper primer, a drawn brass case with
a cellotaped label and a paper patched round nose hollow point
lead bullet. The neck shows some trun marks and dark spots, so in fair to good condition. estimate- 15-25

477 With the shield trade mark in the headstamp, this .461 No. 2
Gibbs Match has a small domed copper primer, a drawn brass
case with a cellotaped label and a GM-jacketed solid bullet. The
case has been polished. In good condition. estimate- 40-70

478 Headstamped ‘ WR .500 / .416 ‘, this .500/.416
Krieghoff has a flat nickel primer, a drawn brass case and
a GMCS-jacketed round nose bullet. In near mint condition.
estimate- 60-90

479 Headstamped ‘ COGSWELL & HARRISON  .475E. ‘,
this pair of .475 31/4” NE have large copper primers and a
CN-jacketed soft nose pointed bullets. One friction fitted has a 4.037” / 102.55mm OAL and the other with three stab-crimps
has a 3.900” / 99.06mm OAL. Both have cellotaped labels and lead oxidation. The longer has been polished while the short-
er has a large dent and toning. In fair to good condition. estimate- 40-70

480 The only headstamp variation we are aware
of with ELEY at 6 O’clock is found on this .475
No. 2 31/2” N.E. ‘ .475 . No 2 NITRO . ELEY . ‘. It
has a flat copper primer, and three short stab-crimps to hold the CN-jacketed (with 4 slits) soft nose bullet. Polished and
with a cellotaped label, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

481 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH .475 No 2 NITRO ‘.
this .475 No. 2 31/2” N.E. dummy has an empty
Berdan primer pocket, a drawn brass case with
three stap-crimps holding the CN-jacketed soft nose bullet. With a cellotaped label and light toning, it in good to very
good condition. estimate- 20-40

482 With a faint ‘ (ELEY BROs
) [over]

♦
‘ headstamp on the brass

base disc, this .500 3” B.P. Boxer has a copper primer, a copper
rivet, two brass base cups a coiled brass body with a tan paper outer cover and a paper patched hollow point lead 
bullet. The case has a short split at the mouth, the bullet is removable and the paper is loose where it overlaps. In fair 
condition. estimate- 20-40

483 This .500 3” Light Cordite / N.F.B. is headstamped 
‘ KYNOCH Lv .500 C- ‘. It has a large flat brass primer, a drawn
brass case and a round nose lead bullet. With a cellotape label
and a couple of case dings, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

484 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH <C> .500 <C> ‘, this early .500
3” N.E. has a large domed copper primer, and a drawn
brass case with three stab crimps to secure the CN-jacketed
bullet. With a cellotaped label and dark toning to one side, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50



485 A .500 3” Fraser N.E. with an ‘ ELEY NITRO . .500 . ‘
headstamp, a large domed copper primer, a drawn brass
case with a smooth cannelure and a Fraser’s six ‘ratchet’
slit CN-jacketed soft nose bullet. With a cellotaped label,
and lead oxidation, but light toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

486 With an early ‘ ELEY . LONDON . .500 .’ headstamp,
this .500 31/4” B.P.E., has a small flat copper primer, a
drawn brass case and a paper patched lead bullet with a
copper tube in the nose. With a cellotaped label, lead oxidation, and a bite to the patch the case seems to have been
once polished. In good condition. estimate- 15-25

487 Headstamped ‘ HOLLAND & HOLLAND . .500 . ‘,
this .500 31/4” B.P.E has a small domed copper primer, a
drawn brass case with 2 punch-crimps to hold the 
brass-tubed lead bullet which has 4 exposed grooves and a vertical slit in one side. It is thought, but is not confirmed, this
factory slit allows air in the case to escape when the bullet is seated. With marker a few freckles and unveven toning, it is in
good condition. estimate- 20-40

488 Headstamped ‘ SCHÜLER 500 X GECADO X ‘, this .500
Schuler aka Jeffery, has a flat brass primer, a drawn brass case
and a CN jacketed solid bullet held with a series of stab crimps just above the neck. With a cellotaped label and light
toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

489 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH No 2 EXPRESS ‘, this .577/.500 No. 2
N.F.B. has a large flat copper primer, and a drawn brass case
using three stab-crimps to hold the copper-tubed lead bullet. With
a cellotaped label, and three tiny dings at the neck, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

490 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH No 2 EXPRESS ‘, this pair of .577/.500
No. 2 N.F.B. both have large flat copper primers, and drawn brass
cases with three stab-crimps to hold the lead bullets which show
smooth cannelures just above the mouth. Both have cellotaped
labels, and light toning but one has a spot, so in good and very good condition. estimate- 25-40

491 By East Surrey Firearms using .50 BMG brass this
.505 Gibbs is headstamped ‘ E.S.F. .505 GIBBS ‘. It has a
large ring crimped flat brass primer a drawn brass case and
a GMCS-jacketed soft nose bullet. With marker and light uneven toning, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-80

492 Headstamped ‘ 505-530 [over] Woodleigh ‘ this 31/8” unfinished?
ca. 2000 brass case by Bertram Bullets has a .206” / 5.23mm diameter
empty Boxer primer pocket. Made in a small quanity and with a couple
of dings, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

493 Unheadstamped this uncommon .577 15/16” (1.33” / 33.8 mm) Boxer has a flat 
copper primer in a brass rivet, a blackened iron base disc, two brass base cups and a
coiled brass case with a tan paper cover. The lead bullet has two grease grooves. with
light soil to the paper, it is in very good condition. estimate- 60-90

494 Headstamped ‘ HOLLAND & HOLLAND . .577 . ‘, this
.577 3” B.P.E has a small flat copper primer, a drawn brass
case with two punch-crimps secureing the copper-tubed lead
bullet, which has one exposed groove and a vertical slit in one side. It is thought, but is not confirmed, this factory-slit
allows air in the case to escape when the bullet is seated. With a cellotaped label, and a few tiny spots, but nice color, it
is in good to very good condition. estimate- 25-40

495 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH Lv 577 C- ‘, this .577 3” Light
Cordite N.F.B. has a large flat brass primer, a drawn brass
case with a copper-tubed lead bullet held with three 
stab-crimps. With a cellotaped label and uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50



496 Both headstamped ‘ KYNOCH Lv 577 C- ‘, these two
.577 3” N.E. both have flat brass primers, drawn brass cases
and three stab-crimps the hold the CN-jacketed bullets. One
is a soft nose and the other a solid. The solid has a 
cellotaped label and light uneven toning. The soft nose has a only small spot at the mouth and is in very good condition.
estimate- 40-60

497 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH C- .577 C- ‘, this Cordite
loaded  .577 3” N.E. has a large domed copper primer, a
drawn brass case using 3 stab-crimps to hold the CN over
CN-jacketed Westley’s capped-bullet. It has a cellotaped label, a small dent, light uneven toning and the head has been
cleaned. In good condition. estimate- 20-40

498 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH C- .577 C- ‘, this Cordite
loaded  .577 3” N.E. has a large flat copper primer, a
drawn brass case using 3 stab-crimps to hold the CN over CN-jacketed Westley’s capped-bullet. With a small case dent,
but nicely toned, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

499 Headstamped ‘ ELEY BROS LONDON ‘, this 20 / .577 Henry
has a small flat-topped domed copper primer, a drawn brass case,
and secured with two punch-crimps is a paper patched lead bullet
with a wide copper tube. It is unevenly toned and the patch has a few flakes, small bites, and seems to have once been
tan but is now mostly dirty brown. In good condition. estimate- 90-120

500 Headstamped ‘ .577 REWA   K ‘, this .577 REWA has
a large flat copper primer, a drawn brass case and uses 
3 stab-crimps to secure the GMCS-jacketed round nose
bullet. With a cellotaped label and a case dent at the
shoulder, it is in good condition. estimate- 60-90

501 Headstamped ‘ 585 ROSS SEYFRIED ‘, this ca. 1995 new
empty 31/4” long brass case by Bertram Bullets has an empty .206”
5.23mm diameter Boxer primer pocket. In excellent condition. 
estimate- 30-50 Also see lot 229.

502 This is a collection / lot of over 50 Rook Rifle, cattle killers and adapter rounds. Included are shot loads, single
ball, plus different bullet styles: hollow point and solid, jacketed and lead. Makers are W.W. Greener, Eley and Kynoch with
some plain examples also included. Lots of good variations, and generally in very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 30-50

503 Headstamped ‘ .R.W.S.  N. ‘, this developmental era .244 Halger
H.V. rimless dummy has an empty Berdan primer pocket with two
vent-holes, a drawn brass case with a nicely done hole, and the number
“1233” (which is noted as such, in the H.P. White Collection) electro penciled in case. A taper crimp holds the 
CNCS-jacketed copper tipped bullet. Nicely colored, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 300-400

504 With a production ‘ .244 H.V. MAGNUM “HALGER” ‘ headstamp,
this .244 Halger H.V. Rimless has a flat brass primer, a black annulus,
a drawn brass case and a crimp holding the CNCS-jacketed copper tipped bullet. The case is lightly toned. The bullet
has two tiny dents and the case sounds empty, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 200-250

HALGER

505 Headstamped ‘ .280 H.V. MAGNUM H“HALGER”H ‘. this
.280 Halger H.V. Magnum has a flat brass primer, a black 
annulus, and a drawn brass case with a taper crimp holding the CNCS-jacketed copper-tipped 100 Gr. bullet, It also
comes with a poor condition tan paper envelope with a rubber “RWS COLLECTION” stamp, and handwritten in green ink,
notes by Phill Sharpe, who was one of the first U.S. Army Ordnance officers in the plant after the war. The case has a
stain and some of the envelope stick to it, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 50-80



506 This tan, 1-piece top flap 20-size .280 H.V. Halger Magnum box has
a now pinkish, partial wrap around label on the front, top and back. It holds
one original ‘ .280 H.V. MAGNUM H“HALGER”H ‘ headstamped round
with a flat brass primer, a black annulus, a drawn brass case and a taper
crimp to hold the CNCS-jacketed copper-tipped 100 Gr. bullet.  The 
cartridge has light toning, the box has partial break to the front left side 
corner, a water stain to the right end and light soil. An uncommon box, it is
in good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 200-250

507 Headstamped somewhat lightly ‘ ELEY. LONDON NI GASTIGHT 12 ‘
this 12 Bore 21/2” Rifle in a shotgun shell case has a copper primer in
a brass battery cup, a 3/8“ tall brass base with magnetic 
inner-reinforcement, a green paper body with faint black “CHARLES
LANCASTER’S New Size of Shot,”Medium Game [Req’d} Between 5
and 6. Is the Best” case print, and a smooth choke crimp securing the
paper patched hollow point lead bullet. The case print is somewhat faint and the case has a few scuffs, the patch is a little
frayed on one side, it has a light-medium stain on the head, and like all the few others we have seen, the lead is a bit
swollen. In fair to good condition. estimate- 150-200

508 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH 12 PARADOX 12 ‘, this has a
copper primer in a brass battery cup, a 23/4” paper-lined brass
case with magnetic inner-reinforcement, and a taper crimp holds
the Westley Richards GM-jacketed bullet which has 4-slits at
the nose. It has a very slight shallow dent and uneven light toning, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 70-100

509 Headstamped ‘ . ELEY . No WATERPROOF[over] “PEGAMOID” 12 ‘, this
salmon paper 12 ga. Eley Pegamoid Paradox has a copper primer in a brass
battery cup, a 3/8” brass head with inner steel reinforcing, a 21/2” case with black
print, and a lightly oxidized pointed lead bullet with a copper tube seated just at
the mouth. With marker, a slight stain and very slight wear to the case mouth, it is in good condition. estimate- 50-80

510] Sealed by the white with red print partial wap-around label on the front, back
and bottom. Dated 1913, this tan 2-piece almost full-cover 20-size .310 Cadet box is
by The Colonial Ammunition Co, Ltd. The box is strong, the label has bites along the
bottom edges front and back. The side shown is open while the sealed side has the
whole date remaining. In good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 60-90

\511 Sealed with two identical black-printed white labels bottom and top this 20-size tan 1-piece
4.85x49mm Tracer XL 2 E1 box has a black “110NT /77” rubber stamp on one side. In near mint
condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 300-400

512] Full, tied and sealed with red string, this 10-size light
brown C.A.C., .303“ Mk VII Cordite wrapper has red print. The
original date and been cancelled and “1936” is printed next to it.
The back has a “?44” rubber stamp. It has no holes and almost no
signs of wear. In near mint condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 50-80

\513 Full and sealed by the black-printed dark red full
wrap-around label, this Kynoch, .303“ Air Service tan 2-piece full cover box has a rubber
stamped “11/22” lot number on the back. The fine print on the front notes these are Mk VIl
and Nitro Cellulose powder was used. In near mint 
condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-80

BRITISH SPORTING - PARADOX & RIFLE

U. K. MILITARY PACKETS

514] With one original, nice condition brass cased 
round headstamped ‘ 577 S  NZCCC 1961-88 ‘, this
New Zealand Cartridge Club, .577 Snider, 25th year

Commemorative Dummy box is a 5-size white top flap type and has a white full
wrap-around label with black print. The top flap has printed on the tuck ”Packet No.”
and the number “25” is handwritten. With very light soil to the front and a few rubs
to the back. it is in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 30-50



\515 Dated 1901 and full, this is a 10-size .577/.450 Martini Henry Mk III packet
by C.A.C. It has a brown paper wrapper with black print and is sealed with tan string.
Containing Boxer-cased ammunition, it has typical rim-wear holes: one small hole on
the bottom side edge and two larger at the top corners, otherwise it is in very good 
condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 200-250

\516 With a piece of foam filler this empty dark grey
paper wrapper once held 10@ Mk IV blanks by Royal
Labs. for the Martini Henry or Snider Rifle or
Carbine. Dated 1890 it has it’s original blue and white
string. The top front 
and left side at the 

corner are torn and missing, . The bottom ends at the edges are separated, 
but most of the label is intact. So in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 15-25

517] Dated 1890 but with a red and white overlabel noting “EXAMD. 1903 SERVBLE.”,
this full Martini Henry Carbine Mk III “Rolled Case” packet by Royal Labs has a black-
printed brown paper wrapper and is sealed with blue and white string. With two very
small rim-wear holes, it is in excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 250-300

518 These three, 4.85x49 British are all brass cased and have flat brass
primers with an impressed “O”. Two are ball rounds with ‘ RG  76 4.85 “ and 
‘ RG 77 4 85 ‘, headstamps. Both have a purple annulus and a CMCS-jacketed
bullet. The Tracer [shown] is headstamped ‘ RG 77 4 85 ‘ has a red annulus and a GMCS-jacketed bullet with a red tip.
With light toning, these are all in very good condition. estimate- 70-100

519 This Black powder .303” Short Range Practice, New Zealand Pattern
has a circular cancelation mark over the some what faint original ‘ C A C C II ‘
headstamp, a flat-topped domed copper primer, a brass case with a smooth bullet seating cannelure and a taper
crimped round nose lead bullet. With uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 50-80

520 Headstamped ‘ K 18 VII Z ‘, this .303” Greener triplex load has a
ring crimped flat copper primer, a brass case with three flutes at the
shoulder, a smooth cannelure on the neck and an exposed GM-jacketed
bullet. With a cellotaped label and appearing once cleaned it is slightly pitted. In good condition. estimate- 120-170

521 By Westley Richards this very hard to find .303“ is
headstamped ‘ W. R + 303 + ‘, has a large domed copper
primer, a drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed hollow point
bullet held with three stab-crimps. With uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 250-300

522 Headstamped ‘ KN  VI ‘, this .303” Kings Norton Palma
Match has a large copper primer, a drawn brass case and a long
CN-jacketed bullet with a clear wax lubricant. Lightly toned, it is in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

U. K. MILITARY RIFLE

523 2@ .303” by Kings Norton are headstamped ‘ K.N. 1918  VII G ‘,
have ring crimped, flat-topped domed copper primers and drawn brass
cases. One is a blank with a 6 petal-crimped mouth. The other is an
early S.P.G. {white} tracer which has a light brown seal at the mouth {see detail photo} for which we can find no explanation,
but think as some early examples had the bullet base dipped in collodion (along with other experimental methods) to
help damp-proof the tracer element this might be one of those. It has friction fitted CN-jacketed bullet, and no annulus
color. We should add we are aware of at least one other with this case-mouth treatment. The tracer has an old sticker
and a hairline neck crack. Both have light toning, otherwise they are in very good condition. estimate- 150-200

524 Headstamped ‘ DAC𐅢 I943 QIV ‘, this Canadian .303” dummy /
drill with a Mk IV proof code has an empty Berdan primer pocket, a
tinned brass case with an inner wood rod and a GMCS-jacketed bullet
secured with three long stab crimps. With a few small dark spots, it is in very good condition. estimate- 15-25



525 These five .303” all have the early, small size ‘ REM-UMC 303 BRIT ‘
headstamp. 4 have flat nickel primers two have slightly different 
GM-jacketed soft nose bullets and case crimps. Two have CN-jacketed
round nose bullets a solid and a soft nose. One has a flat copper primer with an impressed “U“ and a CN-jacketed soft
nose bullet. With light toning to all, they are in good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25

526 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 303 BRITISH ‘, this factory dummy
has a domed tinned primer cup, a blackened brass case with two small
holes .936” / 23.8 mm up from the base, an inner wood rod and a tinned GM-jacketed solid bullet held with a choke
crimp. With light toning, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 90-120

527 These four Grenade Launching .303” cartridges all have large flat copper
primers. Two H Mk I Z have the front half of the brass case blackened, and shallac
sealed case mouths. Both of the headstamps are ‘ R𐅢L  40  H I Z ‘ but with spacing differences, Two H Mk 2 wIth the
mouth sealed with shellac and all-blackened brass cases are headstamped ‘ R𐅢L  43 H II ‘, and  ‘ R𐅢L 44 H II ‘. 
A 5th round with the front half of the case blackened, an annulus sealant, and a 6 petal mouth crimp is headstamped 
‘ R𐅢L 40  H I Z ‘. This seems to be a either a conventional blank or a Mk I convetrted to Mk 4 but not approprately
marked. With toning, all are in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-50

528 With a raised ‘ 8 ‘ headstamp, this ca. Dec. 1866  .577 Snider Pattern I
for Pattern II Rifle blank has a copper primer in a brass rivet, a brass head with
an inner brass reinforcing coil, and a coiled brass body with a white paper cover.
In very good to excellent condition. estimate- 50-80

529 A collection of 5@ .577 Snider includes: A Patt. I for Patt. 2 rifle blank as
in lot 528 above, but it is unheadstamped and has a cellotaped label on the
paper body. The four Boxer cased ball rounds are: A Colonial Contract Pattern I
with an iron base disc, one brass base cup and a brown paper tube over the coiled brass body, A 2nd pattern Colonial
without a paper covering showing a dagional seam in the body. A Pattern V with a tan paper cover and a sycamore
wood nose plug. A Mk VI with a tan paper cover showing a black band and a sycamore wood nose plug. The Patt. I
colonial is shown and the paint is light yellow. The Mk IV is the only other one without a cellotaped label on the paper. In
fair to good condition. estimate- 40-80

530 With a copper primer in a copper rivet, a blackened iron base disc and a
drawn brass body with 4 punch-crimps and a taper crimp to hold the oxidized lead
bullet, this .577 Snider Whitney Patent MK AIII is by The Colonial Ammunition
Co. of New Zealand. With marker, the head has been polished and in now about 40% bright iron, the body has also
been polished and lacquered. In fair to good condition. estimate- 30-60

531 These 3 coiled case .577/.450 Martini Henry all have typical
Boxer case construction and paper patched lead bullets. One is a
Carbine load with a purple paper patch, an oval inspection hole and
two broad arrows on the brass rivet. A Rifle load with white paper
patch an impressed ” K

𐅢
I “ stamp near the head and an oval inspection hole. A Rifle load with a long white paper patch,

a label where the inspection hole might be and two parallel shallow grooves 180º apart in the brass rivet / cap holder.
Both the rifle loads have cellotaped labels, but these are in pretty good condition. estimate- 40-60

532 This .577/.450 Martini Henry Mk I shot variation has a copper primer in
a brass rivet, a blackened iron base disc, two brass base cups, a coiled brass
case with a square inspection hole and a white paper sabot with the nose
twisted and pressed down to seal it. With some rust to the base disc and
some whitish growth on the neck it is still in good condition due to the lack of typical dings and dents. estimate- 30-50

533 Unheadstamped this .577/.450 Martini Henry empty drawn brass case is a
faux Step-Base. It has a domed brass primer. The head is slightly rounded and it
has a smooth cannelure about .3” up from the rim where a typical ‘step-base’ 
variation would show / start to taper to the body. This however is just an illusion
due to the cannelure. As close as we can measure to either side of the groove 16.85mm to 16.75 mm the change is only
.004”. With light toning it was apparently once loaded, and is in relatively very good condition. estimate- 20-40



536 Headstamped ‘ S.F.MK GG[logo Kass GG-1] K ‘, this 5,6x34 R Francotte Carbine has a
domed brass primer, and a GM-jacketed bullet. It has a neck crack, a label and light toning,
otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

537 This pair of 6mm Musgrave are both headstamped ‘ P.M.P.  6MM.
Mus.’ have drawn brass cases and GM-jacketed soft nose bullets. One
has a ring crimped large flat copper primer, and the other has a small flat brass primer held with 3 stake-crimps. Both
have marker and lead oxidation, but are still in very good condition. estimate- 25-40

538 Headstamped ‘ GR / H/ H/ H/ ‘ this 6,5x47.5R empty drawn brass case has a large
domed brass primer. Appearing unfired it has a stain on the head and one side along with
a tiny manufacturing flaw. With a label, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

539 Headstamped ‘ DWM K 431C. K ‘, this 6.5x55 Swedish has a flat
copper primer, a drawn brass case and a segmented crimp holding the
CNCS-jacketed round nose bullet. With uneven slightly dark toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

540 This pair of Mannlicher Shoenauer rounds by G. Roth. The 6.5
is headstamped ‘ GR / H/ 632 / H/ ‘ and ’  GR / H/ H/ H/ ‘ is the 9.5’s 
headstamp. The 6.5 has a domed brass primer and a CNCS-jacketed soft nose bullet with a point. The 9.5 has a flat
brass primer and a round nose, CNCS-jacketed soft nose bullet. Both have labels, light oxidation and uneven toning, but
are in good condition. estimate- 20-40

534 Headstamped ‘ K II ‘ this Mk II military contract
.577/.450 Martini Henry has a domed brass primer a
drawn brass case with a smooth cannelure in the neck
and a round nose paper patched lead bullet with a
dent. The case has uneven toning and the II  in the
headstamp has a flaw in the bunter, but it is still is good condition. estimate- 15-25

535 This pair of drawn brass case .577/.450 Martini Henrys both
have smooth cannelures in the neck and paper patched lead bullets.
A ball load headstamped ‘ ELEY . 577/450 . ‘ has a small flat 
copper primer. The non U.K. military use Mk II dummy has an empty
Berdan primer pocket and is headstamped ‘ KYNOCH II ‘. Both have cellotaped labels, stains and spots. in good 
condition. estimate- 20-40

541 Headstamped ‘ DWM ‘ K ‘ ‘, this 6.5x58.7 Angier
Puerschbuechse [DWM #517] has a flat copper primer, a drawn brass case and a CNCS-jacketed bullet held with a 
segmented crimp. With a little dark but even color, it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

542 Headstamped ‘ H  6.6 x 70 ‘, this dummy, 6.5x70 R Sauer
{aka Nimrod} by Hirtenberger has an empty Berdan primer 
pocket, a drawn brass case and a pointed, CNCS-jacketed soft nose bullet. It has the number “1768” in marker on the
case which is recored in the  H.P. White collection as “Trioler - Peterlongo”. With lead oxidation, it is otherwise in 
excellent condition. estimate- 30-50

METRIC SPORTING

543 Collection of 3@ vom Hofe / Gehmann. The 2 vom
Hofe are a 5,6 x 61R with “K’” codes in the headstamp, a red
annulus and a CN-jacketed bullet with an aluminim tip. The belted  7mm Super Express has a black annulus and a CNCS-
jacketed bullet with an aluminim tip. The W. Gehmann 7x66 Super Express has a red annulus and a GMCS-jacketed soft
nose bullet. All have labels, marker and light toning, but are in good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25

544 Headstamped ‘ RDWMR K 572 K ‘, this set of 3@ 7x63 Dr.
Jurgens Mauser includes an empty unfired case, and two loaded
rounds with GM-jacketed bullets. One has a round brass primer,
and a flat nose bullet, while the other has a flat nickel primer, and a copper-tipped spitzer bullet. With marker and light
toning, these are in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-50



545 This pair of 7x75 R vom Hofe Super Express are
headstamped ‘ W.Gehmann E 7x75 R Sup. Expr. E ‘ and  
‘ W.Gehmann K 7x75 R Sup. Expr. Y ‘ [top], both have flat
brass primers with a red annulus and segmented crimps to
hold the CN-jacketed aluminum tipped bullets, which are
slightly different. With marker and light toning, these are in
very good condition. estimate- 30-50

546 Quite uncommon, this 2-piece 8x74 Keller Magnum
wildcat has a flat nickel primer in the turned steel base, which
has been nicely fitted about mid-case into the drawn brass
body / neck, and holds the cast lead flat nosed bullet with friction. With a little toning, it is in good to very good condition.
estimate- 30-50

547 Headstamped ‘ RDWMR K 514 K ‘, this 8x75 R
Behrs has a domed brass primer with a red annulus and
a hollow point CNCS-jacketed bullet held with a segmented crimp. With a stain on the head, marker and uneven light
toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

548 Two Mauser case type Kynoch Dummies. Both have empty
Berdan primer pockets, drawn brass cases and use segmented crimps to hold CNCS-jacketed soft nose bullets. One is
headstamped ‘ KYNOCH  9.m.m.M. ‘ and the other is headstamped ‘ KYNOCH  9.3mm .M ‘.With uneven light toning,
these are in good to very good condition. estimate- 20-40

549 5@ 9,5 Mann. Sho. or .375 by Kynoch include two with large 
‘ KYNOCH .375 ‘ headstamps, domed brass primers and CN-jacketed bullets, a solid and a soft nose. One with the same
headstamp but a smaller size, has a flat brass primer and a soft nose CN-jacketed bullet. Two with ‘ KYNOCH 9.5 mm M.S. ‘
headstamps, flat brass primers and GMCS jacketed bullets: a soft nose without an annulus seal and a solid with a dark 
purple annulus seal. With marker, some toning and oxidation, these range from good to very good condition. estimate- 20-40

550 Headstamped ‘ DWM K 474D. K ‘, this 9.3x62 R Dornheim
has a flat brass primer, a drawn brass case and a segmented crimp
holding a CN-jacketed soft nose bullet with a flat tip. Polished and lacquered, it is in good condition. estimate- 100-150

551 These two copper washed steel-cased rounds are both
headstamped ‘ DWM  9,3 x 72 R ‘, have large flat copper primers
with a black annulus but different belted CNCS-jacketed soft nose
flat point bullets. With toning and a small shallow dent in one, both
are in good condition. estimate- 30-60

553 Two by RWS with the C.L. 1st in the headstamp. Both are
brass cased. One is headstamped ‘ R.W.S.-N. [over] 74.5 - 9.3 ‘, and has a two groove flat nose lead bullet. Headstamped 
‘ .R.W.S. [over] 72 x 8.1B ‘ one has a large flat copper primer with an impressed “N in a shield”, a black annulus and a belted
CN-jacketed soft nose bullet with a flat point. Both have light toning, and are in very good condition. estimate- 30-60

552 3@ brass cased 9.3x72R by DWM. All have CN-jacketed
soft nose bullets with a flat tip. One has a small “DWM K 9,3x72R X”
stamp, a domed copper primer and 3 stab crimps holding the bullet [shown]. One stamped “MDWMM H 9,3 x 72 R H“ has a
large flat copper primer. One stamped “DWN K 9,3 x 72 R A” has a large flat copper primer with an impressed “N in a
shield”, a black annulus and 3 stap crimps to secure the bullet. One has marker and one has a stain, but these are still in
good to very good condition. estimate- 25-40

554 These 4@ 9,3x74R are all brass cased. Stamped 
“RWS - N [over] 74.5- 9.3“, one has a flat brass primer with a
black annulus, and a segmednted crimp holding a soft nose, GMCS-jacketed round nose bullet. 
Stamped “DWM K 9,3x74R X” and “DWM K 9,3x74R T”, the “X” has a flat brass primer with a dark blue annulus and a
taper crimp holding the CNCS-jackted soft point, stepped bullet. The “T” has a flat nickel primer and a taper crimp holding
the round nose, GMCS-jacketed soft point bullet. Stamped “M✙FA QST 9.3x74” one has a flat brass primer, a black 
annulus and a taper crimp holding the CMCS-jacketed pointed bullet. All but the Swiss example have labels and all are in
very good condition. estimate- 35-60



555 Headstamped ‘ H. UTENDOERFFER NURNBERG ‘ this
9,3x80R has a large flat brass primer with an impressed “N
in a shield”, a drawn brass case and a segmented crimp
holding the belted CN-jacketed soft nose bullet. With marker a tiny shallow ding and oxidation, it is in good condition.
estimate- 40-70

556 Headstamped ‘ R W S 9,3x82 NIMROD ‘, this has a
zinc-plated steel primer with an impressed “N in a shield”, a black annulus and a drawn brass case holding the flat point,
belted GM-jacketed soft nose bullet with a choke crimp. With marker, light toning and oxidation, it is in good to very good
condition. estimate- 35-70

557 Headstamped ‘ R W S 9,3x82 NIMROD ‘, this has a
zinc-plated steel primer with an impressed “N in a shield”, a black annulus and a drawn brass case holding the flat point,
belted GM-jacketed soft nose bullet with a choke crimp. With light toning, and light oxidation, it is in very good condition.
estimate- 40-70

558 This 10.3x60R shows the scarce Swiss proprietary headstamp 
‘ Vasella Chur 10,3 X 60 ‘,. It has a copper primer with an impressed
“N in a shield”, a black annulus and a belted GM-jacketed soft point bullet with a smooth groove in the belt. In very good
condition. estimate- 50-90

559 With a raised ‘ H. BARELLA ✶ BERLIN ✶ ‘ headstamp, this
10.75x70 R Barella [or Stahl] Magnum was probably made by
D.W.M. It has a flat brass primer, a brass case, and a CNCS-jacketed soft nose bullet held with a segmented crimp.
With marker, and a few somewhat dark spots, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 90-120

560 Headstamped ‘ ELEY BROs . LONDON . ‘, this 10.4x38 R Martini-Galland
has a flat-topped domed copper primer, a drawn brass case, and a lightly oxidized
lead bullet with two exposed grooves, With light toning and marker, it is in good 
condition. estimate- 15-25

561 Headstamped ‘ 10.6 x 80  416 TYR ‘,
this inerted 10.6x80 or .416 Tyrannosaur has
a struck nickel primer, a drawn brass case with a hole punched .86” / 21.85mm up from the base, and a GM-jacketed
bullet held with a taper crimp. With marker and lightly toned, it is in very good condition. estimate- 60-90

562 A collection of 14@ 9.3mm case types all are loaded and have brass cases of rimmed and rimless types. Some
have a jacketed or a lead bullet, and most have brass primers. Makers are: RWS, DWM, Lapua, Brenneke, Norma, PS,
N, and M✙FA. Case lengths go from 52, 53 [Rimmed & Rimless], 57, 57 D, 62, 64. 72  and 82mm. some nice bullet
styles,  headstamps, and date codes are represented. A number have a label, but these range from good to very good
condition. [no photo] estimate- 70-100

563 Mostly by Kynoch or Eley or for a UK government contract, this is a 42 round collection of metric sporting and 
military case types. All are brass cased and other than the 7.9 Besa dummies with wood bullets the rest are jacketed and of
those 14 are soft nose. There are 2 Kynoch factory dummies a 10.75mm and a “7.9 OR 8mm”. An interesting lot with some 
goodies, some have lead oxidation and toning, but these are generally in very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 120-170

\564 Unheadstamped, with a small, flat-topped domed copper primer and a brass case holding a lead
bullet with a taper crimp. Known as the .297/.230 Morris Long this has

the very scarce large .384” / 9.76mm diameter rim. These would have been used in the
Francotte .297/.230 Cadet Rifles, and this example was likely made by F. Joyce & Co.
Greenwood & Batley called it the .230 Francotte. Kynoch also made these for the Australian
Govt. ca. 1910-14. Lightly polished, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 250-300

METRIC MILITARY

565] For the Spanish, Thor Defence Launching system, this is a complete set of five
5,56x43 blanks. They have the headstamp mostly turned off but one shows ‘ 5,56x45 CO-
2-93 ‘ (Cordo S.A., San Sebastian the maker). They have a brass head, a ring crimped flat
nickel primer and a milky white plastic body. The mouth’s are closed with glossy material in
these colors: white, red, green, mustard yellow and black .They all have marker, but seem
to be in excellent condition. estimate- 150-200



566 Headstamped ‘ DADETEAU 18 No 12 93 ‘ this 6.5x53 R
Daudeteau No.12 has a ring crimped domed brass primer, a brass
case and a CNCS-jacketed round nose bullet. With uneven toning, we
do not see the typical neck crack found with these, so in very good 
condition. estimate- 50-80

567 with a raised ‘ B.P B-18 in a dish ‘ headstamp, this early and
uncommon 6.5x52 Italian tracer has a flat-topped domed brass primer,
a drawn brass case using a segmented crimp to hold a CN-jacketed bullet with dark purple colored tip. With very little tip
color remaing, this is in otherwise, very good condition. estimate- 50-80

568 This 6@ collection of Kynoch made 6.5x54R Dutch are all
brass cased and include two with flat brass primers and the caliber “6.5 MM” stamped at six: one with a solid, CNCS
bullet jacket and a soft nose with a GMCS bullet jacket. Two stamped “KYNOCH 6.5 m/m” , have flat brass primers
stamped “ ICI ” a purple annulus and CNCS-jacketed bullets; a solid and a soft nose. One stamped “KYNOCH 6.5 m .m”
has a flat brass primer and a GMCS-jacketed soft nose bullet. The very uncommon sporting variation [shown], has a large
“KYNOCH 6.5 M/M” headstamp, a domed brass primer and a L.T. or Westley Richards bullet with a CNCS base and a
copper cap. With lead oxidation and light toning these are in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

569 A rare sniper experimental from Mauser with only 1000
made, this one is headstamped ‘ vom Hofe G 7mm Super Expr. G ‘,
has a flat brass primer, a red annulus, a drawn brass case and a
CNCS-jacketed bullet secured with a segmented crimp. With toning and marker, it is in good condition. estimate- 250-350

570 Headstamped ‘ EJERCICIO T ‘ this 7x57 Mauser exercise
dummy has a unknown to us, non-magnetic metal primer cap held
with three stake crimps, a tinned brass case with three smooth rings and a tined or CN coreless bullet. It has a neck
crack, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 20-40

571 A collection of 6@ 7.5 French Short Range are all aluminum-cased
with orange plastic bullets. 4 are not headstamped: One has a flat brass
primer with a red annulus. Two have small flat nickel primers with a black annulus and perhaps different case 
treatments. One has a large flat nickel primer with a black annulus. One with the same large primer and annulus seal is
headstamped ‘ 2-74 SF 7,5 GP ‘. One headstamped ‘ 4-64 RV 7.5 C ‘ [shown] has a ring crimped flat brass primer, a
green annulus, an oxidized? case finish and a black case mouth seal. All but the one shown are in excellent condition.
estimate- 40-70

572 Headstamped ‘ Geco 7.62 ‘ this 7,62x38 Geco experimental has a flat brass
primer, a drawn brass case and a GM-jacketed bullet. It has light even toning and a
hairline neck crack, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 60-90

573 This very scarce, experimental 7.62x40 CETME is headstamped 
‘ F N  P 7.62 - 954 ‘. It has a flat brass primer, and a drawn brass case with a segmented crimp securing the aluminum
cored GM-jacketed bullet. With somewhat dark but even toning. it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 200-250

574 Very nicely sectioned, this 7,62x51 Mauser-CETME was for
use in an experimental machine gun. It is headstamped ‘ P 7.6 61 ‘,
has a flat brass primer with three stake-crimps, a green annulus, a
drawn brass case and still being held by the segmented crimp, the GM-jacketed bullet has red-plastic tip-filler. Lightly
toned, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 70-100

575 Headstamped with a raised ‘ 04 P III  K ‘ headstamp, this 
pre-Soviet 7.62x54 Russian M-1891 Imperial era drawn brass case
has a large flat brass primer, and a round nose CN-jacketed bullet held with two punch-crimps. It has a tiny dent at the
shoulder and light toning, otherwise it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 60-90

576 This 1925 dated, 7,62x54 Russian ball by FNC of
Mexico, has a small domed brass primer, a rounded head,
drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed bullet held with a taper
crimp. Once polished, it has even color and a hairline neck crack. In good condition. estimate- 15-25



577 Headstamped ‘ REMINGTON 15 ‘, this 7.62x54R Russian
has a flat copper primer, a rounded-head drawn brass case
and a CN-jacketed bullet held by a taper crimp. We believe
this is the first of Remingtons production. 1916 rounds are
known with same tiny headstamp but thay are also known with the much larger size seen in later years production. With
uneven toning, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 25-40

578 These two 7.62x54R Russian are headstamped ‘ WESTERN 20 ‘
have large domed brass primers, but show a ring-crimp on only one.
Both have drawn brass cases and CN-jacketed bullets held with segmented crimps. Both have a few dents, so in fair
to good condition. estimate- 15-25

579 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. M 1914 A‘, this 7.65x61 Marina
Argentina has a brass primer with an impressed “w“, a brown annulus, a drawn brass case, and a CN-jacketed bullet.
With a couple of very small spots, it is in very good condition. estimate- 270-350

580 Headstamped ‘ 3 T 76 T ‘, this Swiss, 7.65 Sub-Caliber Trazadar has a flat 
blue-colored primer, a drawn brass case and a light grey-green coated non-magnetic bullet with a nickel ? insert in the
tip. With marker, it is in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

581 Headstamped ‘ VE  48 [over] C ‘, this French, 7,65x35 Vorgrimmer M-48 assault
rifle experimental has a ring crimped flat brass primer with a purple annulus, a drawn brass case and a CNCS-jacketed
bullet. It has marker and a hairline neck crack, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

582 Headstamped ‘ RA 17   7.65 ‘, this pair of 7.65x53 Mauser 
dummies both have factory-holed tinned primer cups, tinned brass
cases with 4 holes lower mid-case and CN-jacketed bullets. One has a domed primer cup and an inner wood rod. One
has a flat primer cup and no wood rod. The domed primer dummy has wear to the tinning and the other, is in very good
condition. estimate- 20-40

583 Unheadstamped, with flat brass primers, semi-rimmed drawn
brass cases and wood bullets, this pair of Japanese 7.7 Type 92
Heavy Machine gun blanks have slightly different case lengths, over
all lengths and bullet shapes, This shape was designed for automatic
feeding. One has light toning and a dent, the other is in very good condition. estimate- 50-80

585 This collection of 4@ Japanese, 7.7 Rimmed tracers all have a
ring crimped domed brass primer with a red annulus and the brass cases use stab-crimps to hold the bullets,
Headstamped ‘ E [over] 1-II  7.7 ’, ‘ E II-0 [over] 7.7 ‘ and ‘ E  III-0 [over] 7.7 ‘ all have a CN jacketed bullet. The one 
headstamped ‘ E [over] 2-I  7.7 ’, has a GM-jacketed bullet. The GM-jacketed and the “1-II” have dark toning, while both of
the other CN-jacketed variations, are in very good condition. estimate- 50-80

584 Unheadstamped, with a flat brass primer cup, a semi-rimmed
drawn brass case  showing two knurled rings and a GM-jacketed,
lead-cored bullet, this Japanese, 7.7 Type 92 Heavy Machine gun dummy has marker, and somewhat dark toning, but
is in good condition. estimate- 30-60

586 With one of the early caliber-included headstamps ‘ aux 7.9 3 43 ‘, this 7.9x33
Kurz has a brass washed steel primer, a green annulus, a dark green-lacquered steel
case and a GMCS-jacketed bullet held with a segmented crimp. In excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

587 A 7,9x57 German {Mauser} EX.Patrone S(K). It is headstamped
‘ EX 43 Lpk S ‘ on the blackened steel head, which has a small
cener hole/dish for a firing pin strike, and a one-piece red plastic body / bullet. With a little wear to the shoulder and
body, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 25-40



589 Headstamped ‘ W / ＊ / 77 / ＊ / ‘, this unusually dated (77),
8x50R Mannlicher M-88 ball load by Manfred Weiss of Budapest, has a
ring crimped domed brass primer, a drawn brass case and a CNCS-jacketed bullet held with a taper crimp. A covert date
because of the Treaty of Trianon that limited the inventory and production of Hungary, it is found in standard, Hungarian
language boxes dated 1924. {Thank you IAA forum.} With a small dent, a neck crack and the head polished, it is in fair
to good condition. estimate- 25-40

590 Headstamped ‘ P /*/ 1923 /*/ ‘, this 8x50R M-25 Austrain blank
has a ring crimped domed brass primer, a drawn brass case and a blue
wood bullet held with a taper crimp. With a little unven toning it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25

591 With a raised ‘ C-39 [over] A.A in a dish ‘ headstamp, this 8x59
Italian Breda Model 35 (Magistri type) blank has a flat brass primer
and a brass case securing the lead powder and graphite-filled coiled-brass-jacketed bullet with a tapered crimp. A little
unevenly toned it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 25-40

592 This pair of 8x59 Breda M-39 AP have GMCS-jacketed bullets
with white tips. One has a brass case with a raised ‘ SMI 941 in
a dish ‘ headstamp and a flat brass primer. One with a dark brown lacquered steel case has a raised ‘ SMI 942 in a
dish ‘ headstamp and a flat brass primer held with three stake crimps. The brass cased one has uneven toning and is
missing perhaps 30% of the tip color. The steel-cased one is missing just a little color at the very tip, and both are in
good condition. estimate- 30-50

593 A scarce 1930’s experimental, this new primed empty,
unheadstamped, 8x86 Polte anti-tank drawn brass case has a
brass Berdan primer, which has two vent holes and is held with three stab crimps. We are unsure if any factory loaded
examples of these survived as the few we have seen were either empty or with a .7.9 German bullet and not loaded with
powder. With light uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 200-250

594 Headstamped ‘ OvI S&B OvI 9mmLUGER ‘, this 8.8x19mm Sub-caliber has a flat primer
with shiny red sealant, a drawn brass case, with what seems to us rather thick case walls {case mouth is 9,61mm dia,}, a red
case mouth seal and a turned brass bullet with a flat point. With a sticker, it is in mint condition. estimate- 150-200

595 Unheadstamped, this 9x39 Russian SP-6 AP has a flat brass primer with a
red annulus, a dark green steel case with a hole 11.7mm up from the base, a red
case mouth seal and a segmented crimp to hold the GM-jacketed bullet which has the tip of the steel core exposed and
painted black. In excellent condition. estimate- 150-200

596 Headstamped ‘ DWM K 59A K ‘, this 10.4 Vetterlli has a low DWM
number. It has a flat brass primer, a drawn brass case and a round nose lead
bullet with two smooth groves. With light case-toning, the bullet has a small flat spot and very light, uneven oxidation,
still it is in relatively good to very good condition. estimate- 150-200

588 Headstamped ‘ P S* 24 39 ‘ this 7.9x57 German {Mauser}
Werkzeug has a chrome-plated primer {not struck}, case and bullet.
The case has two sets of two holes .356” / 9.05mm and .471” / 11.97mm
up, and the brass spring can be seen. The holed bullet has a magnetic jacket. One of the early variations, it is without
the inner bullet support rod. Made as a multi-use tool and even a gauge for ordinance technicians use, It has some
slight rubs near the head, but is in very good condition. estimate- 40-60

597 Headstamped ‘ X / 18 / GR / 73 / ‘, this 11.15x36R Werndl Carbine M-1867 has a
{Roth Patent} large flat copper primer with a shallow center-dish, a copper case and a
somewhat pointed cast lead bullet. With nice color, it is in very good condition. estimate- 70-100

598 Collection of 4@ 11x59R Gras and 1@ 11.15x60R Mauser by
Kynoch all have brass cases and paper patched lead bullets. Three
are headstamped by Kynoch. One is stamped “K  433 GRAS” on the wide
flat beveled-rim head, has a flat brass primer and a round nose bullet.
Two with the so-called “A” base are stamped “KL / ＊ / B / ＊ /”, have flat nose bullets and domed primers: one brass
and one copper. The two unheadstamped have domed brass primers, but the Mauser has a round nose and the Gras a
flat point bullet. With labels, marker, uneven toning and oxidation, these are all still in good condition. estimate- 50-70



599 With a raised ‘ LORENZ ✠ KARLSRUHE ✠ ‘ headstamp, this
early 11.15x60 R Mauser M-71 has a large flat brass primer, a drawn
brass case and a paper-patched round nose lead bullet. With a scuff
and soil to the patch the case has light uneven toning/ In good 
condition. estimate- 35-50

600 Headstamped ‘ K 19 11.35MM 38 ‘, this Kynoch made,
11.35x62 Madsen MG has a ring crimped flat brass primer with a
green annulus, and a drawn brass case with a taper crimp securing the CNCS-jacketed green tipped bullet. Missing a
little tip color but with nice case color, we consider it to be in very good condition. estimate- 150-200

601 Unheadstamped, with a shallow center dish in the head of
the drawn brass case, this 13x94 PanzerbÜchse dummy has
been arsenal sectioned in half to show the steel core of the
GMCS-jacketed bullet and round non-magnetic inner-support
rod, The bullet has been soldered into the case and with light
toning, it is in very good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 300-400

602 A Japanese 13.2x99 Hotchkiss Headstamped ‘ E [over]  2-III  13 ‘,
it has a ring crimped domed brass primer with a white annulus, a
drawn brass case and a friction fitted magnetic cored MG jacketed
bullet.  Sounding empty, the case has stains and toning, but is still in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 25-40

603 Unheadstamped, this .58 Madrid Musket, has a large domed brass primer, a
ringed-head drawn brass case and a lightly oxidised round nose lead bullet being held
with a taper crimp and some dents. The rim dia. is 7.66” / 19.45mm and the head is
.656” / 16.69 mm and the case length is 1.600” / 40.66mm. With light toning, it is in
good condition. estimate- 20-50

604 Unheadstamped, this sectioned 17.5x29R Dutch Snider M-1867 2nd model has a
wide center dish, a drawn copper case and a lightly oxidated lead bullet. Showing the inner
brass cup and the shape of the hollow bullet base it appears to have been sectioned long
ago, but it is in very good condition. estimate- 250-300

605] With a minty, single dark brown lacquered steel clip stamped “ 25
B ”, holding five nice

condition 6.5 Dutch blanks with the front part of the brass cases tinned and purple wood 
bullets, this uncommon 25-size, 1-piece brown paper top-flap 6.5 mm Platzpatronen N.1
box has one corner edge with two factory staples completeing it. The light to medium soiled
label is orange with black print and has a red “FÜr Gewehr” over print. The box has a stain
at one corner, otherwise it is in very good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 50-80

\606 Holding 1@ round with a dark brown lacquered steel case headstamped 
‘ aux 12 44 St ‘ (backwards so read CW from 12) with a GMCS-jacketed bullet, and 3 phosphated
steel clips stamped “P-28-37” plus a 4th stamped “P327.37.”. This 20-size, 1-piece brown
paper top flap, Pist.-Patr. 43 m.E. box (7.9x33 Kruz) has a tan label with black print and a
red “in Ladestreifen” over print. It has a small tear to the right side of the top-flap and a
small [3/4” x 1/2”] sticker glue-stain on the front, otherwise 
it is in very good condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 30-60

607] Full of steel cased rounds headstamped ‘ ak St 8 44 ‘(read CW from 12) with GMCS-
jacketed bullets, this 15 size 1-piece tan top-flap 7.9x33 Kurz box has a white label with a
vertical blue bar and black print. With light soil and a couple tiny scuffs it is in very good to
excellent condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 50-70

608] Holding 14 very nice condition brass-cased rounds with a red annulus headstamped 
‘ P69 S＊ 21 36 ‘, and GMCS-jacketed bullets with 10mm long black tips, this tan, 1-piece 
15-size top-flap 7.9x57 S.m.K. L’ spur box (APT) has a yellow label with “S.m.K.” in red print
and black print for all but the ”21” on the 5th line which is in black ink. With some 
ballpoint ink on the front, light soil and very little edge wear to the label, it is in good condition.
[photo 70%] estimate- 25-40
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609] Full of very nice condition brass cased rounds, with a red annulus a ‘ eej S＊ 16 41 ‘,
headstamp and magnetic cored GM-jacketed bullets with a red case mouth seal and 10mm
long black tips, this tan, 15-size 1-piece top-flap 7.9x57 S.m.K. L’spur (orange)(trop) box
(APT orange trace Tropical) has a cream label with black print and a red “S.m.K.”. It has very
light soil to the label, and is in excellent condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 50-80

\610 Full of very nice condition brass cased rounds with a
red annulus a ‘ dnf S＊ 7 42 ‘, headstamp and magnetic cored
GM-jacketed bullets with green bands and 10mm long black
tips, this tan, 15-size 1-piece top-flap 7.9x57 S.m.K. L’spur
100/600 -V-(orange) box (APT orange trace from 100-600
meters) has a cream label with black print and a red “S.m.K.”.
It has a couple slight stains to the label and a little ballpoint

ink on the front, otherwise it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-50

611] These three unused 1,500-size case labels are from before any load details were
added. Measuring about 4”x23/4”/ 101 x 70mm. The Platzpatronen 33 is purple with a blue
bar, a large red “i.L.” and black print. The S.M.K l’spur (orange) is yellow with a blue bar a
large “i.L.”, a small “S.m.K.” in red along with black print. The S.m.K. is off white with a pale
blue bar, a red “S.m.K.” and black print. With some small folds to a corner and slight wrinkles
on the S.m.K., these range from very good to excellent condition. [photo 40%] estimate- 90-120

\612 The one original brass cased round has a raised ‘ 188 57 ‘ headstamp,
The grey, 20-size top flap 7,62x54R Russian box has 4 factory-staples to each
end and with what almost looks to be black rubber-stamped labeling on the front,
top and back. The lot number on the top is a purple rubber stamp. Someone has
used a ballpoint pen to translate the terms on the front and top, while the back
which also has text and a target on it, is unmarked. in good, I suppose, condition.
[photo 40%] estimate- 15-25

614 This very scarce, reloadable Dardick, .38 Special Tround 2-piece aluminum case dummy
is without a number. It has a blind primer pocket, and the nose piece is slightly smaller at the 
corners than the body is. It has a flat-tipped GM-jacketed bullet seated just below the mouth. With a
wee-bit of wear it is still in excellent condition. estimate- 100-150

613 Unheadstamped and not loaded, this 7.62 Winchester Caseless long has a .690” over all length. It is
a pointed, belted, turned steel hollow ‘jacket’ which would coated with Teflon and then be charged. With faint
marker, it is in excellent unfinished condition and a rare Winchester experimental. estimate- 60-90

615 5@ Tround collection, all have a Celanese Fortiflex, .38 Special-size cases. One is a
white case dummy, with a empty aluminum primer stamped “DC .38”  and a flat-tipped lead bullet.
These 4 all have green cases. One is a new empty. One has flat nickel primer in a brass primer holder stamped 
“DC .38”, and a flat-tipped GM-jacketed bullet. One has a flat nickel primer in a brass primer holder stamped “DC .38”,
while the body has a gold “wARDICK” impressed in one side and a round nose lead bullet. One with a flat nickel primer
has an aluminum primer holder stamped “DC .22” and a green sabot holding a soft nose Cal. .22 GM-jacketed pointed
bullet. With marker on all, they are in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 50-80

616 Unfinished this Celanese Fortiflex Tround rifle case is light blue-grey with
imbedded silver colored flecks. It has an empty small-Boxer primer pocket, and the
mouth is thin and flared out in a circular shape as it appears to have come from a
mold. In excellent condition. estimate- 100-150

617 An about 20 Ga. Woodring caseless shotshell by Olin. Ca. late 1960’s and
electrically fired. It has a light green spot of ignition compound in the dished center
of the darker green compressed powder charge, a transparent white plastic body
with three ridges (for support in a chamber?) below the base/head, a tan paper wad
and a clear plastic topwad held with a roll crimp. In excellent condition. estimate- 20-40
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\618 Four items; A 14.5 Spotter M-183 with a red tiped bullet, a slightly dented
auminum case headstamped ‘ 14.5x51 DAG ‘ . An about 3.7” long unfinished artillery
primer with a 3.679” / 93.46mm long and .542” / 13.78mm body diameter. It is a brass
head screwed into a brass body. Two ummarked, sectioned 20mm steel bullet bodies 
showing slightly different cavities and fuze threads, one has been fired, and both have
some small areas of rust. Generally this lot is in good condition. [photo not to size] 
estimate- 15-25

619] Headstamped 
‘ K40 15MM WZ ‘,This 15 mm BESA drill has a two vent-

hole, Berdan primer pocket painted red, a tin-plated brass
case with three rows of two holes, and soldered into the
mouth is a magnetic cored GM-jacketed belted bullet. with marker on the case it is still in very good condition. [photo 65%]
estimate- 70-100

620 Headstamped ‘ P&S 74 Sp
6 1 18 ‘, this 20x70 Becker

has a flat brass primer with a black annulus, a brass case
holding an unpainted turned steel bullet showing a number of
impressed stamps, and a copper rotating band. With some light rust on the bullet and marker, it is in good to very good
condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 90-100

621 Unheadstamped, this 20mm Oerlikon blank has a domed nickel
primer, a turned brass head and a red plastic body with the mouth showing a
large, deeply impressed “X”. Made for The Longest Day movie by
Bakelittfabrikken of Norway. In excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

622 A 20x110 Hispano dummy by Lake City is
headstamped ‘ 20 MM M21A1 LC 52 ‘, has an
empty Boxer primer pocket, a polished and lacquered brass case stamped “EMPTY” and two tiny holes at the shoulder. A
segmented choke crimp holds the “EMPTY” stamped steel bullet which has a red and brown (nose) colored body, a brass
‘fuze’ with a small hole in the side and a copper rotating band.  A little of the lacquer is flaked off, but it is still in very good
condition. photo 65%] estimate- 30-50

623 These 3@ 20x110 Hispano dummys include
one headstamped ‘ 20 MM M21A1 NS 51 ‘, with an
empty Boxer primer pocket, a polished and lacquered brass case stamped “EMPTY” and two tiny holes at the shoulder.
The segmented choke crimp holds a grey steel bullet with “EMPTY” stamped on the body, a blue nose cap with a small
hole in the side and a copper rotating band. One headstamped ‘ S.M.C. 1944 20 MM. M2IAI ‘. has an empty Boxer
primer pocket, a brass case with a friction fitted yellow printed steel bullet with a blue nose cap and a copper rotating
band. Headstamped ‘ CARTRIDGE DRILL 20MM M18A3 ‘, this has a 1-piece tinned steel body / bullet and has a wide
deep hole in the head. All are in good to very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-70

624 Headstamped ‘ 20MM M2IAI NS 51 ‘, this
20x110 Hispano has a flat brass primer, a brass
case and a black steel bullet with a black nose
cap which is held by three punch crimps and a copper rotating band stamped “GNI -1-129-53 - 20MM M99”. With some
wear to the bullet body, it seems charged, and is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

625 Thse two 20x110 Hispano dummies both
have two holes near the head, inner wood rods,
and segmented choke crimps holding black steel bullets with copper rotating bands. One is brass cased with a struck brass
primer, a  red annulus, an ‘ A G M -1945  20MM-M2IAI ‘ headstamp, a pointed black nose cap and “PROJ .PRAC.20MM,
M99 INERT LOADED” in white print on the bullet body. One is headstamped ‘ NECO 1943 20MM M2IAIBI ‘, has a brown
lacquered steel case and a flat-tipped bullet stamped “H.W.B.CO.LOT-51338-2 3-19?2”. The brass case has a little toning
and the bullet is just a little loose on the other but both are in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 30-50



627 Two brass cased 20x110 Hispano by LC
both use choke crimps to hold the bullets with
pointed nose caps. One is unheadstamped with a ring crimped brass primer, a red annulus, black “20MM. M21A1
RNO-1-56-64” case print, and a blue steel bullet with white “20MM TP M 204 LC-1-42” print, plus “20MM M99A1BLM-1-
13-68” in black print. One is headstamped ‘ 20MM M2IAI LC 53 ‘, has a ring crimped electric primer with a blue 
insulator, a red annulus, a black steel bullet with white “20MM TP M99A1 LC-Y-20-3101 ‘ print and a copper driving band
stamped “ACK 1-1163 20MM M93A1”. The headstamped variation has some spots on the case, and the unheadstamped
is in excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-60

628 Headstamped ‘ AGM-1944 20MM-M2IAI ‘,
this 20x110 Hispano has a ring crimped brass
primer, a brass case with black “AGM-1 8 1” print, a segmented choke crimp, a black steel bullet with white
“PRAC.20MM T24 KOP-30-90 NOV-44” print, a black nose cap and the copper driving band is stamped “LOT CE-1-9
4420MMM99”. With a black stain on the rotating band, a little missing paint to the nose cap and toning to the head, it is
in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

629 Headstamped ‘ 20MM M2IAI NESCO 1954 ‘
plus “ELEC” in black print 2 times, This brass
cased 20x110 Hispano has a ring crimped electric primer with a red insulator, a black annulus, a segmented choke
crimp, a black steel bullet with white “20G TP M99 KOP-99-336” print, a black nose cap held with punch crimps and the
brass driving band is stamped “PMM-4-16 53 20MM M99”. The case is a little unevenly toned, a the bullet has a couple
small scrapes. In good to very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

630 This unheadstamped, 20x110 Hispano by
LC, has a ring crimped electric primer with a blue
insulator, a red annulus, a brass case with a choke
crimp holding a black steel bullet with a black nose cap, faded white “20 MM TP M99E2 LC-100-72” print and the driving
band is stamped “ ::: KO-2-6-60 20MM M99E2”. The case is toned and a little paint is missing from the nose cap. In good
condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

631 This Polte Magdeburg
marked, 20x138 Solothurn
Werkzeug has H43 along with a
“WaA35?” numbered Waffenamt in the headstamp. Made of one piece chromed steel it has a few tiny areas of discolor
on the rim and belt and on the very tip of the nose. In good to very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 100-150

632 Unheadstamped with a large non-magnetic domed
hex-bolt head in the base of the brass case, this 20x102
Vulcan dummy uses a choke crimp to hold the gold 
colored steel bullet which has black “GLN144A852-002
20MM?” print and a long non-magnetic nose cap. In mint condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 15-25

633 3@ 20x102 Vulcan dummies. Unheadstamped,
one has a flat base, a nickel?-plated steel case and 
bullet. One is unheadstamped, with a flat base, a zinc-
cadmium-plated steel case and bullet has “LC-55-24” on
the bullet in black print. One is unheadstamped, with a
slight dish in the zinc-cadmium-plated steel base, and a 
1-piece crean-colored nylon? body and bullet. The 
bullet has black “20MM DUMMY XM254 GT-1-02-73” print. It also has a zinc-cadmium-plated steel link stamped 
”BLM 1-15 M-22” . The  LC has surface oxidation to the body finish, the nickel? plated one has a sticker and the linked
one is in excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 25-40

626 These two brass cased 20x110 Hispano
both have black steel bullets and copper rotating
bands. One is unheadstamped, has an empty
Boxer primer pocket, black “20MM M21A1 ACH
93B002-0O90” print on the case and white “GLN93J052-012” print on the bullet, being held with a choke crimp. One is 
headstamped ‘ 20MM M2IAI NESCO 1951 ‘, has a ring crimped brass primer with a reddish brown annulus and a 
segmented choke crimp to hold the bullet, which has “20MMAP-TM95A1 KOP-53-!” in white print while the driving band
is stamped ”PPM-3-23 45 20MM.M95”. The inert one has dark spots and a label. The live one is in excellent condition.
[photo 60%] estimate- 30-50



634 3@ 20x102 Vulcan dummies, are all unhead-
stamped and the two brass cased ones have a flat
base. One has black “INERT FAX201766” print on the
body, a segmented choke crimp, a black steel bullet /
nose cap, and “＊HMC-1-1 52 20MM T61E4＊” is stamped on the driving band. The other brass-cased has a choke
crimp holding a black steel bullet with a nose cap, white “DUMMY-INERT 20MM ??51 FX20-2475” print and a rotating
band stamped “＊HVM 20-I0I 54 20MM T83E1＊“. With a dark grey steel case, a flat brass “primer” held with three
stake crimps, a choke crimp holds the blue painted steel bullet with a light grey painted nose. It has white “CTG
DUMMY 20MM M51E3 LOT UKN” print, and the driving band is stamped “THA 30-1 60 20MM M51E6T“. The case print
is faint on the 1st one. The 2nd one has a few spots on the case and a sticker, while the steel cased is all-over darkly
toned. In good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-60

635 Unheadstamped, this inert 20x102 Vulcan has a
struck, ring crimped electric primer with a blue insulator, a
brass case with a sort of raggedy-edged .176” /4.47mm hole at the shoulder and a 4-segmented choke crimp holding a
blue steel bullet, which has a blue nose cap and “ZEL-4-13-65- 20MM M55A2” stamped on the driving band, It has 
marker that it is a “DUMMY TP MADE UP AT YUMA PROVING GROUNDS” & more. It has some wear on the blue bullet, but
it is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 15-25

636 Unheadstamped, this inert 20x101 Vulcan break-up
round has a struck, ring crimped electric primer with a blue
insulator, a red annulus, a brass case with a machined choke crimp below a machined shallow ring. The black plastic bullet
has a wide belt. The case has a slight oval shaped dent, otherwise it is in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-60

637 2@ brass cased inert 20x102 Vulcans. One by
IVI has a empty primer pocket, no headstamp, black
“20MM M103 IVI 92-1001-007” print and a choke crimp
holding a blue steel bullet. Which has white
“GLN95H003-011 20MM” print and a blue nose cap. Shown, the bullet is loose in the case. The case has a struck, ring
crimped electric primer with a blue insulator, a red annulus and black “20MM M103 ACN 92E006-774” case print. The 
hollow based blue steel bullet has a blue nose cap, white ”WM-90M024-003 20MM” print and a continuous band of red
“Tn“s. Both cases have cellotaped stickers, the IVI has marker and the ACN light toning. It good condition. [photo 60%]
estimate- 25-40

638 Quite heavy, this is a nicely machined solid steel
20x102 Vulcan. Unmarked, it is in near mint condition.
[photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

639 With this inert 20x102 Vulcan the bullet and case
are not attached. The case has a struck, ring crimped
electric primer with a blue insulator, a red annulus and
black “20MM M103 ACH 92E006-774” case print. The
grey steel bullet has an aluminum nose cap that unscrews and has an “INERT” black rubber stamp. The driving band is
stamped “＊HVM -10-2254 20MM T282E1＊“. The case has a cellotaped label and nice color. Both pieces are in good
condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 15-25

640 3@, 20x102 Vulcan, all are unheadstamped. The
brass case is has a struck, ring crimped electric primer
with a blue insulator, a red annulus with a choke crimp
holding the grey steel bullet with an aluminum nose cap
that unscrews and a driving band stamped “＊HA 5-16 62 20MM M56E2＊“. The brass case has an empty primer pocket,
black “20MM M103 ACH 93J006-831” case print, a cellotaped label, a choke crimp holding a blue steel bullet. It has a
blue nose cap, faint white “GLN89G008-005 M22TB1” print along with a continuous band of red “TnTn“. Brass-cased,
this one has a ring crimped electric primer, a red insulator and annulus and the remains of a segmented choke crimp
holding a somewhat loose black steel bullet with a black nose cap held with three punch crimps, white “20MM -TP T199
KOP-104-39” print and a driving bad stamped “GMI -2-24-54 20MMT283E1”. This last one has a toned case, a couple
on small dents at the shoulder and marker. The other two are in good to very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-60



643 An inert 20x102 Vulcan HEI. Unheadstamped
with a ring crimped electric primer, a blue insulator, a
black annulus, a brass case with black “20MM M103 ACN
84J004-910” print, a choke crimp, a yellow steel bullet with an empty cavity, and a red band under the cadmium-plated
steel nose cap, which unscrews, The bullet body has black “20MM HEI M55A3 Ol-84L00445005 RN084E010-007M56A4”
print. With a cellotaped label on the case and light toning, it is in excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 90-120

644 Inert, this 20x102 Vulcan M246 has a brass case
with an empty primer pocket, a cellotaped label, a choke
crimp, a yellow steel bullet with a red band over a brown
band, a band of red “Tn”‘s, black “WM-85A002-009 M246” print. The 2-piece cadmium-plated steel nose cap which
unscrews and has a black “INERT” rubber stamp. With slight wear and fading to the red bullet paint, it is in very good
condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 50-80

645 This 20x102 Vulcan M56A4 has a brass case with
an empty primer pocket, a large blue wrap-around
“INERT” label, a .246” / 6.25mm case hole, slightly faded
black “20MM M103 ACN 85E006-016” print, a choke crimp, a yellow steel bullet with black “A-0-2-11-81 M56A4” print, and
a red band under the 2-piece cadmium-plated steel nose cap which unscrews. With a few slight marks to the yellow paint it
is in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-70

641 2@ unheadstamped 20x102 Vulcan ball by LC
have ring crimped electric primers with blue insulators, a
red annulus, and both use choke crimps to hold black
steel bullets with back nose caps. One has a cadmium-
plated steel case with some scratches, faint white “20MM
BALL M55A1 LC-17-1?” print on the bullet and a driving band samped “＊HVM-2-6 56 20MM M55A1＊“. One with a brass
case has white “20MM BALL M55A2 LCA-SA-2-58” print on the bullet and the driving band is stamped “＊LC-4-1＊58＊
20MM＊M55A2＊“. The brass one is lightly toned and both are in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-60

642 2@, 20x102 Vulcan API both have black steel
bullets with removeable nose caps, empty plain brass
cases without mouth crimps and ring crimped electric
primers with blue insulators. One has a black annulus, red “T”s (9@ in a row) and red “20MM API M52EI’ print on the bul-
let and a driving band stamped “＊HVM-1-17 55 API 20MM T31252＊“. One has a red annulus, a red band, red “20MM
API M53” print on the bullet and a driving band stamped “THA 1-1 63 20MM M53T“. The bullets appear to us to have
been very nicely repainted, and these are both in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

646 With these 2@ yellow bullet 20x102 Vulcans the
bullets and cases are not attached, and the brass cases
have struck ring crimped electric primers with a blue
insulator. One case has black “20MM M103 ACN 92E006-774” print, a yellow steel bullet with an unpainted steel nose cap,
black “INERT PROJ CHARGE PROPELLANT TEST” print on the bullet and “ZEL -10-17-69-M56A3” on the driving band.
One case has black “20MM M103 ACN 92E006-795” print, a yellow steel bullet with a 2-piece silver-colored magnetic fuze,
and “ZEL-7-39-66-20MM-M56A2” is stamped twice on the driving band. Both have toning and some missing paint, but are
generally in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 30-50

647 With this 20x102 Vulcan proof the bullet is loose
in the brass case, which has a struck, ring crimped 
electric primer with a blue insulator, a red annulus, black
“20MM M103 ACN 92E006-774” print and a cellotaped label. The purple steel bullet has black “20MM HPTM??” print on
the nose end and “82C285-003” print on the base end of the waisted bullet. The driving band is stamped 
‘GLN-1-15-69M54A1”, The bullet is missing some small chips of paint, and it is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

648 This 20x102 Vulcan M-56 HEI dummy has a
holed, ring crimped electric primer with a red insulator, a
brass case with a segmented choke crimp, holding a dark
green steel bullet with a red band at the base, an unpainted magnetic nose cap, black “20MM HEI M56 INERT KOP -????”,
print and a driving band stamped “＊HVM-10-14 54 20MM T282E1＊“. The base of the case is black and has corrosion
around the primer, otherwise it is in good to very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 30-50



649 An experimental Misch metal 20x102 Vulcan INC
manufactures display dummy. The brass case has a
struck, ring crimped electric primer with a blue insulator, a
red annulus, black “20MM M103 ACN 92E006-774” print
and a cellotaped label. The red plastic or nylon bullet has a wide driving band and a off-white plastic “fuze’’ The case has
toning and the “fuze” has light soil and a dent at the tip. In good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 90-120

650 This 20x102 PHALANX dummy has a brass case
with an empty primer pocket, black “20MM M103 ACN
88K006-961” print, a cellotaped label and a choke crimp
holding the black plastic or nylon base of the 4-petal
orange plastic or nylon sabot which has a magnetic core. Other than the label, it is in excellent condition.
[photo 60%] estimate- 70-100

651 This 20x110 Navy TP has a cadmium-plated
steel case headstamped ‘ NECO I 54 20MM-
MK.5.MOD 0 ‘, a 3-stake crimped electric primer
with a red insulator and a blue annulus. Held with a choke crimp, the green steel bullet has a green nose cap held with one
punch crimp, black “20MM (TP) ZS-124 BPC-54 FOR GUN MK 12” print and the driving band is stamped “20-MM MK / 11
0 4 LOT F56”. The case finish is oxidized on one side and the shoulder, while the bullet is nice, so in good condition. [photo
60%] estimate- 30-50

652 These two 20x110 Navy both have steel
cases and choke crimps to hold the bullets. One
headstamped ‘ .RNO.12.63. [over] 20MM - MK 5.
MOD. 0 ’ has a ring crimped flat brass primer with a light brownish annulus, a large black “INERT” rubber stamp on the 
cadmium-plated case, and a blue steel bullet with white “20MM DUMMY INERT- FOR GUN MK 12 MK 103MOD O” print.
A non-magnetic blue nose cap is stamped “1211649-A-”, and the driving band is stamped “20-MM MK.11-0A LOT9AFP”.
The other has a ring crimped electric primer with a red insulator and has very little of the headstamp remaining as the
case is quite pebbled, The black steel bullet has a narrow red band at the base end and perhaps again below the yellow
tip, The only silver print we can read, due to a band of missing paint through the middle, is ”20 MM (AP-T) NK10? MOD -
0”, The driving band is stamped “＊HVM A-20-MM MK14-05-16＊“. The APT is in fair to good condition, and the dummy is
in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 45-80

653 These two 20x110 Navy dummies both
have cadmium-plated steel cases, choke crimps
and gold-colored steel bullets. One headstamped 
‘ .RNO.8.65. [over] 20MM - MK 5. MOD. 0 ’ has an empty primer pocket, some unknown to us, blue stain on the base and
black “RNO-1-283” print on the case. The bullet has white “20 MM DUMMY MK 103 MOD 1 LOT-1-McA-76” print, and a
driving band stamped “20MM MK 11 MOD 1 C 1-22 ZDP 10 72”. One headstamped ‘ .RNO.12.65. [over] 20MM - MK 5.
MOD. 0 ‘, has a ring crimped flat brass primer cap and a dark annulus seal. The case has black “RNO-1-337” print and
the bullet has black “20 MM DUMMY MK 103 MOD-O FOR GUN MK 12” print. The nose cap is stamped “1211649-1”
and the driving band is stamped ＊20-MM MK 11-O A LOT HMC 1-5 ＊” {HMC is in a rectangle}. With the expected slight
scratches to the finish these are in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 50-80

654 These two 20x110 Navy both have cadmium-
plated steel cases with cellotaped labels and yellow
steel bullets. One with an empty primer pocket is
headstamped ‘ .RNO.1-68. [over] 20MM  MK 5. MOD. 0 ’,
and has a friction fitted bullet with a 2-piece unpainted magnetic nose cap. The driving band is stamped “ZEL-6-15-65-
20MM-M56E2”. The other is headstamped ‘ .RNO.9-67. [over] 20MM  MK 5. MOD. 0 ‘, has black “185-RNO 0967” case print,
a choke crimp holds the bullet which has a non-magnetinc nose cap which unscrews, black “20 MM (HE-I) EX-ZQ-21-McA-
69 MK 106” print and a driving band stamped “＊20MM MK12-0 A 55 HA 0168＊”. The “1-68” date has an oxidized case and
some spots on the bullet, while the other is in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-70

655 An inert 20x110 Navy HE-I with the old color
scheme. Headstamped ‘ IS 7-54 20MM-MK.5.
MOD.0 ‘, the cadmium-plated case has an empty
primer pocket, a dark finish, a choke crimp holding
a red (base) and yellow (tip) steel bullet. It has a 2-piece, aluminum tipped, light grey non-magnetic nose cover which is
stamped “LOT -66 AER-55 MK 78-0 DJ I” and a driving band stamped “20MM MK 12 0 A  LOT D-79”. The bullet is
missing very little paint, so in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-70



656 An inert 20x110 Navy HE-I with a newer
color scheme. Headstamped ‘ .RNO.8-67. [over]

20MM  MK 5. MOD. 0 ‘, it has a lacquered steel
case with an empty primer pocket, a cellotaped
label and a choke crimp holding a yellow steel bullet with a 2-piece, grey-colored steel tipped, reddish-purple anodized
non-magnetic nose cap which screws into the nose. With only a few small spots of missing yellow paint, it is in very
good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-70

657 With a raised ‘ 184 70 in an impressed O ‘
headstamp this inert 23x152 B Russian ZSU
has a struck flat brass primer held with three
stake crimps, a red annulus and a green lacquered steel case which once had two sets of segmented crimps. The black
steel bullet has the remains of a red mouth seal, a copper driving band, two sets of segmented crimps, white “8/63” paint
and a steel nose cap with a white tip. Missing a little tip color the bullet is just a little loose in the mouth, In good 
condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 30-60

658 With a raised ‘ 184 70 in an impressed O ‘
headstamp this inert 23x152 B Russian
APIT for Model BZT guns, has a struck flat
brass primer held with three stake crimps, a red annulus and a green lacquered steel case which has two sets of 
segmented crimps. With a copper driving band, the black steel bullet is stamped “7 -606-70 ◊

_
U  “. It  has a finely turned

wide brown band, two smooth deep grooves and a steel nose cap with a yellow tip. It has a label and the bullet is
missing a little tip color. In good to very good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 40-70

659 Headstamped ‘ 10 74 s ‘ this inert
23x152 B Russian has a large very flat brass
primer held with 3 semi-circular stab crimps, a
red annulus, a green lacquered steel case with a large almost oval hole, and two sets of segmented crimps. With a copper
driving band, the black steel bullet is stamped “33inside a double circle -74  A”. The threaded light grey colored steel nose is
stamped “9 -74 I- MF-25  33inside a double circle”, and has a red tip with a slight dish in the nose. The case has some brown
spots (excessive lacquer?) and is missing a little tip color, but is in very good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 40-70

660 Headstamped ‘ 10 76 s ‘ this inert
23x152 B Russian has a large empty primer
pocket and 3 semi-circular stab crimps, a
light green lacquered steel case with a hole near the head, a large black printed “У” and two sets of segmented crimps.
With the copper driving band showing two sets of incomplete parallel grooves, the black steel bullet is stamped “33inside

a double circle -76П c” under a yellow band. The threaded steel nose cap is stamped “8ИH-74r-MF-25 11inside a double cir-

cle”, and has a green tip with a slight dish in the nose. The case and the nose cap have a couple of scratches, the tip
color and the yellow band are weak in places, but this is still in good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 40-70

661 Unheadstamped this 23x152 B Russian
drill has a large empty blind primer pocket, a
cadmium-plated (we think) steel base and a 
1-piece black plastic body with a flat-tipped bullet. With a little discolor to the base, it is in excellent condition.
[photo 50%] estimate- 50-80

662 This pair of 25x137 Oerlikon KAB TPDS -T
are both unheadstamped. One has a flat brass
primer held with four punch crimps, a red annulus,
a green lacquered steel case with black “CTG 25MM TPDS-T M910 AJD92D416-006” and “RNO9OL002-037” case print, a
link groove, and a series of stab crimps to hold the magnetic multi-piece blue plastic sabot which has a band of back “-T-”s
printed around the top edge. The show dummy has an empty primer pocket, the same case as the other but black
“RNO93K003-025” case print and the same blue sabot / bullet but it has black “25MM TPDS-T M910 AJD93F411-099” print
on the lower edge and a band of back “-T-”‘s printed around the top edge. The primed one has a few case scratches, but
the dummy is in near mint condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 60-90



666 Manufactured in Canada, this fired dark green lacquered steel
26x130mm Colt C.R. case is headstamped ‘ 01 C 69 A ‘, and has a
steel, spanner removable struck-primer assembly. With a few scratches,
it is good fired condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

667 Unheadstamped, this 1” Gatling Canister load is bar primed. The
copper case has a magnetic head, and shows the original segmented
mouth-crimp to hold the canister. Unfired, it has a little uneven toning,
however the inside is very nice showing only a thin layer of B.P. residue on
the case-sides, while the bar is nice and clean. [photo 70%] estimate- 100-150

663 A pair of 25x137 Oerlikon KAB TP Ball and
APDS-T dummies are both unheadstamped. One
has a flat black primer, a matte green steel case
with black “RNO82BOO1-002” print, a cellotaped
label, a link groove and a series of stab crimps
holding a blue painted belted steel bullet which has a gold colored tip. The APDS-T has an empty primer pocket, a
green lacquered steel case with black “RNO92J002-063” print, a link groove and a series of stab crimps holding a multi
piece black plastic sabot with white “25MM APDS-T AJB93B3396-002” print on the lower edge and a white handwritten
“10” inside one on the side-dishes. Both are in very good condition. [photo 50%] estimate-60-90

664 Unheadstamped, this 25x137 Oerlikon blank has
a domed nickel primer, a brass head and a white plastic
body and bullet. The body has a link groove and the
nose has 4 deep grooves 90º apart. It has light toning
to the head, and it has a slight yellowish tint from the link groove forwards, otherwise it is in very good condition.
[photo 50%] estimate- 40-70

665 This black steel 25mm Japanese bullet has three copper driving
bands, empty base and nose cavities, and very little, perhaps only 10% of the
original red paint. The threaded brass fuze is stamped “ㇳA A V ”, has a steel slotted screw in the side and what looks
like an aluminum insert in the hollow nose. Toned, it is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 50-100

668 Called a 1” Nordenfelt-Palmcrantz by some and a 1” Gatling
by others, {we think the former} this unmarked, French made example
has a copper primer in a 6-petal crimped cap chamber, a copper or
reddish brass base cup with a light tan outer paper reinforcing and
a copper or reddish brass coiled case choke crimped to secure the lead bullet. It has typical dings and dents along with a
cellotaped label over the paper / coiled body seam. In fair to good condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 70-100

669 Unheadstamped, this 20MM M103 case modified, with a 6-petal
rose crimp mouth closure was made up for a special EOD dearmer tool
which fired the M52 elecrterical primer through a pin probe in contact
with the primer. The base of the dearmer had a threaded M1A1 plastic
adapter which retained the pin. Firing was accomplished through a 
standard blasting 10-cap hand-held generator which provided sufficient electrical energy to initiate the primer. Frankford
Arsenal had the dearmer chambered for this round and the tool to crimp the case mouth was made up by the Ordnance
Shops at Camp Leroy Johnson, New Orleans, LA. The idea was submitted to the EOD Technical Center for evaluation in
1957 to replace the standard Cal..50 dearmer but was never approved. This example appears to have been chambered
and was apparently a misfire with the probe pushing the contact into the primer cup. The base of the dearmer was
threaded and when screwed tight could exert sufficient pressure to cause this. Thank you! Col. Hackley, With a few
small stains, it is in good condition. [photo 80%] estimate- 200-250

670 Headstamped ‘ M+FA 11 N 43 ‘, this 35x110 R Swiss, 12cm
Mortar charge dummy has a struck copper primer, an aluminum case
with three slightly raised areas on the body 120º apart, black 
“MODELL” case print, an impressed “BLIND”, a smooth cannelure
near the mouth and a roll crimp holding an off-white topwad showing 
“MODELL” in black print. With a slight dent to the mouth and some scuffs to the case, it is in good to very good
condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 90-120



673 4@ 37mm Aircraft flares. All have a W.R.A.Co. New No.4 primer. 3 are
unheadstamped and have paper bodies with a roll crimp to hold the paper top wad.
One with a steel head is a “Single Aircraft Tracer Double Star” dated March 1944. It
has one red and  2 green bands. The tan topwad is marked “AN-M56”. One with a
brass washed steel head by UMC is a Double star and it has two yellow bands and
“YELLOW” printed twice on the topwad. Another with a brass washed steel head is a Single Star, it has a red band and
a red topwad with “RED” printed on it. The 4th is headstamped with a ‘ B45G in two diamonds’ logo. The steel head is
attached to the lacquered steel body with a series of vertical stab crimps. It is a Double Star, with one green and two red
bands and it is dated March 1945. The steel topwad has a dished outer edge and a flat center where “AN-M54A1” is
printed in black. The yellow double star has a very bad split in the case, the others have some text fadeing or wear and
light soil but are still in good condition. [photo 55%] estimate- 40-60

672 Headstamped ‘ LOT. 47 0 Px 92 ᠐ ‘. this German,
37x94R has a domed brass primer, a drawn brass case
with “B493B” nicely stamped at the case mouth and a
black steel bullet with two sets of double driving bands. It
has a threaded removeable base plug and the body is
stamped below the lower driving bands “E 31”, “L in a O”,
“⚓” and a “flaming bomb”, which is also stamped on the
base plug The case has been polished and the driving
bands have some small dents on one side. It is in good to very good condition.. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-70

674 Made from REM-UMC brand .22 Hornet case, this .22 JGR rimless has a flat nickel primer and
the brass case has a rim daimeter of .2915” / 7.41mm. The bullet is a soft nose with a GM jacket. With
marker, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

675 Headstamped ‘ PETERS 9M/M LUGER ‘ this earliest version Cal. .35 T-117-E-1 was part of a
light weight pistol project let from Springfield Armory, and a Remington drawing for the T117E1 is
dated Feb. 1949. The GM-jacketed bullet has a zinc-alloy core and this loaded to a higher velocity and pressure than
other 9 mm rounds. It has a very dark blue colored base, a flat nickel primer and a GM-jacketed bullet. With light toning
it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 100-150

676 Headstamped at 6:00 ‘ 38 SPL ‘, this gold anodized aluminum cased .38 S&W Special by
Amron has a flat nickel primer and a lead bullet held with a taper crimp. In near mint condition. estimate- 20-40

677 Headstamped ‘ REM-UMC [at 12] 38 [at 8]’ this .38 AMU dummy has a flat nickel primer cup with a
hole, a blackened brass case with two knurled cannelures, and held with a taper crimp the lead 
wad-cutter bullet is seated at the case mouth. In excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

678 A “.38 REG”, this ca. 1958, Japanese Police .38 S&W, was loaded by the National
Police Agency. It has a flat nickel primer with a red annulus, a drawn brass case and a 
GM-jacketed bullet. With light uneven toning, it is in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

671 Unheadstamped, this AAI, 1-1/2” Ferret® Liquid CS dummy has
an empty primer pocket, a white plastic case with lots of black print and a
black plastic “bullet” with a flat-topped domed center and a crenellated
outer edge, In excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 30-50

PISTOL & REVOLVER

679 A ca. 1939 Western contract for the Shanghai Police, this 9mm Browning short has a 
‘ W 39 ‘ headstamp, a domed nickel primer, a purple annulus, a drawn brass case with a smooth cannelure, and a 
GM-jacketed bullet. We sold one of these in our sale #5 lot 582 which had had the bullet pulled, showing the raised
mark as instigated by W.E. Fairbairn (of Commando knife fame) for identity after a fire fight. Lightly toned, it is in very
good to excellent condition. estimate- 150-200

680 Headstamped ‘ GG[logo Kass GG-1] 430 ‘ this .430 Long factory dummy has a domed brass
primer, a drawn brass case with a mid-case hole and a very lightly oxidized lead bullet held with
a taper crimp. With a small dark spot, it is still in good to very good condition. estimate- 20-40



682 This Turkish contract, .44 S&W Russian, has a domed copper primer, a drawn
brass case and a lightly oxidized lead bullet with a shallow groove. The head and most
of the case appear to be lacquered / coated with ?. In good condition. estimate- 60-90

683 Unheadstamped, and with a small flat copper primer, this .450 Long 60/64” has a brass
case with a taper crimp holding a lead bullet with a single knurled groove. With marker, it is in
very good condition. estimate- 40-70

684 Nicely sectioned this copper cased Benét primed .45 Colt shows the inside cup and
priming system along with the hollow base of the lightly oxidized lead bullet. In very good 
condition. estimate- 15-25

685 Headstamped ‘ F A 4 06 ‘, this Cal. .45 M-1906 Revolver has a domed copper primer, a
drawn brass case with a smooth bullet seating groove and three punch-crimps: two close to each
other and one at 180º, holding the CN-jacketed bullet. With marker and a sticker, it is lightly toned and in good to very
good condition. estimate- 70-100

686 Unheadstamped, this Cal. .45 M-1906 Revolver is thought to have been loaded by U.M.Co.
using Frankford Arsenal supplied cases. It has a domed copper primer a drawn brass case with a
smooth bullet seating groove and a CN-jacketed bullet with a different bullet ogive that the above lot 685 by F.A. With
marker and toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

687 An early and uncommon ‘ SPEER 45 GLOCK ‘ headstamp, as they soon switched to calling it
the .45 GAP, this .45 Glock dummy has an empty Boxer primer pocket, a drawn brass case and a
GM-jacketed flat nose bullet. With a few small spots and light toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

688 This unmarked, turned steel .45 ACP adaptor takes a .32 New Police or a .32 S&W Long
nicely. With some toning and light rust, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

689 Headstamped ‘ F A 43 ‘ this intermediate length Cal. .45 experimental Shot has a domed
copper primer, a zinc-cadmium-plated steel case with a very light taper crimp holding a flat tipped
wood sabot, giving it a 1.392“ total length. With typical plating wear / toning, it is in good 
condition. estimate- 150-200

690 This 1st, Cal. .45 M-1918 Dummy is headstamped ‘ F A 18 ‘. It has a tinned inert primer, a
tinned brass case with three holes, a smooth bullet seating groove, and three punch-crimps holding
the tinned GM-jacketed service bullet. With light toning, it is in very good to excllent condition. estimate- 30-50

691 Headstamped ‘ F A 18 ‘, this Cal. .45 M-1911 HPT, has a domed copper primer with a dark
purple annulus, a tinned brass case with a smooth bullet seating groove, and a tinned GM-jacketed
service bullet. Lightly toned, it is in very good condition. estimate- 70-100

681 Unheadstamped with a slight raised ring around the primer, this .44 Martin
primed experimental has a copper case made under the 1869 patent without the 
reinforcing fold at the rim, and a lead bullet. Unevenly toned it has a shallow dent to
one side, and is in good condition. estimate- 300-400

692 Headstamped ‘ F A 42 ‘ this early Cal. .45 Steel case has a flat copper primer with a 
somewhat off-set ring crimp, a red annulus and a GM-jacketed bullet. The steel case seems to be 
‘in the white’ and shows a turned extraction groove which is .394” wide under the rim. With light toning, it is in good to
very good condition. estimate- 30-50

693 Headstamped ‘ K .45 AUTO ‘, this .45 M-1911 loaded probably for the M-1905 Colt pistol 
market. It has a large flat copper primer, a drawn brass case with a smooth bullet seating groove,
and a CN-jacketed 200 Gr. bullet. Lightly toned, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 15-25



695 Headstamped ‘ PETERS .45 A.C. ‘, this scarce .45 M-1911 Auto has a domed copper primer,
a brass case with a smooth bullet-crimping cannelure very close {0.101” / 2.55mm} to the case
mouth. The 200 gr. round nose bullet has a tinned GM jacket, and has a groove made to fit this crimp. Thought to 
perhaps be for use with the M-1917 Revolver chambered for the Auto Rim cartridge, it seems no one we asked was
100% sure. With very light toning it is in excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

696 Headstamped ‘ R A 42 ‘, this scarce lacquer? coated steel-cased Cal. .45 M-1911 ball 
variation has a flat copper primer, a purple annulus and a GMCS-jacketed bullet. The head is dark
as is the rim undercut. and the bullet may have been cleaned, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

697 Headstamped ‘ R A 42 ‘, this scarce zinc-cadmium plated steel-cased Cal. .45 M-1911 ball
variation has a flat copper primer, a purple annulus and a GMCS-jacketed bullet. it has a little 
discolor at the mouth, otherwise it is in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

698 Headstamped ‘ R A 42 ‘, this scarce copper-washed steel-cased  Cal. .45 M-1911 ball has a
flat copper primer, and a GMCS-jacketed bullet. Lightly toned, it is in excellent condition. 
estimate- 70-100

699 An educational contract Cal. .45 M-1911 headstamped ‘ REM-UMC 2-13 ‘ has a dark red
annulus, a flat copper primer, a tinned GM-jacketed bullet with a knurled ring above the case mouth
and a smooth bullet seating groove in the brass case. A hard to find headstamp, this example has a dark area, and is in
good condition. estimate- 40-60

700 Headstamped ‘ U.S.C.CO. 3-13. ‘, this rare experimental .45 M-1911 ball has a domed brass
primer, a purple annulus, and a brass case with a knurled bullet seating groove. The case has a very
slightly belled mouth but the GM-jacketed wood-cored bullet is in tight. One of perhaps two hundred rounds loaded, this
example weighs 151.6 Gr. A U.S.C.Co. case without powder and the 43 Gr. tinned GM-jacketed bullet weights 130.7 Gr.
Hackley Vol. 1 Rev. pg. 28 also notes a 63 Gr. bullet weight. In very good to excellent condition. estimate- 200-250

694 Headstamped ‘ MAXIM USA ‘ at 1200h with the following dates at seven and five: 6 17, 7 17,
8 17 and 10 17, these four, Cal. .45 M-1911 by Maxim all have domed brass primers with the
annulus colors varying red to brownish, brass cases with smooth bullet seating cannelures, and
tinned GM-jacketed bullets. The “8” dated example is a little darkly toned, but the others are in good to very good condi-
tion. estimate- 50-80

701 We are sure this is a Remington factory sectioned .45 M-911 ball dummy, but have no proof.
The only headstamp remaining is ‘ 45 ACP ‘. The primer is a flat nickel. The case is brass, with a
small hole and a knurled ring. The bullet jacket is tinned-GM and it has a knurled ring above the case
mouth. The tinning is worn off most of the jacket otherwise, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 30-60

702 Headstamped ‘ U.S.C.CO. 45 A.C.P. ‘ This .45 ACP has an impressed “US” on the domed 
copper primer, a brass case and a tinned GM-jacketed 200 Gr. bullet. A little unevenly toned, it is in
good condition. estimate- 15-25

703 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.C0. .45 A.C. ‘, this factory, .45 M-1911 definitive proof has a large
domed tinned primer a tinned brass case with a knurled ring, and a GM-jacketed bullet. Lightly
toned, it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 90-120

704 This pair of .585 JDJ are the same with ‘ B.E.L.L. 577 BASE N.E. ‘
headstamps, flat nickel primers, drawn brass cases and friction fitted 
GM-jacketed soft nose bullets. Both have a few small spots, but are in
good condition. estimate- 40-60

705 Unheadstamped but we see remains of one, this 5,56x13 or .22 Velo-Dog has a flat brass primer, a
drawn brass case and a GM-jacketed bullet with a flat nose. Nicely toned, it is in very good condition. estimate- 60-90

706 Headstamped ‘ F N I ‘, this 6.35mm G.P. or Grand Puissance has a flat brass primer, a brass
case and a nickel plated bullet. Circa 1953-54, reportedly only 1000 rounds were made. With light toning, it is in
excellent condition. estimate- 70-100



707, Unheadstamped, this rare 7mm so-called “Baby” Nambu DUMMY has a struck copper primer,
a drawn brass lacquered case with a knurled ring and uses a taper crimp to hold a core-less 
GM-jacketed round nose bullet which has a smooth, deep cannelure mid-ogive. In excellent condition.
estimate- 200-250

708 Unheadstamped, this 7x15R thin-rim Sarbacane flare (blow pipe) has a large
domed brass battery cup style primer, a drawn brass case and a long taper crimp holds a brass tube with the mouth
tapered and an unknown to us, gun powder-looking substance at the tip. With light uneven toning the tube is not quite
parallel to the case, which may be within the makers tolerance. In good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25

709 Headstamped ‘ G.B. NAGANT RUSSE ‘ this British, 7.62mm Russian Nagant was
made by Greenwood & Batley Ltd. It has a domed copper primer, a drawn brass case with three
stab crimps 11.88mm /.467” down from the mouth and a CN-jacketed flat nose bullet seated just below the mouth. With
marker, it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

710 This Chinese, 7.63mm Mauser was made at the Tianjin Arsenal in 1937, month 1.
The Chinese character at 12 is “jin” which is an abbreviation of Tianjin. It has a domed
brass primer, a drawn brass case and a taper crimp holding the CN-jacketed bullet. Nicely toned, it is in excellent condi-
tion. estimate- 40-70

711 With factory polish and lacquer, this salesmans dummy is headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 7,63
MAUSER ‘. It has a domed nickel primer, a brass case with two small holes lower mid-case, an inner wood rod and a
GM-jacketed hollow point bullet held with a taper crimp. With marker and even toning to the bullet, it is in excellent
condition. estimate- 40-70

712 Headstamped ‘ 2 B 37 T ‘, this Swiss, 7.65mm Luger dummy has an empty Berdan primer
pocket, a drawn brass case with a wide black-painted knurled groove and a CNCS-jacketed bullet soldered into the mouth.
With a little wear to the tip edge of the rim, and a little unevenly toned, it is in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

713 Headstamped ‘ P  25 EX ‘, this Polte made, 7,65mm Luger Ex.Patrone has a small blind  
center-hole in the base of the nickel-plated brass case for a firing pin strike and a coreless nickel-plated
steel bullet. Missing just a few very tiny flakes of plating it is in excellent condition. estimate- 70-100

714 An early 9mm Makarov, it is headstamped ‘ 270  K ‘. It has a red colored flat brass primer, a
black annulus, a drawn brass case and a GMCS-jacketed bullet, It has light uneven toning and a couple of nicks in the
rim, a big one at 6 into the “K” and small one at 2, where nothing is, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

715 Headstamped ‘ 21 96 ‘ this 9mm Makarov dummy / drill appears factory? lacquered. It has a struck
flat brass primer with a red annulus, a bi-metal copper-steel case with the extraction groove painted brown
and a coreless GM-jacketed bullet with a small nipple on the tip. With marker, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-60

716 This is 4@ Swiss and it includes 1@ 7,65mm Luger headstamped ‘ 7 T 70 T ’. It has a blue
primer, a black annulus and a GMCS-jacketed bullet, The 3@ 9x19mm Luger include two without
case mouth crimps headstamped ‘ T 90 “ and ‘ T [over] 86 6 ‘ [shown]. Both have flat nickel primers with a black annulus
and CNCS-jacketed bullets.One without a headstamp, has a flat bass primer, a green annulus and a CNCS-jacketed
bullet. held with 4 stab crimps. It comes with a color Xerox of the box label, on which to the right of the lot number is a
red ”OB”.  All are in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 30-60

717 This Swiss, Non-Toxic 9x19mm Luger is headstamped ‘ T 9x19SR 01K2 ‘. It has a flat bass
primer, a black annulus and a drawn brass case without the typical stab crimps and GM-jacketed bullet with a black
colored knurled ring at the tip. With light toning, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

718 Headstamped ‘ am - St+ 15 44 ‘, this Austrian, 9x19mm Luger has a zinc-coated flat steel
primer with a black annulus, a gray lacquered steel case and a GMCS-jacketed bullet. An example of late war production
with only one flash hole. The bullet is toned, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

719 Headstamped at 12:00 ‘ 44 dnf ‘, this experimental 9x19mm Luger by RWS has a zinc-coated
flat steel primer, a dark reddish brown lacquered steel case and a grey steel bullet with two exposed smooth grooves
at the mouth. It has some surface soil, otherwise it is in excellent condition. estimate- 200-250



720] These three Colt, 9mm Salvo Squeeze Bore all have brass cases, flat nickel primers, and
are headstamped ‘ R - P 9M/M LUGER ‘. The three GM-jacketed lead bullets are nested and enclosed
in a solid somewhat clear milky-white plastic sabot with just the bullet tip exposed. This shows some
of the sabot profiles and bullet shapes that were tried. With light uneven toning, these are all in very

good condition. estimate- 40-70

\721 These three Colt, 9mm Salvo Squeeze Bore all have brass cases, 
flat nickel primers, and are headstamped ‘ R - P 9M/M LUGER ‘. The three GM-jacketed lead bullets
are nested and enclosed in a somewhat clear milky-white plastic sabot with 4 slits along the sides.
With just the bullet tip exposed these show some of the sabot profiles and bullet shapes that were
tried. With light uneven toning, these are all in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

722] This is an example of an unfired or perhaps unfinished Colt, 9mm Salvo Squeeze Bore bullet. This
shows the hollow base of the bullets and the 4 side slits of the sabot construction. In excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

723 Unheadstamped, this 9x19mm Luger dummy has no headstamp, a domed copper primer, a plain aluminum head
with a light green anodized  1-piece body and bullet crimped to the head by a band of segmented
crimps. The bullet tip has a slight impressed ring and just below that is a segmented ring of short 
vertical ribs. It has a dent in one side otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

724 This 9mm Bergmann No.6 is headstamped ‘ DWM K 456. K ‘. It has a flat brass primer, a
drawn brass case and a green wax-coated CNCS-jacketed bullet held by a taper crimp. With light
uneven toning to the case, it is in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

725 Headstamped ‘ STAR C TRUST B ‘(but this one is missing the vertical in the “B” at 3 and a few
parts of some other letters.) this Spanish, 9mm Largo is thought to have been made by
Cartoucherie Belge. It has a domed brass primer, a drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed bullet. With uneven toning, it is
in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

726 Not headstamped, this 9.8mm Colt Auto has a domed copper primer with an impressed ‘W”,
a drawn brass case with a smooth bullet seating groove, and a tinned GM-jacketed bullet held with
a taper crimp. With a small dark area near the head and light toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

727 Headstamped at 6:00 ‘ K & C. ‘, this uncommon 10.6mm Schulhof variation has a large
flat brass primer, a brass case and a somewhat flakey oxidized round nose lead bullet with a
knurled groove. With light uneven toning and marker, it is in good condition. estimate- 200-250

728 This pair of .44 Mock Duel includes an unheadstamped brass cased variation with a black
cast-wax truncated cone bullet and a copper primer in a brass cattery cup. The other has a brass
shot shell style primer with a raised “D  HHH” seated to be on top of the brass head which is 
headstamped ‘ D I CAL 44 I ‘, and it has a green paper body with a round black-wax ball seated
below the mouth. With marker on the brass-cased and light soil on the paper-cased one, these are
both in good condition. estimate- 15-25

729 With a nice raised headstamp on the brass case, and a round nose lead bullet held with a
taper crimp, this 11 mm Devisme uses an internal perforated disc which acts as an anvil to the
fulminate in the case rim, and was manufactured ca. 1860, by Devisme. With light oxidation and uneven case toning, it
is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

730 With the smaller size ‘ DWM K192 B. K ‘ headstamp, this rimless 11.35mm Danish
Schouboe has a .221” / 5.62mm flat brass primer, a brass case, and a wood cored CN-jacketed bullet. Polished, it has
a couple of black spots and marker. In good condition. estimate- 40-70

731 A 12 mm Perrin. Unheadstamped, it has a flush Bachmann brass disc type primer set slightly out
of center. The drawn brass case holds the blunt nosed lead bullet with a taper crimp. Probably made by
Bachmann as the primer indicates, it is heavily lacquered and has light oxidation, otherwise it is in good
condition. estimate- 40-70



732 Headstamped ‘ GG{logo} 15 M/M ‘, this very scarce 15x23 R French Revolver shot dummy has
a small domed brass primer, a brass case with 5 holes: one big hole between two sets two of 
smaller holes and a green and white-patterned dummy sabot with a roll crimp securing the white 
topwad. Very probably from the S.F.M. reference collection, it has light toning, and other than a 
fingerprint, it is in very good condition. estimate- 70-100

733 A lot of 6@ Revolver cartridges. All are brass cased and include 1@ plain, .22-4-30 with a copper
primer and a lead bullet. 1@ 9mm Walking Stick by “Eley 9mm W.S.” with a lead bullet. 1@ .380 Short Revolver stamped 
“G.G.& Cie 380” and a lead bullet with a knurled ring. 1@ uncommon “KYNOCH .38 S&W SPL.” blank with the ICI logo on the
primer and a white topwad [shown]. 1@ “ELEY .442L” has a small flat copper primer and a lead bullet with a single groove.
1@.455 Colt stamped “ELEY LONDON”, has a lead bullet. A couple have light lead oxidation or light toning, and the Kynoch
maybe a lacrimatory load as it has the typical look. The others are in good to very good condition. estimate- 20-40

\735 Both empty this is a pair of tan, 50-size .32 S&W boxes by Dominion and Peters.
The Dominion is a 2-piece full-cover with a blue, yellow and white full wrap-around label with
a rub on the top and light soil. The Peters is a 2-piece half-cover with a perhaps 85% 
complete side seal and a green, yellow, red and white top label which has medium soil and a
bite at the top left corner. The Peter box has a dent to the top, otherwise these are in fair to
good condition. [photo 45%] estimate- 20-40

736] Both empty this is a pair of tan, 50-size .32 Auto boxes
by Savage and Peters. The Savage is a 2-piece full-cover with a
red, black and white top and side label. The side label has a little
edge wear while the top has bites and scuffs. The Peters is a 
2-piece half-cover with a perhaps 97% complete side seal and a
small piece of cellotape to one corner of the top. The intact top
label is green, yellow, black and white. Both are dirty but still in
fair to good condition. [photo 45%] estimate- 15-25

734] Holding two unheadstamped rounds with one being a dud, this mottled black
U.M.C.Co., .32 Ex. Long Merwin & Hulbert & Co’s 2-piece half cover 50 size box has
dark red labels with black print. The side seal has print on all the sides and acts as a
hinge in the back, but the bottom part of the left end label is missing. The top label has a
few tiny scuffs and the box has edge wear, In good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 90-120

\737 These three W.R.A.Co. 32 cal. boxes are all tan, 50-size with black-printed green top
labels. The two Solid Head boxes are empty and have orange side seals, The dark green one is
complete and dated “August 1st 1898” on the back side while the light green box just has “.32
S&W.C.F.” print on three sides, however is missing the left end of the box top. The .32 S&W
“Lesmok” box has 4 original rounds, and a light purplish side seal, with large red “W”s and it is
missing the lower piece of the left end but is showing “785” and “9-14” label codes on the back
side. With light soil, a few bites, scuffs and rubs these are for the most part, in good condition.
[photo 45%] estimate- 25-40

738] This tan 2-piece half cover Frankford Arsenal, Cal. .38 Revolver box is
full (the one we can see is dated 5 05) and sealed by the tan full wrap-around label with
a string opener that has opened only about one inch of the label, The top left end
is missing and the corner of the top at that end has been peeled back a little. The
top has a mostly-faint “MAY 25 ???5” rubber stamped date. Other than the left end/top and light soil, it is in good to very
good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

PISTOL & REVOLVER BOXES

739] Perhaps half full of the correct unheadstamped rounds with brass cases and
lead bullets, this 50-size brown, 2-piece full-cover Americam Metallic .38 S&W box
has a off-white top and right end label. The top is a little soiled and has a few small
scuffs and edge wear, while the end part is nice and clean. The box is strong, and in
good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-70



\741 Full of nice condition, correct ‘ W.R.A. 45 A.R. ‘ headstamped rounds
with tin-plated cases and GM-jacketed bullets, this 1-piece blue, red and
white .45 Auto Rim Definitive Proof box has a red-printed white overlabel
noting the use. In blue print on the top front edge is “OILPROOF” and just
above it in fine print is “U.S.A. Patent Pending”. The right end flap is detached at
the hinge and is missing a small piece of the side at the corner. With light
soil, it is in good condition. [photo 55%] estimate- 150-200

\743 Empty, this grey 1-piece 50-size Cal. .45 M1911 Remington
Arms box has the labeling printed onto the box top, and it is in the same
style as 20-size boxes world be labeled. It appears one lot number stamp
has been cancelled and only “5444” is now seen. Without a tray, it has a
slight dent to the top, a little edge wear and soil, but it is in good condi-
tion. [photo 55%] estimate- 20-40

742] Full of original ‘ R A 41 ‘ and “ REM-UMC 45 ACP ‘ headstamped
rounds with OILITE {copper alloy} bullets, this 1-piece, 50-size end-flap dark
blue and tan Dairt Co. Inc., .45 Automatic box has light soil and a slight
scrape to the front side. The right end flap “tuck” is detached but included,
so we consider it in good to very good condition. [photo 55%] estimate- 60-90

744] This 20-size .45 Shot M15 box has the original foil-backed
paper packaging labeled Lot RA 5023 by Remington Arms. It has
been opened on the right end, and contains the original black-printed
grey paper box, which also has been opened on the right end, is full
of M-15 shot loads headstamped ’ R A 4 ‘  showing nice reddish-
brown topwads. The opened ends are not complete, and the foil /
paper wrapper is dark and someone has written “BLANK” on it in dark red. The inner box is in excellent condition,   

but for the end. [photo 55%] estimate- 40-70

\745 Empty but for the trays, these two Cal. .45 Shot boxes are
both gray, 20-size by Remington, have black print and have been
opened on the right end. The M15 box has the same print front and
back. It has tape and sticker reside on the open end which also has
the end flap broken at the hinge. The T-23 box has print on all 4 sides
with German, Chinese and English text being used where needed. Lot
number“6682” is on the left end, and the right end is missing the end
flap. Both are in good opened condition. [photo 55%] estimate- 20-40

746] Full of primed empty fired cases by Western and W.R.A.Co. this tan
50-size 2-piece half-cover Winchester, .45 C.F. Smokeless for Colts D.A .
and S.A. Army revolvers has red top and side seals with black print. The
side seal is 95% complete and acts as a hinge in the back. It also has large 
silver “W”‘s on both ends, label codes of “718” and “7-10” and the Cummins
Cryptographic machine date code holes are on the back. The top label has a
few edge bites, a slight stain and “436” and 6-11” label codes. There is also
what looks to be a purple label underneath this red one. Strong and with
only light soil and edge wear, it is in good to very good condition. [photo 55%]
estimate- 250-350

740] This 24-size Cal.45 Model of 1911 in Clips
box by the U.S. Cartridge Co. for Revolver Cal. .45
MOD of 1917. It is missing the bottom, but the top
has the inner dividers and one full 3-size steel clip of
rounds headstamped ‘ U.S.C.Co. 17 ‘. The top has a
“LOT 56 4” purple rubber stamp, and the back has a notice about care after firing. The left end is open at one corner,
and the right end has cellotape. In fair to good condition. [photo 55%] estimate- 15-25



\748 Empty, this light grey, 50-size 1-piece Dynamit Nobel, 9mm Parabellum
(Luger) proof box has a white label with black print and an orange bar with white
print. The label was over the tops of both ends, The left end flap is still sealed and
shows a Geco logo, the right end is missing most of the label. The box is strong,
but worn on the right end, and in good condition. [photo 55%] estimate- 15-25

749] This is a U.M.C.Co. 11/2” Ga. 31/2” with the slighty domed
head variation. It has a small domed brass primer, a 11/8” brass
head, and a light tan paper body with some lighter color variation. In
very good to excellent unfired condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 200-250

\750
Unheadstamped, with a struck small brass primer, this 2-piece, 11/2” Ga.
41/16” Strong Cannon shell has a turned brass head and a turned brass
body. It has an about 3/4” long hairline crack in the body where the body fits
over the base, light toning and the mouth is slightly belled, otherwise it is in

good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 300-400

751] Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH 4 NOBEL 4 ‘ this 4” brass shell has an
empty Boxer primer pocket. Polished and lacquered it appears unfired, and is
in very good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 70-100

752 Headstamped ‘ 1901 N0 LEADER 4 around an impressed O ‘, this
45/16” 4 Ga. red paper Dummy BLANK has a nice roll crimp this has a
tan top wad with red “LOADED BY BLANK W.R.A.Co.” print. It has a
struck New No 4 primer and a 15/16” tall brass base with 4 grooves. With
a slight stain on the head and slight wear to the case mouth, it is in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 90-120

753 Headstamped ‘ WINCHESTER N0 LEADER 4 around an impressed O ‘, This
45/8” 4 Ga. red paper blank has a New No 4 primer and a 15/16” tall brass base
with 4 grooves. Held with a roll crimp the tan top wad has red “LOADED BY
BLANK W.R.A.Co.” print. With a little toning, marker and a stain at the paper-
brass seam, it is in good to very good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 70-100

754 This 21/2” long new empty, all-brass shell has an empty Berdan primer pocket and
an ‘ H.UTENDOERFFER N0 NÜRNBERG 8 ‘ headstamp. It has marker and some very
light toning, otherwise it is in excellent condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 20-40

755 Headstamped ‘ USE BERDAN PRIMER N0 1 10 A ‘ along the outer edge
of this ringed-head 25/8” brass shell, it has an empty Berdan primer pocket with
three vent-holes. The case has a Kynoch patented 4-rows of 4 wad-retention
crimps at the mouth. Polished, lacquered and with marker, it is in unfired and
never loaded condition. estimate- 20-40

SHOT GUN SHELLS

747] Empty, this tan 2-piece half-cover Winchester, 7.63mm (.30 Cal.) Mauser
“Hollow Soft Point” box has a red over label with black “FOR RIFLES” print, plus
“226” and “6-15” label codes. The side seal is purple with an outlined silver “W” on the
ends, and also has the same overlabel the top shows, but only about half of it. It also
has “609” and “3-17” label codes, The box was emptied by opening the right end so
some of the side seal on that end is missing along with the side of the top at that end.
The other thee sides are unopened and still sealed. It has light soil and edge wear, and

is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 70-100

756 Headstamped at 12:00 ‘ ALLEN’S PAT . MAY 16, 1865. ‘,
this 23/8” 12 Ga. steel shell has a wide dish around a copper
Allen’s primer, which has a slight dish in the head. The case has
uneven toning and an area of light pitting, but is in good condition.
estimate- 90-120



757 Headstamped ‘ A.C.Co. 16 CRACK SHOT GA ‘, in the smaller size. this
25/16” Crack Shot has a small domed copper primer a 3/8” tall brass head, the
single Austin punch crimp and a orange paper hull. A nice roll crimp holds a white
topwad with black “2 3-4 1-6” print. It has a stain to the brass at the brass-paper
seam, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

758 This is headstamped ‘ REMINGTON’S  12 ‘ on the raised ring 
portion of this 23/4” brass shell. It has a large domed brass Berdan primer
and a magnetic anvil. Polished long ago it is nice inside, and in very good
condition. estimate- 20-40

759 Headstamped ‘ FEDERAL N0 HI-POWER 12 ‘ this 21/2” Window shell has
a copper primer in a brass battery cup, a 7/8” brass head with three rings, a light
tan paper hull with a faint “4” rubber stamped above the window, and a roll crimp
holding a tan topwad with black “DUP OVAL 31/2 11/4 - 6 FEDERAL” print. With
uneven toning to the head, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25

760 Headstamped ‘ E / N 1922 ‘, this 21/4“, 12 Ga. dummy shell
is without primer or shot. It has a brass battery cup, a 9/16” brass
head, a paper lined brass body with an unknown filler, and uses a
crude 6 petal crimp to hold a plain white topwad. It has a number of
dings to the head, and a few dings to the body, that said we have
seen only 3 or 4 of these shells and all are in this condition. Our only explantation for this enigmatic headstamp is to
note the Eley’s Directors 1922 decision to name Nobel Industries as Sole Director. Which effectively dissolved the Eley
board. We can not provide a reason for this headstamp other than the above, nor can we explain why all those we have
seen are in this same condition, if it was in fact, a commemorative of that event. Or perhaps the condition is 
representative of the destruction of the previous board? Your thoughts are welcome. estimate- 90-120

761 This 23/8“, 12 Ga. Remington Brimsdown shell for
Woodwards has a copper primer in a brass battery cup, a 1/4”
brass head a dark green paper body with black “J. WOODWARD &
SONS, 29,BURY STREET ST, JAMES’S, S.W.1. TEL. WHITEHALL 2208

_
BRITISH LOADED _“ print. The yellow topwad has black 
“REMINGTON WETPROOF 6 SMOKELESS POWDER“ and is held with a nice roll crimp. With a couple tiny dings to the paper, it is
still in excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

762 Headstamped ‘ M+FA 12 04 12 ‘, this 23/8“, Swiss proof has a flat copper
primer with “Tell” in raised letters on it 4 times. The 3/8” tall brass washed steel
head has a black band. The body is orange paper with the black case wall print
of: a band of “!2” repeated on it and “Tell UEBERDRUKPATR. 838 kg. / cm2.” repeated
three times vertically. The white topwad is held with a roll crimp and has black 
“3 31/2m/m M+FA” print. In excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

763 Headstamped ‘ 12 GA. BLACK POWDER PAT. PEND. C.A.I. ‘, this {relatively} newly made
Conversion Arms Inc., 21/2“ steel shell for percussion shot guns with black powder loads has a deep,
wide beveled edge dish around a percussion cap nipple which is part of the case.  A company located at
P.O. Box 449 Yuba City CA, they offered these in this and 214“ lengths. Unused, it is in mint condition.
estimate- 20-40

764 Headstamped ‘ 12 ‘ on the rim this 21/2“ brass 12 Ga. percussion
chamber, it has a very wide and deep beveled edge dish with a steel 
percussion cap nipple in the center. The nipple is proud of the base perhaps
1/16th of an inch. It has been polished long ago and is relatively clean inside,
so in very good condition. estimate- 90-120

765 This 21/2”, 12 ga. Draper patent brass shell is headstamped ‘ PATENT-
ED NOV 29 1864 [over] F D & CO ‘. It has an iron nipple for a percussion cap
and a knurled rim on the flat brass head, which easily unscrews from the brass
body. Perhaps once fired, the head shows some flakey lacquer, otherwise it is
in excellent condition. estimate- 40-60



766 Stamped on the side, around the base “THE ELTERICH RIFLED BULLET SHELL 12 E & CO. PAT. APR. 23 1901”, this 29/16”
brass and steel shell has 5 slits on the side and a centeral full
length rifled steel insert. Under the extractor and the slotted
screw it is stamped ”31”. It nicely takes a .32 S&W, and looks to
have been used, then cleaned long ago as we do not see any
rust. With uneven toning, it is In good to very good condition.
estimate- 70-100

767 Headstamped ‘ 12 GAGE ‘ this is a 25/8”, 1-piece solid
turned steel smoothbore adapter. It has a few shallow dents and
some light rust discolor, In far to good condition. estimate- 15-25

768 Headstamped on the raised portion of the 21/2” ringed
head brass shell ‘ REMINGTON. 16 - B. ‘, this has a large domed brass
Berdan primer with a steel anvil. With a few spots and lacquer outside, it is nice
and clean on the inside, so in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

SHOT SHELL BOXES

769 Very hard to find, this 29/16” 2-piece 18 Ga. brass shell is headstamped 
‘ KYNOCH’S N0 PATENT 18 ‘. It has a small domed copper primer and a 
push-out anvil. Nice and clean on the inside the polished thin-walled brass has
a few somewhat largish dents, so in fair to good condition. estimate- 150-200

770 This 21/8” brass .58 Winchester board dummy is headstamped on
the outer edge of the ringed head ‘ WINCHESTER 58 ‘. It has a domed
copper primer without anvil or compound, and two proper mounting holes.
With old flakey lacquer and a good number dark spots it is still in good
but dark condition. This headstamp size is the second smallest of the sizes we are aware of. estimate- 90-120

771] Empty, this ‘shoe box’ shaped, 50-size brown 2-piece full-cover Italian, 8 Ga.
Giulio Fiocchi box has a brick-red lapel only on the front end.The label has a white
“MADE IN ITALY”over label, an old dealer inventory sticker, marker and some pencil.
With factory staples at the corners, it is about  9” long, 5” wide and almost 4” high.
Other than the label’s flaws, it is in very good condition. estimate- 90-120

\772 Empty, this Remington, New Club “50    10GA.”
and “BLAN” box, as is marked on the front side, is only
about 1.75” tall, 4.25” wide and deep. The tan full-cover
box has the original bottom and judging from the marks inside the box the
shells were only about 7/8” tall. The green, red, yellow, white and blue label has
soil, and rubs but still has bright colors. The top has the right side open at both
corners and into the top which effects the label, while the
box bottom is strong. The label front side is a little loose
and has a large bite at the bottom edge. In fair to good
condition. estimate- 30-50

773] Empty, this 1-piece top flap 25-size brick
of Federal HI-POWDER Rifled Slugs would
have held 5 boxes of 5 shells. It appears to never
have been loaded, has nice bright colors, and is
in near mint condition. estimate- 30-50

\774 The one original orange paper
shell, is headstamped ‘ B.P.D. 24 ROMA 24 ‘, has a green topwad and a
dog as pictured on the orange label as case wall print. 7”x 7”x 2”, the light
grey 100-size 2-piece full-cover 24 Ga., box has stapled corners and the
same label front and back, The shot size “7’ is in ball point pen on the box
top and the front. The top has one open corner, the bottom has a few 

rim-wear holes, and the front label has a slight rub. In good condition. estimate- 30-50

Unless stated otherwise the following shot shell boxes are all 25 round, two piece full cover boxes, and will not be to size or have
a size noted in other than the printed description. We figure if you collect them you know how big they are.



\775 Sealed by the light green and black full wrap-around label, this white 2-piece
half-cover 100-size box of 21 1/2-100 Felted Slugs for H. M. Quackenbush’s
Combination Air Gun notes a Patent date of Dec. 18, 83, American Manufacture, and
has his signature on the back side of the label. The 4 corners of the top are open and
lthe label has light foxing and light soil, but this is still in good condition. estimate- 20-40

776] Unheadstamped, this 10.6x28R mm Swiss
cattle-killer has a flat brass primer, a drawn brass
case, and a steel-tipped lead bullet with 2 smooth

grooves. With a label, and a little white stuff around the primer, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

777 Unheadstamped, and with a small flat nickel primer, this experimental 9.7x19 R CCI, 40mm Grenade
propulsion cartridge dates from around August of 1987. The case is anodized aluminum with a cup-shaped,
light grey molded plastic top wad held by a rolled crimp and shows a raised “ 6 . ” at the bottom of the cup. In near mint
condition. estimate- 20-40

778 Thought by some to be a Winchester experimental rimfire case-type for a
firearm, that is only partly true, as is a Winchester experimental rimfire case-type, but it was to proivide ignition for
blasting with the det-cord inserted into the case mouth and this into a device to ignite it. We are also aware of another
much larger case capacity Winchester experimented with. Nicely, but a little unevenly toned, it is in excellent condition.
estimate- 40-70

779 This 1-piece steel gage is marked “MG.1107-R”
“V5087” and “26.8+0.2” on the flats of the bar. With a little
soil and a few tiny areas of light rust it is in good to very
good condition. estimate- 50-100

780 Still full and sealed by the black-printed light tan paper side
seal which notes these are “ADAPTED TO SHELLS FOR COLT’S
PISTOL AND BREECH LOADING SHOT SHELLS”, the Japanned
steel 2-piece U.M.C.Co. tin has an orangish lithographed top noting
“CAPS FOR SHELLS FOR COLTS PISTOLS” & etc. As the Theurs
conversion case types were reloadable, this is a 250-size tin for
reloading a Theurs cartridge. With light soil and a light stain to the
side label, and only a few slight areas of paint loss to the outer edge of the top, this is in 
excellent condition. estimate- 300-400

781 This 6-piece collection of British percussion caps includes 4 tins, Three
are by Eley, two of those have raised text on the top. 1@ ELEY BROS LONDON
which is empty and has the wrong bottom, 1@ ELEY LONDON with part of the
side seal and is not empty. 1@ has a ornate green label, has a slight tear, is 
mostly full and has a somewhat stained bottom label noting the No 18 size caps.
The Successors to F. Joyce tin by ICI Ltd. Metals Division is sealed and has
green paper labels. It is a 100-size F4 No. 25 tin with a large scuff to the top label
but a nice, lightly soiled side seal. The next two items are single copper 
percussion caps. One is a Starkey’s patent cap {is on the upper right tin} with a
raised crown and text on the ribbed cap. The other is a Smith’s patent cap, also
ribbed with a raised crown and text. The items range from good to excellent 
condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 40-70

AIR RIFLE, CATTLE KILLER, TOOL & GAGE

PRIMERS

782 With fulminate, this Maynard M-1867 percussion cap is a shallow 2-piece copper cup,
.770” / 19.55mm in diameter with .087” / 2.20mm high sides and has a small raised 4-petal
dimple in the center with the fulminate inside and contained by the petal being folded over it.
Appearing to originate with the unfortunately now deceased Duane Richardson of Texas, it
has a slight stain on the base, but is in very good condition. estimate- 90-120

ODDS & BITS ÷ ÷ ÷ ÷



783] Two fishing lures made from W-W Super .44 Rem Mag cartridges with
orange plastic beads, steel flashers, and spinners on one, and lime green on the
other, they are close to 5” long with the hooks. In very good to excellent condition,
these are said to work almost as good as dynamite. [photo not to size] estimate- 15-25

\784 2@ .50 BMG items, both in
their original boxes. The made in China knife is headstamped ‘ .50 CAL
U.C.C ‘, is about 9.75” long, has a steel blade, with a polished metal
brass colored case and a copper colored metal bullet. The McBros pen is
made from a ’ L C 0 0 ‘ headstamped brass case with a holed flat nickel
priner and GMCS-jacketed bullet. It is in a 8”
long box, of which we only show the label.
Both are in excellent condition. 
[photo not to size] estimate- 30-50

785] This Ruger Christmas ornament comes in it’s original green paper “Happy
Holidays” display box, and the 3.3” diameter dished porcelain ‘plate’ has a colorful scene
of the companies 1st shop which was a red barn. The loop of wire is attached to it. This is
the first in a series of these Mr. Ruger had made. It is in excellent condition. 

[photo 55%] estimate- 15-25

\786 This watch fob, is black leather with a
nickeled steel buckle. The attached copper
medal with the raised crossed cannons has a tiny, poorly impressed circular

makers mark on the back, but the only part we can read seems to be “AEF”. The copper is toned, the leather is only a
little stiff, and the buckle has a small area of rust on the back. In good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 15-25

787] This 13/4“, brass Savage .Fox .Stevens medallion has raised text around the edge with a
raised scene in the center of a Hunter and his Pointer. The back is plain and appears to have dried
glue residue, while the front has toning. In good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 20-40

789] This is 2 inches wide at the bottom, and a white with black print, steel paper clip. it notes
TRW of Cleveland Ohio, as the first industrial producer of the M-14 NM rifle and is dated “1964”. It
has steel riveted hinges and a steel leaf-spring. With a hole at the top edge of the back half to
hang it from, it is in mint condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 30-60

\788 From a drawer, or box, or tool bin, or ? this DARDICK CORP.
plaque is of brass with black paint in the impressed lettering.
Appearing to have at one time to have been attached to something,
and with a bit off center mounting holes, the lettering is perfectly
applied. A little unevenly toned, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

BOARDS

\790 This 6” long 7/8” thick wood cartridge board by B.E.L.L of the
.700 H&H NE has the cartridge and two brass case heads attached with
screws. The 3.5” cartridge case is headstamped ‘ HOLLAND & HOLLAND
700 ‘ and the bullet is a GM-jacketed soft nose. The case head on the
left is B.E.L.L.’s own, as he was the developer along with H&H of this
impressive round. The one on the right is ‘ FELDSTEIN 700N.E. ‘, who we
think was the 1st buyer of
the H&H gun. That the 
cartridge is just a wee-bit
loose on the board is why

it’s not level in the photo. With toning to the brass, it is still in very good
condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 250-300

791] 221/4” x 141/4” This wood framed Hornady bullet board has red
and black print and a light green and a dark green background. The bullet
jackets are unevenly lightly toned, and a few show light oxidation. It is in
good to very good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 90-120



\792 141/2” x 177/8”, this Sierra bullet board has a curved wood frame on two sides,
a green box is illustrated in the lower right and it has a somewhat glossy light yellow
background. The background has some light soil otherwise, it is in very good to 
excellent condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 90-120

\793 21” x 11”, wood framed with a 
colorful railroad building scene. This Speer
bullet board is in excellent condition. [photo
not to size] estimate- 90-120

794] 23” x 16”, this lithographed tin replica of the 1890 Winchester
cartridge board at Cody has a small slight spot of discolor in the border at
the bottom edge and a very tiny scratch in the lower right corner, otherwise
it is in excellent condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 90-120

795] Full, this about 5” long, 3 Dozen-size, red, white and black 1-piece 
top-flap CAC “BREAKABLE BULLSEYES” box is for practice with air rifles
or .22’s. It has an instruction sheet inside and from what we can see only one 
target is broken. The box has light soil, otherwise it is in good to very good 
condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 30-50

CLAY’S & GLASS TARGET BALLS

\796 This is a teal green handblown glass target ball, 2” in
diameter and has a typical broken neck. The inside is a little
cloudy, but it is in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 90-120

797] An amber handblown glass target ball, is probably made from
heavy Stoddard type glass in a 2-piece mold. It has beautiful bubbles
and color. It has a long neck with typical broken edge. It is 21/2” in
diameter, and it is in excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 150-200

\798 With a raised “A”, this amber handblown glass target ball is made from
heavy glass, in a 3-piece mold. It has beautiful shading and color,
The neck has a typical broken edge. It is 23/8” in diameter. The 
bottom has some broken bubbles when taken from the mold, so in
very good to excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 150-200

799] This amber handblown glass target ball made of heavy
glass, in a 5-piece mold, has beautiful shading and color. It is
23/8”i n diameter. The neck has typical broken edge, and it is in
excellent condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 100-150

\800 A beautiful cobalt blue handblown glass target ball, is
made of heavy glass in a 5-piece mold, and has a neck with
typical broken edge, It is 27/8” in diameter, and is in excellent
condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 100-150

801] Made by the NB Glass Works this is a light green
handblown glass target ball. Made of heavy glass, in a 2-piece
mold, it has a pretty diamond design with raised “N B GLASS
WORKS PERTH” lettering, The neck has a typical broken edge.
It is 21/2” in diameter, and is in excellent condition. [photo 60%] 
estimate- 200-250



802] Another by the NB Glass Works this cobalt blue
handblown glass target ball, is made of heavy glass, in a 
2-piece mold, with a pretty diamond design with raised “N B
GLASS WORKᑐ

ᑕ bERTH” lettering. It has a neck with a typical
broken edge, and is 21/2” in diameter. It is in excellent 
condition. [photo  60%] estimate- 200-250

\803 A Cobalt blue handblown glass target ball, of heavy 
glass, a 2-piece mold, and a pretty square design without 
lettering, The neck has a typical broken edge, and it is 21/2” in
diameter. An uncommon indent on one side made when blown.
In excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 100-150

804] This Gevelot Paris target ball is deep ink-blue 
handblown glass, is made of heavy glass, in a 2-piece mold.
With a nice diamond design and raised “wave GEVELOT wave

PARIS wave”, it is 21/2” in diameter. It has a neck with typical 
broken edge, and is in excellent condition. 
[photo 60%] estimate- 200-250

\805 A wonderful, lime green, quilted glass target ball, 21/2” in
diameter, with a 3/4” neck and hand blown. This is called a Czech
ball but was made in Bohemia, which was part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire until
1918. Several of these were found in the town of Gablonz, a glass-producing area for
the last 300 years and are of limited supply. Very clear and brilliant, no chips or cracks,

except for at the neck where it was taken out of the mold. In excellent condition. . [photo 60%] estimate- 350-450

806 WITHDRAWN                            

807 Barber, J. A., The Rimfire Cartridge.  Armory Publications, Tacoma, WA., 1987. Signed and numbered 237. The
dust cover has some slight rubs, but it is still in excellent condition. estimate- 90-120

BOOKS, CATALOGS & NOTES
About these books, we are not taking photos, as for the most part they are 8.5” x 11”

and in excellent condition. Any flaws will be pointed out in the text.

808 3@ items: Gracia, B.W., The New Zealand .22 Rimfire. The Association for the Study & Research of .22 Caliber
Rimfire Cartridges, 1990. Klatt, Paul. Rare Cartridges a for sale list with photos and descriptions of cartridges, packets
and boards, 30 pages. Buttweiler, R. T., American .22 Rimfire Boxes an auction catalog featuring the Sam Stillwell col-
lection. All are in excellent condition. estimate- 40-60

809 Gessner, William A, Sr. & Conklin, Charles., 58’s Are The Greatest. not dated, self published, ISBN 0-7884-2592-
7. It is a paperback, with 335 pages The back cover and the back 80 or pages have a slight fold at the bottom front cor-
ner. In very good condition. estimate- 40-70

810 Hackley, F.W., Woodin, W.H. and Scranton, E.L., History of Modern U.S.Military Small Arms Ammunition.
Volume 1., New York, Macmillan, 1967. With a darkish rub to the front dust-cover, it is in very good to excellent 
condition. estimate- 90-120

811 Hoyem, G. A., History and Development of Small Arms Ammunition. , Armory Pub., Tacoma, WA., 1981-2006.
Three books: Volume 1 and Volume 2 plus a Slipcase edition of revised Volume 1, and all in excellent condition. 
estimate- 150-200

812 Hoyem, G. A., History and Development of Small Arms Ammunition., Armory Pub., Tacoma, WA., 2005. Two
books: Volume 3 and Volume 4, with both signed “Best wishes” & etc. In excellent condition. estimate- 300-400

813 Logan, H. C., Cartridges. Bonanza Books, NY. 1959. A classic, it has a little wear to the dust cover, otherwise it is
in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

814 Shuey, Daniel L., W.R.A.Co. Headstamped Cartridges and Their Variations Vol. 1 and Vol. 2. WCF
Publications, Rockford IL. 1999, and 2004. Volume 2 is autographed and has a slight wrinke at the bottom of the spine.
Volume 1 is in excellent condition. estimate- 170-250



815 Thomas, D.S., Round Ball to Rimfire  a History of Civil War Small Arms Ammunition Part 2. Thomas
Publications, Gettysburg, Pa., 2002. Autographed, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 60-90

816 White, H.P., & Munhall, B.D., Cartridge Headstamp Guide. 1st edition, Bel Air, Md., H. P. White Lab., 1963. A
little edge wear to the hardback cover corners, a bit of an old book smell, but generally in good to very good condition.
estimate- 60-90

817 British Patent Office, Patents for Inventions Abridgments of Specifications Class 119, Small Arms.1855 to
1930 Seven volumes Armoury Publications reprint 1993. In excellent condition. estimate- 200-250

818 Winchester Repeating Arms Co., “Winchester Quality Products”. Catalogue 1928, Armory Pub., 1995 reprint.
Still in the original shrink wrap, so mint condition. estimate- 15-25

819 Hoyem, George A. compiler, Cartridge Catalogs, Numbed 275, Armory Publications,1996, Includes Chamberin,
UMC, Winchester 1894, two different Remington, Hoxie, U.S C.Co., 1914,Dominion #20, Peters #40, and DWM 1939.
Hardback, 9” x 12”, and 476 pages. In excellent condition. estimate- 90-120

820 A The Custom Rifle Gazette Vol. 1 Issue 1 July 1995., A series of articles by Geoffrey Boothroyd, Finn Aagaard,
Tom Turpin and others covering double rifles / shotguns, magazine rifles and other things, 8.5” x 11”, soft cover 150
pages. In excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

821 A series of U.S. “Identification List” lists with stock numbers and a physical description of magazines, parts, pis-
tols, revolvers, shotguns, Cal. .50, 20mm, 25mm, 30mm, 7.62mm & etc. An about 1/2” thick pile of Xerox copies.
Another Xerox copy which is an inch thick, and has 1960 and 1964 dated pages. “V650 Ammunitionregister for
aemen KUNCL ARMEFORVALTNINGEN” The cover page is poor, but the other pages although not the best, are very readable.
In good condition. estimate- 20-40

822 This is 4 note books of data on various Rim Fire cartridges. They are bound with metal 2 hole fold-over tabs and
card stock covers. The titles are:  “25 pistol - 38 extra long ”, “50 Ball Carbine - potpourri (including Peabodys and
Unknowns)”, “41 Short - 45 Danish”, and “46 Extra Short - 56-56 Spencer”. Each page has space for 7 entries along
with the headsamp, and it will take up about 3 inches of book shelf. The information is handwritten and these are in very
good condition. estimate- 50-80

823 This is a lot which includes a 1/2” thick notebook (not factory) titled Catalogue Nobel Industries and it has a lot of
hand drawn cartridges and the bullet, plus measurements. Some are the complete round. Next is various Xeroxed pages
(perhaps a little less than 1/2” thick), from The Gun Report ammunition articles bound with metal 2 hole fold-over tabs
and card stock covers. Last this 1.5” thick, 3-ring binder has checklists concerning rimfires Robin Hood, Peters
Xeroxed from publications, a booklet “Metric Rimfires Headstamps and Loading Checklist” other bits about British sport-
ing, an index of Datig’s 4 books, pages from The American Rifleman about ammunition and dealers lists. Generally in
very good condition. estimate- 50-80

824] This 1 Lb. size American Wood Powder (p.188 t) black powder tin, is olive green
with black lettering. It has a copper colored top, and the original cap. Marked “Pat 1886, 59
Wall St.”, it is 3”x 3”x 4”. With light soil, tiny chips and typical age crazing in the varnish. In
very good but typically dark condition. estimate- 40-70

\825 A very scarce 1/2 pound size not noted in Bacyk p.18,
this ca. 1859-68, Mass. Powder Works, A. G. Fay, Potter &
Tolman, Triple Refined Dead Shot Gunpowder tin, has a colorful
paper label with dog. It is 31/4” x 4’” x 11/4” and has the original
cap. It has small chips in the red paint on the sides but is missing
a good portion from the top but not so much from the back. With
few very tiny rubs in the label, and light soil it is in very good to
excellent condition. estimate- 600-700

POWDER TINS
None of these are photographed to size unless noted. And we are noting the pages where examples of these

cans or labels can be found in Bacyk’s books as “(p.40 t)” which will relate to page 40, the top photograph.



828] Looking at Bayck, p.28 and p.29, this 6”x 4”x 11/4” red
painted 1 Lb. Telegraph Sporting tin has A. Fay as treasurer but
the tin shown on p.28 is rectangular style tin with Hosmer treasurer
and not the oval style show with Fay. on p.29. On this, the label
fills the front of the tin while those he shows are perhaps 1/2 the
width of the tin. Perhaps a keg label? The paint is flaked on the
edges and front, it has the original lid while the label is somewhat
dark and brown. In good condition. estimate- 400-500

\829 With a very early beautiful engraved label of a woodland
with game, dog, game bag, powder horn, and “ADAPTED TO
PREPARED RIFLE PERCUSSION GUNS”,  This New
Hampshire tin is 3“ in diameter x 43/4”tall (p.162) It’s cap is missing,
the label has a chip, about 3/8” square, and it is stained. It has 
typical chips in the Japanned top and some plain tan paper seems
stuck to the top. In good to very good condition. estimate- 150-200

830 Headstamped ‘ U ‘, this copper cased .32 Long R.F. Dummy has a mid-case hole and a 
lightly oxidized lead bullet with 2 knurled rings and 1 smooth ring. Showing polish and lacquer it is in
very good condition. estimate- 15-25

831 With a raised ‘ H ‘ not in an impressed circle headstamp this hard to find .44 Long Board
dummy has a polished and lacquered copper case with two proper mounting holes, an inner wood
rod, a lead bullet with a smooth groove and a flat tip. In excellent condition. estimate- 90-120

\827 A Robin Hood Swanton VT Smokeless Powder for Shot
Guns 1 Lb. tin, is  4”x 53/8” x 11/4”, and has it’s original cap. It has a
few tiny chips, two shallow dents in the front, a shallow dent to the
bottom front edge and typical crazing in the paint / varnish due to
age, still it is in good condition.(p.245 b) estimate- 150-200

826] This is a King Powder Co. Cincinnati O. Semi
Smokeless 1 Lb. tin (p.213 t). It is 37/8” x 55/8” x 11/4”, and has
it’s original cap. Green with red, orange and black lithography,
It has light soil, a slight dent on the front and slight scratches.
In very good condition. estimate- 40-70

LATE ADDITIONS

832 Unheadstamped this .38-50 Ballard Everlating nickeled brass case has a domed
copper primer with a re-primed mark in it. The 1.988” long case is pretty clean inside,
and in excellent condition outside. estimate- 20-40

833 This .401 Winchester Self-Loading dummy has a ‘ W.R.A.Co. 40I S. L. ‘ 
headstamp. It has a domed brass primer, a polished and lacquered brass case with
two mid-case holes, an inner wood rod, and a taper crimp to hold the tinned GM-jacketed bullet, which has a knurled
ring and a copper tube in the soft nose tip. Missing very little lacquer, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 35-60

834 With a blind primer pocket showing steeply beveled sides, this factory blackened
brass-cased .401 Winchester Self-Loading dummy has a ‘ W.R.A.Co. 40I S. L. ‘
headstamp, and a taper crimp holds the tinned GM-jacketed round nosed bullet which has a tiny soft point. The case
color, as usual, varies from dark brown to black and has a little wear at the mouth and rim edge, otherwise this is in
good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25

835 Not headstamped, but with a bevel in the head like the much later cold
worked steel cases found in 7.62 NATO, this Cal. .30 M-1906 steel case
experimental has an empty Boxer primer pocket, a somewhat dark green lacquer finish and the base / rim has what
looks like a dark brown lacquer. The inside looks to have a dark phosphate coating. Never primed or loaded it has an
uneven exterior toning, and some tiny rust spots, but is in good condition. estimate- 60-90



836 With an empty Boxer primer pocket this unusual factory
dummy is headstamped ‘ W.R.A.CO. 7.65 M/M ‘. The brass case has
a single small hole .785” / 19.94mm up from the base, an inner wood
rod and uses a taper crimp to hold the CN-jacketed bullet. With light uneven toning, it is in good to very good condition.
estimate- 40-70

837 With a domed nickel primer cup, this dummy is headstamped 
‘ W.R.A.CO. 7.65 M/M ‘. The blackened-brass case has two small
holes .889” / 22.59mm up from the base, an inner wood rod and uses a taper crimp to hold the CN-jacketed bullet. In
near mint condition. estimate- 30-60

838 Headstamped ‘ K27  .5. ‘, this .5 Vickers semi-rimmed ball was
later adopted by the air arms of Italy and Japan. It has a large flat ring
crimped brass primer, a dark purple annulus, a drawn brass case with three stab-crimps holding the CNCS-jacketed
bullet. Unevenly toned, it is in good condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 60-90

839 Headstamped with a very large ‘ K.40 FG1Z ‘, this Kynoch, .5
Vickers rimless semi A.P. round has a small flat ring crimped brass
primer with a black annulus, and a drawn brass case with three stab-crimps holding a magnetic cored CN-jacketed
bullet. Polished long ago, it has some narrow dark stains at the mouth and three small dark spots on the bullet. In
good condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 40-70

840 Headstamped ‘ RᗑL 1942 F I Z ‘, this Royal Labs, .5 Vickers
rimless semi A.P. round has a small flat ring crimped brass primer, a
drawn brass case with three punch-crimps to hold the magnetic cored CN-jacketed bullet. With marker on the case and
White-out? on the head, it is in good to very good condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 40-70

841 This brown box of 20 each, Cal..30 M1 links by Wells
Marine Inc. has black print. The full, 10.75” long end flap box
has viewing holes on one side and a slight stain on the other
side, but is still in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

842 Headstamped ‘ F  A K 48 K ‘ this 20x110 Vulcan
FAE T61E1 has a ring crimped brass electric primer with
a blue insulator and a red annulus. The brass case has
a segmented choke crimp holding a black steel bullet
with a blackened aluminum nose cap, and a copper driving band stamped “CE-1-22-45 20MM M99”. With relatively light
toning, the nose cap is missing a little color, but this is still in good to very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-70

843 Full of ’ CCC 50/70 GOVT. ‘ headstamped turned brass cases with
flat nickel primers and lead bullets, this 20-size off-white 1-piece top flap
Connecticut Cartridge Co. box has a blue label with black pint which
extends over the right end, The caliber and bullet weight are in black 
rubbered stamps and there are packer “5” and inspector “7” stamps on the
left end, The bottom flap is sealed with light brown tape as was the top.
The rounds have some typical dark stains. The box has a few rubs, light
soil and the end label has a slight discolor where a sticker was removed.
All-in all it is in good to very good condition. [photo 45%] estimate- 40-70

844 Headstamped ‘ F A L 43 ‘ this inert aluminum cased Cal.
.30 experimental has a ring crimped struck brass primer and a
GMCS-jacketed bullet. Lightly toned, it is in very good condition. estimate- 30-60

845 This 1957 dated, 20-size FA Caliber .30 Match T291 brown box is sealed
with a white front, top and back label, showing red and blue print. It also has a
nicely installed white overlabel with the T number, lot number, bullet weight and
velocity. The front has the Eagle / with a red white and blue shield logo, the bottom
has a “3277” black rubber stamp and other than a tiny bit of soil on the bottom, it is
in near mint condition. estimate- 40-70



846 Headstamped ‘ .280 ULTRA H.V. “HALGER” ‘ this
.280 Ultra which dates from 1931, has a flat brass primer,
a belted drawn brass case with a smooth bullet seating
groove just above the shoulder and a flanged steel bullet
with the case mouth roll crimped over the outer edge of the
flange. This also comes with two steel bullets. One has a
slight boattail with a  machine-turned tip, and the body and nose pieces appearing to be crimped over the base / core.
The other is a half-sectioned solid steel flanged example. The case is toned at the mouth-end, but it is still in very good
condition. estimate- 1500-2000

847 Headstamped ‘ .335 H.V. SUPER-MAGNUM “HALGER” ‘,
.335 Halger Super Magnum which dates from 1930, has a flat
brass primer, a belted drawn brass case with a smooth bullet
seating groove mid-neck and a flanged steel bullet with the case
mouth roll crimped over the outer edge of the flange.This also comes with a lead-cored flanged steel bullet which we are
quite sure is like the loaded one. The case has light toning and a crack at the mouth. In good condition. estimate- 1500-2000

END OF AUCTION

For you overseas or canadian bidders who pay with PayPal please remember your
just buying non specific merchandise or lot number(s) as PayPal is anti-gun and anti-
ammunition. 

Also for other than catalog purchase you will pay all fees. You do this by using the
gift / family option.

We are not taking Paypal for other than overseas or canadian buyers. We are
again taking U. s. bank credit cards. We prefer your checks, money orders, bank trans-
fers & the like. thank you for your understanding.

Please also remember we will be glad to deliver your wins to a collector visiting
us, the Phoenix cartridge show, or sLics at no charge. if you wish this, tell us who to
give it to and remember to deduct the shipping and handling charge from your payment
plus let us know!

IMPORTANT NOTICE
§§§i§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§

§   §§
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BIDDING INCREMENT SCHEDULE
Minimum Bid On Any Lot  Is  $15.00

Bids of $15 to $50 must be in whole..........................................$2.50 increments
Bids of $50 to $100 must be in whole.............................................$5 increments
Bids of $100 to $400 must be in whole.........................................$10 increments
Bids of $400 to $700 must be in whole.........................................$25 increments
Bids of $700 to $1000 must be in whole.......................................$50 increments
Bids over $1000 must be in whole.............................................$100 increments

Bids not conforming to this schedule will be reduced to the next nearest increment

VOICE: 928-776-8285  E-Mail: pdbullets@commspeed.net
We no longer acept  FAX bids.

Our normal hours of operation (up to the Friday before the close) are: 10:00 AM to
7:00 PM Monday - Friday, and 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM on (some) Saturdays.

AUCTION CLOSE PROCEDURE
We will give you the second high bid starting the Thursday before the close.

Before Thursday we just accept your bids by voice, or E-mail and should you call, we
will tell you if your bid is currently the high bid and feel free to ask what the 2nd hi
bid is if you are the high bidder.

FRIDAY before the sale close we open at 10:00 AM and stay open accepting
bids until 9:00 PM, and we still accept E-mail bids. This allows bidders to call in after
work, check on bid status, and get the information required to win the lot(s) of choice.

SATURDAY of the sale close: WE OPEN AT NOON. No calls will be
accepted before noon (12:00 AM) this last day of the sale. Voice or postal
bids only, no E-mail today.

So on Saturday, from 12:00 NOON until 7:00 PM, OPEN BIDDING.
Bids accepted as they come in from whomever, whenever, on whatever, so
check, raise and add as you wish,on what you wish. 

SATURDAY: from 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM, MST, you may only
bid on lots in which you have a previous bid.

At 10:00 PM, MST, the Sale Is Closed.
AriZoNA does not go to dayl ight savings t ime.

QUestioNs: if any of this is unclear or you wish further information, please contact
us as soon as possible. Not on the last day of the sale, as then we are only taking bids.



-∞∞∞-     JOIN   A  ClUB -∞∞∞-
Addresses of a few of the many clubs are below. Please ask, and we will be glad to give you information about a club

near (or dear) to you, and your interests.

EUROpEAN CARTRIdgE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Martin golland, Chapel House, deepdale, South Humberside, dN18 6Ed

UNITEd KINgdOM
e-mail: langold@globalnet.co.uk

INTERNATIONAl AMMUNITION ASSOCIATION INC.
IAA, 6531 Carlsbad dr., lincoln NE 68510  U.S.A.

voice: 402-483-2484

WESTERN STATES CARTRIdgE COllECTORS ASSOCIATION
lon Berg, p.O. Box 85308, Tucson AZ 85754, U.S.A.

e-mail: lb.ammo@yahoo.com

THE 22 BOX
Richard Rains, S. 4321 Bluff Rd., Spokane WA 99224, U.S.A.

voice: 509-624-8772

AUSTRAlIAN CARTRIdgE COllECTORS ASSOC. INC.
Warren Brown, 13 McCudden St.,griffith, NSW, 2680, AUSTRAlIA

e-mail: shotgunwazza@gmail.com

NEBRASKA CARTRIdgE COllECTORS
6531 Carlsbad dr., lincoln NE 68510  U.S.A.

voice: 402-483-2484 e-mail: gmuckel9@gmail.com

SOUTH AFRICAN CARTRIdgE COllECTORS ASSOCIATION
p.O. Box 3356, Cramerview, 2060,  SOUTH AFRICA

Will Reuter e-mail: wlreuter@global.co.za

NEW ZEAlANd CARTRIdgE ClUB
Kevan Walsh, 4 Milton Rd., Northcote point, North Shore City, 0627

NEW ZEAlANd  e-mail: KEvAN.WAlSH@ESR.CRI.NZ

KANSAS CARTRIdgE COllECTOR’S ASSOC.
vic Suelter, 2185 E. Iron dr., lincoln KS, 67455 voice: 785-524-4895

UNITEd KINgdOM CARTRIdgE ClUB
Jeff Blunt, 19 Sunray Ave., Hutton, Nr Brentwood, Essex, CM13 1pR

UNITEd KINgdOM

The IAA website: www.cartridgecollectors.org has a forum where you can ask
questions, and a listing of cartridge shows here in the U.S.


